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Will Europe Unite ? 

Whe11 thi? qu13:;;tion was asked ten years a,gp, the answer was cl13arly 

arid unhesitatingly affirmative. It was a confident answer, untroubled by any doubts 

about the future. Of course, by now we all know that it was wrong. 

Certainly the assumption that Europe would unite, that it was bound to 

unite and that, in fact, it was il.lready well on the way towc:rds unification sounded 

reasonable enough at the time. It seemed to have the logic of history and the forc::e 

of necessity on its side. On March 25,1957, in the city of Rome, the chiefs of six 

European governments had put their signatures to the documents on which a united 

Europe was to be founded. On January 1,1958, the Rome Treaties entered into 

force. The Common Market started functioning, and it was widely believed that out 

of this fledgling economic community, political unity would grow more or less 

naturally and automatically. 

Today we know that this was a delusion •. The rather vulgar Marxist 

determinism underlying the belief in unavoidable, unstoppable evolution was not 

borne out by events. Not even the economic evolution of the EEC from a Customs 

Union to Common Market and, finally, to a genuine Economic Union can be taken for 

granted; and the success which the EEC achieved in its first stage may limit its 

further development. 

The economic fortune-tellers were wrong, and so were the prophets of 

automatic political evolution. During the intervening years we have learned the hard 

way that there is no such thing as an automatic spill-over from economics into politics. 

But if the past ten years should have taught us anything at all, it is surely the lesson 

that there is no substitute for a determined political will. In the absence of such a 

will, or in the presence of a strong will to the contrary, economic mergers will not 

lead to political fusion - nor, by the way, will projects of military cooperation (MLF). 
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There is no backdoor through which we can sneak into political Europe, hoping that 

General de Gaulle, who has nailed the. front door shut, will not notice. 

As John Calmann recently put it; "The weakness of the economic 

community without political authority is that it can be attacked, hindered, slowed 

down, or boycotted, if the political leaders of one of the member states feel like it. 

Admittedly France came back to the Council of Ministers after a seven-month absence, 

but she made it clear that the Community method was to be limited to economic 

cooperation." 

This, then, is the first point I want to milke: There are limits to the 

Community approach. The logic of history and the force of necessity can be side

stepped, at least temporarily, They need executors. Europe is a me1tter of will, it 

is not going to happen by itself. And while I quite agree with Alastair Buchan when 

he says that there is a growing sense of Europeanness in Europe, I would hasten to 

add that this sentiment does not translate into political action very eusily. As one 

case in point I might mention the wailing that can be he3rd all over Europe about the 

so-called "technological gap" between the United States and Western Europe. 

Everyone seems to be complccining about it, in fact it is the most f"lshionccble cqmplaint 

these days, but nobody is willing to do anything about it. 

The second point I W3nt to mClke is perhaps similarly disillusioning. 

The European idea does not, at the moment, command greet popular interest. It is an 

idea that has lost much of its lustre and its force since it has become enshrined in 

the impenetrable and inscrutable temples of the Brussels bureaucracy. The techno

crats do not fire anyone's imagination. In fact, some of their actions are drawing 

heavy criticism - the m umbo-jumbo of the Euro-lawyers, the red tape, the seeming 

idiocy of some of their decrees - like the recent one subsidizing Dutch and French 

farmers for plowing under veget3ble crops which would, if thrown on the market, have 

brought down consumer prices ... Europe, in other words, to many people is no longer a 

glorious, pure, and immaculate idea but rather c: kind of clerk's pa~adise far removed 

from the preoccupations, from the reasoning and the feeling of little people. There is 

a fair measure of disenchantment. It was the bad luck of Harold Wilson to apply for 
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British EEC membership at a moment when continental Europe,?n enthusiasm for Europe 

had rm ched its lowest point in many years. 

There is one third point, equally sobering, which I should like to 

empljasize. The dominating mood of Europe tociay is one of uncertuinty. We do not 

know where we are going, and what is more: we do not even know where we want to 

go. 

One may argue, of course, that Charles de Gaulle will not live forever -

and for all we know there may even be a kernel of truth to that statement. But I 

think it would be much too facile to proceed on the assumption that once the General 

makes his exit, the Europeans can simply take up again where they left off when he 

first began dominating the scene. For in the meantime the whole situution has 

drastically changed. Les donnees, as the French say, are no longer what they were 

ten years ago. 

II 

Not only have the years of sterility and stagnation broken the initial 

momentum of the European movement and killed off a great deal of the erstwhile 

enthusiasm. Vvhat is more important is that a number of new factors have cropped up 

which cast the European problem in a different light. Let me briefly list the three 

most important ones. 

1) The dominant new fact is the abietement, if not yet the end, of the 

Cold War. We huve seen how the diminution of the threat from the East has been 

underminimg the will towards integration on the Atlantic plane. The very same effect 

is noticeable on the European level, too. Europe, one will do well to remember, was 

not only the dream of a handful of ide3lists; it was also a notion born from the fear 

of the Soviet Union and its aggressive designs. To the extent, then that the European 

idea was merely a function of the Cold Vvar, it has lost most of its relevcmce and 

appeal. When danger seemed to be clear and imminent, European supranationalism, 

no matter how narrow its geographical basis, offered one hope of salvution~ Now the 

danger has receded, and the fear of aggressive, expansive Communism has ceased 
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· to be a unifying element. 

2) The second salient fact of the new situation is a direct result of this. 

I am referring to the revival of nationalism which we have been witnessing in the past 

few years - or rather: the revival of individual nationalisms. Probnbly some kind of 

nationalist backlash was inevitable after the many years of integration under duress, 

both in Eastern and Western Europe. At any rate, a corrective swing of the pendulum 

in the other direction was to be expected, even without Genernl de Gaulle, and it 

was helped by the obvious impossibility of achieving Atlantic Union now as well as 

by the growing difficulties encountered in the construction of Europe. 

3) The third factor is a human one: the passing away of the European 

founding fathers. Konrc.d l-.denauer, who died in April, 1967, was the last of the 

original threesome to go; Robert Schuman and Alcide de Gasperi had preceded him by 

many years. They were a breed of giants, compared to the men who have taken over 

from them, but they shared the same built-in limitations. All of them were essentially 

Western Europeans, Catholic in outlook and Carolingian in their thinking, As far as 

they were concerned, Europe ended at the Elbe River; the lands and the peoples beyond 

that great post-war divide did not lie within their ken. At best, they v.;cre thinking of 

Eastern Europe in terms of roll-back, liberation and "imschluss"; the possibility of 

convergence, of peaceful engagement, of "detente, entente, cooperation" was not one 

they were willing or able to contemplate. 

Here again, the question must be asked and answered whether these 

changes are likely to be permanent. It is worthwhile to look at them one by one, 

ll Detente. There is no guarantee for the continuation of detente, of 

course. East-West crises could recur, a new leadership in the Kremlin .might con

ceivably relapse into the old aggressiveness; and if the Vietnam war drags on even 

th.e present leadership might be tempted to open a second front in Europe. But this, 

I should think, is highly unlikely. Personally, I would expect the evolution from 

confrontation to cooperation to continue. 

2) Nationalism. I would not expect its more strident manifestations 

to last for very long. I would assume, however, that a modified kind of nationalism 
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is going to survive. This goes for post-gaullist France, and it goes for Germany too. 

3) The spirit of the founding fathers. This spirit is irretrievably gone. 

From now on, Europeans will find it impossible to think of Europe strictly in. terms of 

Western Europe, or of confrontation, or of conflict. 

Ill 

What does all this add up to? It means, in my view, that all previous 

notions, designs (grand or otherwise), all previous blueprints, schemes and schedules 

are again in the melting pot. And no one can be sure at this juncture wh::1t the final 

outcome will be. 

Will Europe unite? Today every single one of these three words begs 

the question. 

"Will" is the future tense of the auxiliary verb to be; it rClises the 

problem of the time schedule - and here I feel that we shall have to revise radically 

all previous estimates. Europe will certainly take much longer to create than wo.s 

generally supposed in 1957. Personu.lly, I do not ··~ink the process will be completed 

in the seventies. VIe will be lucky if we reach the goal sometime in the eighties. 

"Europe" raises the question of the geographical limits of any future 

European entity. The normal supposition used to be that it was going to embrace 

what once was the Cu.rolingian Empire - essentially France and Germany, the Benelux 

countries and Italy, with perhaps some tenuous links extending to such heathen areas 

as England and Scandinavia, equally loose contacts with the Byzantine region (i.e., 

Greece and Turkey), and implacably hostile towards the pagan Eastern world of the 

Slavs. Today, this picture of a Little Europe b la Charlemagne is as dead as the dodo. 

We start looking again beyond the confines of the former Carolingian Empire, remem

bering that east of the Elbe River there is Europe, too, as it has been for(\ thousand 

years. It seems to me that from now on we shall be extremely reluctu.nt to think only 

in terms of a Europe of the Six, or the Seven, or even the Thirteen, if you put the EEC 

and Efta together. 



Finally, the word "unite" calls for definition. It used to be interpreted 

in the strictest sense of the term. Uniting Europe meant creating a federal state on 

the pattern of such federations as the United States of America, SwitzGrland or West 

Germany, with the member states releguted to a rather subordinute role vis-a-vis 

an overwhelmingly powerful central government. This made a lot of sense when the 

only kind of Europe that appeared within re::>.ch was a small Europe. If it hud to be 

small, so the argument rnn- and I for ono used to subscribe to it;- it might us well 

be tightly orgunized, Cl "Fatherland Europe" ruther than u "Europe of F1:1therlands". 

(I always considered it supremely ironicul that de Gaulle, in his supercilious way, 

refused to see the logic of this - he hus alw2.ys bee"l working for il Europe that was 

both smull and amorphous). 

But now the vision of a wider Europe is in the offing. And faced with 

the choice between tightly organized Little Europe and a looser, yet wider association, 

most Europeans must now be expected to opt for the larger unit. The vnlidity of this 

statement is not diminished by the fact that until now no one has any idea what 

shape this larger unit might be given, which degree of cohesion it ought to have, or 

what kind of institutions it will require. We do not know how to get from here to 

there, but the goul of "making Europe whole again", to borrow a phrase from Preside11t 

Lyndon Johnson, is now uccepted by a vast majority of Western Europeuns. They are 

beginning to give SE:Jrious thought to ways of achieving this goal and completing the 

one outstanding unfinished task of the post-war generation. A Great Debate on the 

future of Europe is now in the milking. 

IV 

It would be presumptuous of me to try and anticipate the upshot of this 

Great Debate. The only thing I can usefully do is to indicate the intellectual frame

work within which it will be conducted und to point out the more significant alterna-r 

tives that may be avuiluble. I will limit myself to dividing the thinkable futures of 

Europe into three different categories, ranging from the un1ikely via the possible to 

the desirable; and in each of these categories I will present a number of sub

thinkabilities und debute the forces that militate Ggainst or in favor of their realization. 
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1\. In the range of the unlikely Europe there are three which I should 

like to discuss: 1) 1\merican Europe; 2) Gaullist Europe; and 3) fragmented Europe. 

1) By "1\!llerican Europe" I mean the kind of U .S.-led V>/estern Europe 

we had in 1949: divided in powerless, fearful states all of whom glu.dly and willingly 

submit to American hegemony because it provides the only avenue towards physical 

survival. This is out of the question today, and I for one can imagine only one sin9le, 

solitary contingency which could make it i'\cceptable again to the Europeans. That· 

contingency is the revival of Soviet aggressivity. If the Russicms pulled off a coup 

in Vienna similar to the one they engineered in :Prague 19 years ago, or if they were 

to attempt a repeat performance of the Greek civil war of 1944-49, then VJestern Euf'ope 

would have no choice other than renewed submission to the United Stutes. It woulq 

again have to seek refuge under the protective umbrellc of the V>/estern superpower. 

In that event, incidentally, the divisive debates which have been 

rending Nl\.TO would come to an abrupt end. ,:,u the quibbling abaut nuclear eo

determination, about information and consult;:,tion, about command structure and 

decision-making would then seem as irrelevant us the unending debutes of medieval 

scholars ubout the question how many angles could be accommodcted on J. pin-point, 

or whether the Almighty could create two mountains next to eC~ch other without a 

valley in between. 

As I have already said, I consider such a revival of the Cold War highly 

unlikely. I would not, therefore, lay any bet on the "1\merican Europe." 

2) The same goes for the. concept of a "Gaullist Europe". By that I mean 

a Europe led by France, in the basically anti-f,merican spirit of Gener'll de Gaulle, 

either by himself or by his successors. 

I admit that I am sometimes haunted by the thought that unti-Americanism 

might indeed provide u popular - and at this juncture perhaps the only - basis for a 

united Europe. But then I tuke consolation from three basic features of Gaullist policy 

which·to my mind und to that of most Europeans negate all the appeal thut it may 

theoretically have. 
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The first feature is de Gaulle' s claim for France to the 1!ume kind of 

hegemonial position which he begrudges the i\mericans. But if Europe needs a hege

monial patron it is only logical that it turn to the strongest one for help. With regard 

to strength and power, however, France will never be able to compete with the United 

States. 

The seconC feature, iJ.pdrt frqm the fund:].mental we~tkness of France,· is 

the unwillingness of Gaullist Fnnce to tre'lt its Europec'm P'lrtners .:::s cqucls. It 

criticizes Washington for its lonesome decisions, ."ls well "'ls for its nusty habit of 

springing new strategies, concepts and progrummes on its allies- but·its own behavior 

reveals the same pattern of sovereign disregard for the feelings of others in even 

crasser fasion. Tls long as de Gaulle, or his successors, insist on defining the content 

and the direction of Europe without reference to their fellow Europeu.ns, they will not 

find many supporters. 

The third feature, finally, is the basic contradiction in de Gaulle' s 

design: He purports to aspire toward a Europe that could be an equul of the United 

States, but he denies to Europe the only means of realizing thut aspirution - namely 

a federal, supranational organization. 

Taken together, these three features would seem to guarantee that the 

vision of a French-led Europe will remain an old man's pipe-dream. 

3) Now the third unlikely concept: that of a fragmented Europe -

fragmented once more in its component parts, its multilateral organizutions and . ' 

institutions hilving come unstuck aguin, with the exception of perhups'a few technical 

arrangements. 

Such i1 frugmented Europe would consist of four big st2tes vying with 

each other for influence: the United Kingdom, Frunce, Germany uncl Ituly. It would 

further consist of six small constitutionul monarchies: Norway, Sweden <:md Denmark, 

Holland, Belgium and Luxembourg; of four smull democrutic republics:. ,\ustria, Switzer

land, Finland, and Irelund; of the two Ibero-fascist states Spain und Portugal; 

possibly of two military dictatorships at the eastern end of the Mediterrcmean: Greece 
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and Turkey. Finally, there would be eight Communist stat:CJs with different hues and 

shades of communism: Poland, Czechoslovakia, East Germany, Hung my, Rumania, 

Bulgaria, Yugoslavia nnd Albania. 

Such a Europe, would be a nineteenth century nightmare come to life 

agnin. No one will want to go back to that. i\s the wizard Merlyn suici to Kin<;~ Arther 

in T .H. W'hite' s story "The Once and Future King": "The destiny of miln is to !.inite, 
·,: 

not to divide. If you keep on dividing, you end up as a collection ofmonkeys 

throwing nuts at each other out of sepante trees". And history tei'tchos that f:uro

peans, when they sit on their separate trees, c'.on' t stop ut throwing- nuts. For' a 

thousc:md years they have behaved in <:1 wo.y that fully justified the clrcaclful phrase 

coined by Georges Sorel: "Europe - that cemetary, is inhabited by peoples V{ho sing 

before they go about killing each other." One shudders at the t ~ought that this kind 

of Europe might be resuscitated - and I am positive that it won't. 

B. Looking at the category of possible Europes, we find uguin three: 

Statu&-quo Europe, cooperative Vvestern Europe, cooperative pan-Europe. 

1) Status-quo Europe. If we are honest to ourselves we must admit 

that this is one possibility. Nothing much may change - nothing achieve cl so far will 

·be dismantled but no new structures will be built. Great Britain's applicution for 

EEC membership will be permitted to gather dust in Brussels, while the British, 

despairing of formal entry, try to conform to the habits and ways of the continental 

countries in a very prugmatic way: the same will apply to other EFTi> countries. 

Liberalization in Eastern European countries goes on, varying in pace <:md eJllphasis 
i ; 

in different states, there is greaterfreedom of movement across the former Iron Curtain, 

possibly even between the two Germanies, but there is no formal rappror·· 'ment. 

This is a distinct possibility if only for the reason that hungilJg on to 

the status quo sometimes seems to be the least onerous and the le-::st dcmarding 

course. Two be tors Vlill work in bvor of .Jdopting this easy course. Number one is 

the sad bet that nowhere on the Europe:m scene is there any statesmun of stature, vision 

and a clear sense of purpose who might be able to pull the Old Worlc' out of the 
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unexciting, listless routine in which it threatens to settle down. Number two·telates 
~,. ·. 

to the obvious fact that most European countries in the next ten years will be inward-

looking rather than outward-looking. They all re ve difficult and absorbing do111estic 
.. \ 

problems to solve. 

Take France, which after de Gaulle will have to face the task of"read

justing completely its political structures. Or Great Gritain, which has yet to take 

the bold step from a nineteenth into a twentieth century society. Or Italy, where 

the problems of adjustment to the modern world are even graver. Or Germany, where 

the viability of its new democratic system still awaits the test of a radical change

over from one party to the other and where a policy of domestic innovation will claim ,. -

the attention of the best minds in the seventies. 

Domestic preoccupations will also keep the Communist nation!>:pusy. 

Two in particular come to mind: the need to transform a cumbersome bureaucratic 

machinery into an apparatus permitting modern methods of social planning and indus

trial production, and the development of a sort of pluralism instead of stiflipg uni

formity in both political thought and intellectual expression. 

In view of all this I would not be a bit surprised if 

the status quo simply continued. 

grosso modo 

2) But there are other possibilities, too. The second one I want to 

mention is the possibility that the Western Europeans, after perhaps a longish inter

val, decide to expand their cooperation- possibly on a multilateral basis,:but pro

bably also bilaterally. It may take them ten or fifteen years, but I have no doubt 

that they will rediscover· the truth of the adage that Europe is like a bicyclist: he 

has to keep moving lest he fall down. And they will find out that their present 

organization simply does not permit them the solution of their problems in continued 

isolation from each other. 

I do not want to go into the details of this. In the economic field, one 

might imagine increased cooperation between EFTA and EEC; one suggestion that has 
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been bandied about recently is for the Common Market to become a member of the 

Free Trade Area. In the military field, comparable schemes a~e thinkable, and Alas tair 

Buchan has outlined some of them, especially that for a European Defense A4thority 

growing out of a joint Armaments Production and Procurement Board. In this Way, a 

new Western Europe could eventually emerge - not anti-American, yet distinct from the 
. ; ' 

United States, cooperating with the Atlantic superpower :'1 la carte, no longer qn the 

American Plan, enjoying a relationship in which interdependence became truly a two

way affair. 

There are some drawbacks to this scheme, however. The mos~ significant 

one is the fact that it does nothing to overcome the partition of the European ·continent. 
' 

·It leaves out 17 million East Germans and roughly 90 million East Europeans·. 

3) It is because of this shortcoming that the third alternative holds 

so much attraction for many people - the alternative of pan-Europe, of increased 

bilateral i'lS well as multilateral cooperation between the two halvGs of the 'continGnt. 

In the economic fiGld, this might take the form of agreGmGnts bGtween the Vvest 

European economic organizations and Comecon - I remind you of thG fact that in 1962 

Nikita Khrushchev seemed to be quite rec:dy to proceed along this line. Similarly, 

cooperative schemes could be designed between the two military pc:ct systems -

~eading up, in the end, to a kind of Europe en Security System involving either the 

dissolution of NATO and the Warsaw Pact or their coexistence and cooperation under 

the roof of a new pun-European structure. This kind of thing is increasingly captiva

ting the imagination of the Europeans. No one can tell whether any of thes!" projects 

will be realized; but I have not the slightest doubt that they will provide the 

leitmotif of European political debates in the coming decade • . 
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Of course, the multilateral dealings I have talked about will be com

plemented by a multitude of bilateral contacts: as a matter of fact, a great deal of 

such bilateralism is already going on. But I would like to hang out 11 little flag of 
.j 

warning: too much bilateralism, or bilateral dealings irrespective of the wid$~: 

ramifications of detente in Europe, m"ly defeat their purpose. I am especially'y.rorried 

by some of the projects General de G:nille may be wanting to inaugurate. We ~hould 

be spared the miseries of the mid-thirties, when Great Britain's separate naval 
'':' 

treaty with Hitler divided the West in bitterness and mutual recriminations V"ithout 

having the least bit of positive influence on Nazi Germany. I agree with Ala stair 

Buchan that what is urgently needed in the West today is a system of Crisi~ Manage

ment. But I submit that it is at least as urgent to establish appropriate machinery 

for Detente management. 

I don't really know whether the concept of a cooperative V>/estern Europe 

and that of a cooperative pan-Europe are necessarily mutually exclusive alternetives. 

They may in fact be supplementing and reinforcing each other. Pan-Europe could be 

~he consequence of Western Europe. On the other hand, the stuge of Vfestern Europe 

might conceivC>bly be skipped altogether. I confess that I do not know and .that I will 

have to give a lot more thought to it. 

Another thing I do not know is the speed with which such a pan-European 

evolution as I have sketched might unfold. The pace of evolution will chiefly depend 

qn the Soviet Union, and I do not think that we should be under any illusion about 
; 

its eagerness to conform to the new trend. A great many attitudes will have to change 

in the Kremlin before we can make real headway. But the Russians may already 

~ave some second thoughts about the hard line they have taken so far, and they will 

certainly be exposed to increasing pressures by their Eastern European allies. I have 

recently read some amazing statements in East European papers to the effect that 

cooperation between Eastern Europe and Western Europe is indispensable for the 

states between Germany and Russia. The Soviet Union, one leading Hungarian 

economist said in Vienna earlier this year, can live without the rest of Eurape, but 

its European allies cannot ••• There is today a great deal of longing for "making Europe 
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whcle again" on the other side of the Iron Curtain, which is not so Iron any more, 

after all. 

Before passing on to the third category, the kind of Europe that I believe 

is most desirable to be created over time, let me just interject a few words about 

the problem of Germany. I do not consider it a special problem any longer, one 

separate from the larger problem of re unifying Europe. If Europe is going to be made 

whole again, so will Germany- and in this context it is of relatively little import 

whether the two parts of Germany will be united within the borders of one single 

national state or whether they will be united in a more pragmatic fashion - a fashion 

that would permit the Germans to get together without actually living together under 

one flag. 

For whut ails the Germans is not so much that their nation is divided; it 

is rather that seventeen million of them have to live under an oppressive regime. If 

that regime became less oppressive, if it were democratized and liberalized though 

remaining Communist, partition would be less unbearable than it is now. This has 

long been one strain of German political thinking. Recently H9rhert Wehner, chief 

Socialist architect of the Grand Coalition and now Minister of All-German Affairs, 

went as far as to s.ay that he would not exclude a revision of Bonn' s non-recognition 

doctrine if East Germany evolved along Austrian lines (separate but free) or even 

on the Yugoslav pattern (Communist but free). It was amazing to see how little 

uproar the se unorthodox views caused. There are, in fact 1 more and more German 

politicians who would be prepared to accept my statement that the goal of German 

policy must be reunification or else the creation of conditions that make reunification 

superfluous or at leust its absence tolerable. 

C. We come now to the third category - that of desirable Europes. 

Here 1 while I may be a short-term pessimist, I am a long-term optimist. Europe has 

been called a hard-nosed illusion, and I have no doubt of its eventual emergence. 

The kind of Europe which I think is the moS: likely to take shape by the end of this 
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cefltury is a European Confederation reaching from the Atlantic in the 'Nest, to the 

River Bug in the East, embracing everything between America and Russia. It will be 

distinct from, but not hostile to these two superpowers. It will have links with both 

of them, and they will continue to have a stake in its destiny. There will be no 

question of tutelage or hegemony; there will be equity if not equality. It will be 

like the simile where the superpowers act as bookends to a row of books of many 

different shapes, sizes and contents. The fundamental fact will be the realization 

that they are all on the same shelf. 

Currently topping the German bestseller list is a book entitled, 

Germany's Place in the World; its author is Professor Klaus Mehnert. The book 

has 416 pages. On the second page, Professor Mehnert pins down Germuny' s place 

in the world, and in doing so draws '1 picture of Europe in 139 0 which I find quite 

interesting. He envisages a new Power Concert, consisting of seven world powers. 

Three of them- the United States of America, the United States of Europe, and the 

Soviet Union - closely collaborate with ench other, particularly in their development ,, 

and aid policies. The others are China, a Pacific Federation under Japunese leader-

ship, India, a Latin American Union; other regional groupings are in the making. 

The United States of Europe as envisaged by Mehnert consists of 33 

Federal States. Germuny is represented by two States, so is Belgium; Yugoslavia 

contributes four. The central parliament of the USE consists of two chumbers - a 

Senate in which each member state has two representatives, and a lowN chamber 

made up by elected deputies. There will be two moderate big parties in most member 

states, regional parties will slowly wither away, the strongholds of the communists 

will be in underdeveloped southern Europe, not in Eastern Europe. The political 

systems of the member states will range over a wide spectrum, from constitutional 

monarchies like Great Britain to moderate Peaple' s democracies like Bulgaria. There 

is a European market without internal trade barriers, a common currency, and an 

economic policy cambining both market-orientation and a central pl<:mning element, 

although property arrangements will widely vary - from pure private enterprise to pure 
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public enterprise and various intermediate forms. The United States of Eurqpe will 

have a population of half a billion. 

This kind of Europe, although possibly somewhat less structured, is 

roughly what I had in mind when I referred to a European Confederution - or a 

European System - as the most likely Europe to emerge over time. Only such a 

Europe can be a meaningful factor in world politics. 'only such a Europe c~n provide 

the Europeans with the mass markets, the industriai basis a~d the technological 

skills that it will take to equal America's economic might. Only such a Europe will 
' , \ 

make possible a satisfactory solution of the German problem. 

I admit frankly that I am at a loss to tell just when and just l]ow this 

goal will be reach~d. Reflecting on this question of timing a~d ofmeth~ds, J: wa's 

reminded of the story about the Irish farmer and the motorist. The motorist'had lost 

his "<Nay and stopped to ask ,the farmer for di;ections t~ a certain place. Th<3 farmer 

tried hard to explain but finally gave up in despair. He scratched his head. and gave 

the motorist a pitiful look. Then he said:;'You know, Si:r, it' spre~ty difficult .. If I 

were you, I wouldn't start from here." 

Europeans are in a comparable situation today. The present qx is a 

terrible place.to start fro~ .. The pathto unificationwill be long :mdaiduous, but I 

haveno doubt' tha~ in the end Europe will unite. ':'e may~ot know nli the right ·. 

answers at this juncture, but at least I 'think we have got o~r questions right. 

174 
25/1/68 
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by Adam Yarmolinsky 

In projecting trends to a point in the middle distance (i.e. a date not far 

beyond the likely term of the political chiefs to whom government planning 

staffs in the U .S. and the major Western European countries report) it is 

sometimes useful to project backwards, in effect, from a more distant future. 

For example, one finds it difficult to suppose that American forces will 

still be on the ground in Western Europe, in more than token numbers, 50 or 

even 25 years from now. That distant projection raises more sharply the 

question how many American soldiers will still be on the ground in Western 

Europe in 197 5. One might ask the question about more fundamental issues : 

British entry into Europe, German re unification, the creation of a European 

nuclear force, the relative levels of economic achievement in the U. S. , in 

Western Europe, and in Eastern Europe. 

For some of these questions the distant future prospect is as unclear, or 

more so, than the shorter-term projection, But it may still be worthwhile to 

begin with a sketch of the (unspecified) distant future. 

Assuming that Europe has not been incinerated, it seems more likely than 

not that it will be effectively unified, at least to the extent that the role of 

nation states will be significantly reduced, and probably even to the erosion 

of sharp distinctions between power blocs. This conclusion is based on three 

assumptions : 

1) The increasing availability of the technology to produce order-of

magnitude Jumps in GNP (o( GBP '" Gross Bloc Product) will create the demand 

necessary to close the technology gap (which is really an education gap) 

between Europe and the United States, 
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2) The increasing dependence of the new 1JUpra-natiorjal managerial and 

technological community in Europe on public decision-making will qreate the 

demand necessary to develop supra-national decisional mechani~rns, even 

across the Iron Curtain. To some extent these mechanisms rnay ;eplace formal 

and traditional governmental structures, perhaps relegating them, in the 

economic and social spheres, somewhat to the present role of the states in 

the United States. 

3) Wider public understanding of the nature and potential of nuClear 

weapons, and at the same time a growing reluctance throughout Europe to 

contemplate the possibility of major non-nuclear conflict, may permit 

maintenance of nuclear arsenals by East and West to co-exist with common 

or closely cooperating public institutions on both sides of the Iron Curtain. 

The security functions of government would thus be quite sharply separated 

from other functions. 

If economic advances bring internal unification, Europe in its relations 

with the Third Vlorld, would hopefully have a large enough surplus of goods 

and services from annual increments to GNP, so that substantial resources 

could be devoted to assisting in the development process -- although in time 

major development responsibilities would be assumed by regional leaders 

(Japan, Brazil ?) -- and a substantial one perhaps reassumed by the United 

States. This view does not rule out the likelihood of cyclical waves of 

continental isolationism affecting the role of Europe (and of the U. 8.) in the 

Third World, nor indeed of extended low-level conflict supported by the 

security elements of Bloc governments in remote parts of that world. 

Given this mini-sketch of Europe as I see it in the 21st Century, it is 

fair to ask how relevant these long--range trends will be to changes between 

now and 1975 -- how large a secular element will there be in the cyclical 

movements ? I suggest that the short answer is considerable in the economic 

and social areas, less so in the political and military areas. 
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The most significant development of the next decade, I believe, will 

be a very large increase in economic relations between East and West. The 

principal effects of this increased activity should be : 

1) A narrowing of the gap in living standards between the more and less 

advanced parts of the continent -- as well as between Europe and the United 

States. 

2) An increase in common concerns between leaders East and West, 

keeping step with an increase in common practices. 

3) An increase in incentives to resolve differences, or at least to reach 

second-order agreement on major issues --- political as well as economic. 

The current effort to build bridges between ·western and Eastern 

managerial communities should be a factor in accelerating the process, but 

in a sense it only reflects economic imperatives. 

At the other end of the spectrum, it seems unlikely that vertical 

proliferation of arms will be halted -- although, depending on the outcome 

of ABM negotiations, it may be slowed down. And .if it is not halted, the 

prospects for avoiding horizontal proliferation, at least in Asia and the 

Near East, will be significantly reduced. The rhetoric of nuclear "superiority" 

on one side, and of defense of the Motherland on the other side is likely 

to prolong the process of creeping escalation well beyond the point at which 

reason would dictate that no further increase in arms could bring an increase 

in security. 

As U .S. and Soviet nuclear arsenals increase in sophistication and 

complexity, if not in size, I would expect the impetus for a European 

nuclear force would diminish, and, in time, although perhaps not by 1975, 

th0 British and even the French .nuclear forces would be allowed to obsolesce 

away -- thereby removing the remaining incentive for a German national nuclear 
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force. European non -nuclear forces should also decline somewhat, and 

with them, I would suppose, the size of the U .S. ground force commitment 

in Europe. Further increases in rapid mobility should take the political 

sting out of such reductions, provided, as I would assume, enough U .S. 

forces would remain to serve as visible hostages to the United States 

commitment • 

The NATO Alliance should survive even the possible eventuality of the 

complete (if temporary) dissociation of France. But by the same token it 

should remain a defensive alliance, limited to the defensG of the European 

continent, and any attempt to in•Jolve it in possible U .S. - S. U. confron

tations on other continents will only strain its bonds for European defense, 

while any attempts to make it a vehicle for supra-national economic or 

political organization are unlikely to succeed. A limited military alliance 

is not an appropriate foundation for political or economic agTeements --

and NATO is a severely limited alliance since its principal reliance is on 

the United States Strategic Air Command, which is not subject to NATO 

command or control. NATO' s common institutions are useful in the day-to-day 

functions they perform, but the center of its strength is not in Br;ussels. 

It is in the direct lines between the capitals of its membei· nations. 

There is some danger of imbalances developing in non-nuclear forces 

between East and V/est. Non-nuclear force imbalances am iil fact a good 

deal more sensitive than disparities in nuclear force -- provided both sides 

have a secure second strike capability. And it is not difficult to imagine 

a variety of situations, from B'erlin to Athens, in which non-nuclear zones 

might become involved. But it is difficult to conceive of a situation within 

continental Europe that would be allowed to escalate or to continue in open 

conflict involving the major powers for any length of time. 
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If the economic situation will show the greatest changes and the military 

situation the smallest, t!E political situation should be somewhere in 

between, 

While there is some reason to suppose that General de Gaulle may have 

passed from the active political scene by 1975, there should still be q. 

substantial residue of Gaullism throughout Europe. As Napoleon left a 

heritage of increased emphasis on nationalism throughout Europe, so 

de Gaulle may leave behind a general, if temporary, increase in emphasis 

on the political prerogatives of national sovereignty, which might be 

accompanied by a tendency to resist and resent U .S. political leadership, 

even while following U .S. economic leadership, In the near term, all 

Europeans will be Gaullists in spite of de Gaulle. 

And in spite of de Gaulle, surely by the middle of the next decade 

Britain should have been permitted to join Europe. One might even hope that 

a more ratJonal solution would have been put in practice to handle shifts 

in national balance of payment positions. 

On the other side of the Curtain, the states of Eastern Europe may have 

sufficiently established their independence from the Soviet Union so that 

they can contemplate closer political relations among themselves, as 

increasing internal prosperity and international trade begL'1 to overcome 

traditional national and ethnic rivalries, Prosperity and trade ties cannot 

resolve the differences between Cypriot Greeks and Turks (a typical 

Balkan problem in a Mediterranean setting) . But they can at least be put 

in a more rational perspective, from which they will be less likely to 

embroil the entire Middle East. 

German reunification seems likely to remain the great unresolved issue 

between East and West -- if only because East and West will be in tacit 

agreement that the time is not yet ripe to resolve the issue. Somewhat 
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easier relations between the two Gennanys may become possible, perhaps 

even to the extent of breaking down the Wall, if East German prosperity 

reaches a high enough level. But it may prove to be impossible to recreate 

a single German state until national states have lost their present 

significance as centers of power. 

The cmcial difficulty underlying other differences, however, is the 

political gap between the Soviet bloc and the West. So long as the Soviets 

and their allies (no longer simply satellites) do not see the state as a 

limited enterprise, so long as they lack the means for an orderly transfer 

of power from one regime to the next, and so long as the Soviets continue, 

for whatever complex of reasons, to feel an obligation to support violent 

change il'1 other parts of the world, relations between East and West will 

continue to be uneasy. Detente is an inverse function of confli:::t of actual 

interests, and where the potential for conflict is present, detente has a 

kind of temporary quality. Even the degree of substantive agreement that 

results, for example, from the introduction of new elements of competition 

into the Soviet system is likely to be regarded by both sides as less 

significant, in the light of these fundamental procedural differences. 

I do not assume that Communist China will have achieved any kind of 

rapprochement with the Soviet Union by 1975, or that, even with a primitive 

nuclear arsenal, she will be or seem to be significantly more threatening 

to the West. But the existence of China as an alternative rallying point 

for communist parties in the Third Vvorld may put a limiting condition on 

East-West rapprochement in the Atlantic 'Norld. 

The ideological pressure of China on one side of the East-West 

relationship is probably a given. What the United States can do on the 

other side to reduce unnecessary friction is to avoid putting ideological 

pressure on its European allies. They are already inclined to be more 

pragmatic about relations with the East, and will probably grow even more 
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so over the foreseeable future. By not fussing at them, for what may seem 

to be cozying up to the East, while maintaining the U .S. nuclear guarantee, 

the United States is likely to contribute more to the continuing integrity of 

the Atlantic Community as a source of economic strength and a model of 

political freedom. 

n° 160 
January 10, 1968 
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' ' ' LE DEVELOPPEMENT DE L 1ECONOIHE SOVIET I QUE 

ET LES PERSPECTIVES DU CO)llmRCE URSS-OCCIDENT 

L'URSS entre en ce moment dans une delicate periode 

de rajustement de son economic. 

Tel rajustement a les objectifs suivants: (1) 

1/- Uno forte amelioration du niveau de vie pour satisfaire 

l la demande toujours plus insistante des populations 

sovietiq_ues. 

2/- Uno modification des proportions entre los differontos 

branches, pormettant d'attoindre le premier objoctif et, 

on outre, d'augmcntcr le rondomcnt global du systemo 

economiquo avoc uno structure do la production plus ra

tionnollo, donnant la priorite aux branches plns avan-

oeos (chimio, eloctroniquo, otc •.• ) 

3/- Uno romarquablo augmentation do la productivit3 do travail, 

evalueo actucllomont dans l'industrio a mains quo la moitie 

de la productivite do travail aux Etats-Unis, memo solon 

lcs sources sovietiquos. 

La realisation do eo quo l'on appollo la "r8formo 

Kossyguino" dcvrait, sclon lcs dirigcants scvietiqucs, poser 

los bases necossairos l attoindro cos objoctifs. 

(l) -Voir lo rapport do Kossyguino au XXXIIemo congres, colui 
do Baibakov au Soviet Supremo lo 10 octobrc 1967 ot 
l'articlo du vice-president du Gosplan Lalajanz dans la 
Ekonomitchcskaja Gazota, n.l, 1968. 

. I. 
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L'enonciation do cos objoctifs n'a, on soi, ricn 

do substontiellomcnt nouvoau. Khrouchtchov en avait parle 

boaueoup, surtout l partir de la fin des ann8es 1950, bion que 

d 1 unc fagon desordonneo et pou coheronto. La nouvoaute est 

dans lour systematisation, dans 1 1 indication dos moyons non 

plus burcaucratiquos et administratifs, qui dovraiont pormct

tro do lcs attoindro ( la reformo ) et surtout dans la cons

cience qu'il est absolumont urgent d'obtcnir dos resultats 

concrcts l brevoecheanco si l'on no vout pas courir le risque 

d'importants boulovorscmonts du systemc economiquo, avcc tou

tos los consequences politiqucs quo cola apportcrait. 

L'economio sovietiquc a reussi dans los dornieros 

annecs (65-67) l corrigor la tcndanco au declin quantitatif, 

qui s'etait montreo pendant los cinq anneos procedcntcs, mais 

n'a pas resolu los problemos qualitatifs so presontant l 

ollo. 

La reformc sora-t-ollo capable de crecr lcs condi

tions necossairos a r8pondro aux ospoirs qui ant eta places 

en ollo ? 

La reponso l cotto question no pout 8tro qu'uno, 

univoquo ot tranchanto: la reformo, tollo qu 1 ollo est actuol

lomont, dans le cadre d'uno gostion contraliseo dos branches 

productivos et do prix rigidos, bion quo ''reformeo'' on 1967, 

est insuffisanto pour attcindro los resultats voulus par los 

dirigoants sovietiquos. 

Cottc insuffisanco (qui no signifio pas quo la 

reformc n'aura pas cortains offots positifs sur le devolop

pomont do l'economio covietiquo) doviondra clairo probablc

mont vcrs la fin du pla~ quinquonnal actuollomont en cours 

do realisation et au commoncomont du prochain. 

·I· 
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Il sera alors ~c fairc un approfondisscmcnt do la 

reformc (l) dans le sons d'uno autonomic plus reollc dos 

cntrcpriscs, avoc la possibilite de determiner los prix 

d'unc fagon plus librc et plus souplo du c6te do cos dor

niercs. Do cottc fagon on ira vcrs un retablisscmcnt du 

mecanismo du marche, bion que dans le cadre d'uno planifica

tion contralisec des invostisscmcnts d§cisifs et, par conse

quent, des grandcs ligncs du devoloppomont economiquc. 

Un changomcnt de cot amplcur n'ost tout do m6mc 

pas possible pour un colossc tal quo l'economio sovietiquo, 

sans quo paraissont l la surface uno s6rio de contradictions, 

dent la solution no sera ni facile ni simple· 

Contradictions economiqucs, car il faudra prendre 

dos mosurcs cxtrcmomcnt decisivcs pour reoricntcr ccrtaincs 

branches do l'6concmic, pour on amputor memo d'autrcs, car 

l l'intericur de differontcs branches il sera necossairo de 

realiscr l'assainissomont do plusiours ontroprisos. 

Contradictions socialos car losditcs mosuros eco

nomiquos auront comma offot l'oxpulsion tcmporairc du poste 

do travail do nombroux travaillours, sans porspoctivos imme

diatos de creations d'omplois nouvoaux (il s'agirait surtout 

do paysans, dos ouvricrs d'ontropriscs ou branches non compe

titivos, d'unc partic de l'armec immense d'intolloctuols 

occupes dans l'amplo resoau d'Instituts de rochorcho. 

(1)- Il y a aussi, evidommont, la possibilite du choix oppose, 
c'cst-l~diro d'un retour l dos structures plus ccntra
liseos. Mais jo n'ai pas pris en consideration cctto pos
sibilite, car jo s~is convaincu quo eo choix no resou
drait pas los problemos, au contrairc los aggravorait 
et portcrait, l breve dchdanco, l la n6cossite d'un 
retour a la situation qu 1 on est en train d'oxaminor • 

. I. 
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Contradictions nu nivonu diroctionncl, car, dans 

l'hypoth~so~:oillouro, un nombro romarqunblo do dirigcnnts 

actuols, a tous nivoo.ux (dopuis le Conscil dos Ministrcs 

jusqu'a l'institut de prospectives et ~ l'ontreprise) 

soront d6pass6s par los Gv.ncmonts ot incapnblcs de fairc 

f~J.Co aux nouvcaux probl8mos o 

Contradictions politiquos, probnblomont, car le 

cours m8mo dos chases fora n~itrc in6vitablcmcnt un ~mplo 

debat pouvant difficilcmont trouvor place dans le cadre poli

tiquc et institutionnol actual do l'URSS. 

Entre temps l'Union Sovi6tiquo aura poursuivi son 

devoloppomont 6conomiquc, technique et scicntifiquo avcc 

dos tame, probablcmcnt pas tres infericurs a cou::c prevus 

par los programmes actucllomcnt on cours de realisation· 

Dans lcurs grnndcs lignos, los objoctifs quanti

tatifs prevus par cos programmes soront attoints. Mais lcs 

problemos qunlitatifs ne soront pas resolus. 

Par consequent, vors 1975, l'Unio~ Sovietiquo sorn 

uno puissance industricllo, technique et scicntifiquo momo 

plus importnnts on absolu qu'aujourd'hui. Nombroux problemos 

6conomiquos ayant actuollomont uno grandc importance pour los 

populntions do l'URSS soront tres probablomont resolus, nu 

mains partiollomcnt. Jc pcnsc au problemo du logomcnt, d'un 

habillcmcnt modcrno ot economiquo, au problemo d'un resoau 

6lemontairc de services et a un certain minimum de biens de 

consommation dursblo • 

Mais d'un autre c8te l'cnsomblo do contradictions 

susditcs, nous pcrmct do consid0ror ~u mains 1~ prcmi8ro 

moiti6 dos anneos 70 comma uno p6riodo do crise pour 1 1 URSS. 

Il s'ngira, bion ontondu do la criso d'un pays hautomont 

devoloppe, industrialise, qui est on train d'accomplir un 

. I. 
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rcm~r~uablo effort economi~uc et sciontifi~uo. Tit n6anmoins 

los problemos ~ui so posont soront bion compli~u6s et do 

solution difficile. 

Situation actuollo et perspectives du commerce oxt6riour 

Sovietiguo avoc los P~ys do l'Ouost-

Lo commerce oxtericur sovi6ti~uo n'occupo pas uno 

position importanto dans le cadre du commerce mondial et 

n'a pas d'aillours un poids decisif pour 1'8conomic sovi6-

ti~uo. 

L'URSS avoc ~uinzo milli~rds do roubles d'echangos 

commorciaux no so trouvo ~u'a la soptiemo place entre los 

nations commorcialcs du mondc. Pour la plupart cos echangos 

ont lieu a l'interiour du bloc des ''pays socialistos'' 

(65/70% du total). Los echanges avoc lcs pays industrials 

ne represcntent ~ue 20% du total, c'est-a-diro trois mil

liards do roubles. 

Toutefois lcs importations sovieti~ucs en prove

nance dos pays industrials ont pour l'URSS uno importance 

rcmar~uablo, on tout cas bien plus grandc ~u 1 on pourrait 

ponscr 6tant donne lour volume. 

La raison on est ~uc l'Union Sovi8ti~ue, ainsi 

~u'il a 6te plusieurs fois souligne dans les documents et 

les declarations officielles, importe des pays industrials 

on premier lieu les produits "tochni~uoment los plus avances, 

~ui contribuont au devoloppomont do l'economio nationalc".(l) 

(l) - Bulletin economi~uo de la Tass, edition italicnnc, 
N. 89 du 7/ll/67, page 6 

·I· 
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Uno analyse, memo tres suporficiollo, dos statis

tiquos du commerce oxtericur sovietiquc avoc los pays indus

trials met on evidence quo plus do 30% dos importations 

sovietiqucs dcsdits pays (l pou pres cinq cents milliards 

do roubles) sent constitues par dos machines, installations 

industricllos et etablissomonts complcts. 

Cc pourcontagc scrait encore plus fort si l'URSS, 

a cause do la mauvaisc situation do son agriculture, n'etait 

pas forceo pendant lcs dorniercs anneos d'importcr des 

quantites notables do ble dos susdits pays. Los importations 

do produits alimontairos on provenance dos pays industrials 

qui no depassaiont pas 4% on 1960, ant attcint 26% dans los 

dorniercs annecs (65/66). 

Dans l'hypothesc (suffisammcnt raisonnablo, bion 

quo tointeo d'optimismo) quo dans 5 a 7 ans 1 1URSS aura 

reussi a amelioror sa situation dans le domaino do l 1 agricul

turo au point d'eliminor sos importations do ble, rovcnant 

do cotto fa9on a la situation dos annecs 50, on pout pr6voir 

quo lcs importations sovietiqucs de machines ot installations 

attcindront, uno fois do plus, le pourcontago d 1 importations 

do machines dos m8mos anneos, c'cst-a-dirc plus de 40%· Cola 

aurait lieu pendant uno periodc do forte expansion du commerce 

cxtericur sovietiquc, prevuo aussi par lcs planificatours 

sovietiquos. 

Dans le cadre des importations sovietiqucs de 

machines co sent los installations et los etablisscmcntscomplets 

qui ont uno grandc importance. 

Il y a 5 a 10 ans, lorsquo los planificatours 

sovietiquos, aiguillonnes par Khrouchtchcv, visaicnt .sur-

tout lo devcloppcmont prioritairo do la chimio, il s'agis

sait surtout d'etablissoments oh:imiquos. Aujourd'hui, toujours 

·I· 
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on conformite do la direction prioritairc choisio pour 
' 

l 1economiO du pays par SOS dirigcnnts, a cote des otablis

scmcnts chimiquos il y a dos commandos pour dos 6tablisso

monts complots do textiles et pour la production do biens 

do consommation durable (frigidairos, voituros etc ••• ) ot 

aussi pour machines a calculor. 

Le commerce sovietiquo avoc los pays industrials 

presonto toutofois do nombroux et graves desequilibrcs. 

Face a uno importation constitueo pour la plupart par dos 

machines et des produits manufactures, l'oxportation sovie

tiquo est constitueo surtout par dos matieros premieres• 

Dans eo sons le rapport commercial entre l'URSS 

et los pays do l'Ouost so presonto d'uno maniero analogue 

a colui dos pays scus-devoloppes et il est, par consequent, 

pou rentable. En plus, a longuo echeanco cola risque do limi

tor d 1uno fa9on grave los possibilites sovietiquos d'augmon~ 

tor los importations, a cause du phenomena tres connu dos 

"cisoaux" entre los prix dos matieros premieres ot los prix 

dos produits manufactures. 

L'Union Sovietiquo a ossaye pendant los dornieros 

anneos par UnO action tres enorgiquo d 1augmontor SOS oxpor

tations do machines et do produits manufactures. Mais los 

resultats reels du point do vue do la creation d 1 un marohe 

stable pour los produits sovietiquos sent momo inf6riours 

a coux, tres modostos, denonces par los statistiquos. 

En cffot uno petite augmentation do l'oxpcrtation 

sovietiquo do cos produits est dfto, on premier lieu a la 

pratique, largomont utiliseo par los organisations sovieti

quos pour le commerce oxteriour, do l'imposition do "counter

buying obligations" aux oxportatours dos pays industrials . 

. I. 



La .raison de cot insucces, malgro 1 1 effort accom

pli, n'ost pas sculomont le manquc do connaissanco du march6 

accidental oU le manquc d 1 organisation dos sovi6tiqucs, mais 

surtout l'insuffisant nivcau qualitatif des produits manu

factures soviotiquos bn comparaison avcc lcs standards du 

march8 mondial. Evidcmmcnt lcs 6clatants d6fauts organisa

tionnols ont jou6 un role oux aussi, surtout la violation 

des tormos do livraison, le manquo d'uno organisation offi 

cace pour l'ontrcticn et la livraison do pieces do rcchangc. 

Conclusions 

Le brof tour d 1 horizon sur lcs perspectives proba

blcs do dovcloppomont do l'economio soviotiquo quo j 1 ai essay§ 

de fairc plus haut pormot d 1 affirmor quo 1 1 URSS aura bion 

de la poinc a r8soudro touto soulo cos problemos dans los 

prochainos annScs. 

Los pays industrials pcuvcnt, de lour cot6, donncr 

uno importantc contribution, a tra.vcrs lcurs cerclos econo

miquc et financier, a la recherche do solutions va.lablos 

pouvant a lour tour cxorcor uno influence consid6rablc (1) 

sur lcs choix Ciconomiqt;os au:<:quols l 1 Union Sovi6tiquc dcvra 

·f'airc face. 

Et il y a bion dos raiscns 6conomiqucs et politiquos pour 

consid6rcr ccttc direction comma la plus souhaitablo. 

Bvidommcnt dans cc but il ost n&cossnirc d 1avoir un 

passage de qualit6, uno nouvcllc a.pprochc alrr relations eco

nomiqucs entre lcs pays industrials et l'Union Sovietiquo. 

(l) Evidommont jo parlc ici d'influonco objective, et non do 
prossions politiquos ou Gconomiquosq 

. I. 
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Il s'agit d'nrrivor i dos formes nouvclloa et 

originollos do contacts at do collaboration, lcsquollos 

pcrmottcnt, a longuo 6ch6ancc, uno rontreo complete de 

l'Union Sovietiquc dans le marche mondial. 

Los bases concretes pour cos formes nouvollos 

existent deja, bicn qu'i l'ctnt ombryonnairo, au nivoau 

qualitatif lo plus haut attoint jusqu 1 a present dans los 

relations economiquos avoc l'Union Sovietiquo, c'ost-a-diro 

dans le cas do livraison d 1usinos completes. Cos livraisons 

impliquont toujours le plus souvont non soulomont la trans

mission du know-how et dos licences necossairos, mais aussi 

dos consultations orgnnisationnollos, 1 1 aido technique et 

organisationnollo pour attcindro cortains nivoaux do produc

tivite et quolqucfois memo uno collaboration dans le domaino 

do la rcchcrcho sciontifiquc. Prosquo toujours dans eo cas 

il est necossairo do creor un mecanismo financier pour la 

concession du credit• 

Hais pour le futur il faut 8tro capable do prevoir 

et do poser los bases d'initiativos nouvollos. 

Cos initiatives pourraiont so devoloppor dans los 

quatro directions suivantosg 

1/- Creation do soci6tes mixtos pour l 1 oxploitation do oor

tainos richossos naturollos do l'Union Soviotiquo. Il 

s 1 agit do la forme la plus diffioilo a r6alisor on rai

son dos resistancos psychologiquos dos dirigoants sovie

tiquos, mais aussi pout-8tro de la plus interessante au 

point do vue econemiquo. L'Unien Sovietiquo a ou uno 

cortaino experience do soci6t6s do cc genre dans les 

annees 20, experience non n6gativo, mais intorrompuo 

par le changomont .do la situation intornationalo ot par 

le stalinismo a l 1 interieur du Pays. Los sovi(.tiquos 

. I. 
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soraiont probablomont interosses surtout a dos ~ntroprisos 

oapablos d'oxportcr lour produits sur lo marche mondial, 

pour dos raisons valablos. A breve echeanco eo sent dos 

initiative do valorisation touristiquo qui ont le plus 

do chance d 1aboutir a dos resultats. 

2/- Creation do societas mixtos pour la commoroialisation do 

oortains produits sovietiquos sur los marchos dos pays 

industrials. Cos societes dovraiont prevoir souvont dos 

operations do finissago sur los produits sovietiqucs 

pour los rendro aocoptablos aux marches occidontaux du 

point do vue do l'osthotiquo et do la qualit6. Los diri

goants sovietiques seraicnt pr5ts des maintonant a dis

cutcr la creation do societas do eo genre, deja oxistantos 

d'aillours on ccrtains pays (Bolgiquo, Anglotorro). 

3/- Initiatives financieros pour le seutien dos formes do 

collaboration provuos aux points I ot 2 et pour la nor

malisation dos relations financieros entre pays indus

trials et Union Sovietiquo, fond6os jusqu'a aujourd'hui 

sur credits dos premiers avoc uno contribution do l'Btnt. 

Il s'agit do prcblemos difficilos et complexes qu 1 il 

faudra etudior on detail avoc los sovi6tiquos. Il est 

noanmoins necossairo do trouvor dos solutions valables 

a longuo echoanco si l'on vout la realisation des autros 

points. 

4/- Collaboration dans la recherche sciontifiquo et technique, 

DU l'URSS pourrait mottro a disposition dans cortainos 

branches le puissant rosoau do sos instituts do recherche 

do base et los pays industrials (en particulior coux 

d'Buropo Occidontalo et le Japon.) lcurs ca.paoites orga

nisationnollos et leurs rcssourccs techniques pour la. 

realisation industriollo dos resultats dos rechorchcs • 

. I. 
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Uno cortaino coordination dos efforts po•i~ la 

r6alisation de cos initiatives est sans douto n6cos3alr0 

et souhaitablc~ mais plut6t au nivoau d'organisntions non

gouvornomontalcs. Mais surtout il est n6cossairo d'nvoir un 

vasto Gchangc d'informations dans lcs formes les plus variGos. 

n. Forroro 

27 janvicr 1968 
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LES RELATIONS EST-OUEST DANS DIX AHS 

La situation sera evaluee ici pr:l.ncipalement ·a. partir 

de l 1 evolution probable dos pays de l'Est. Deux analyses com

plementaires doivent ~tre distinguees : 

1°/- .La premi.re consists a extrapoler les tendances actuelles 

de la diplomatic sovietique, en tenant pour assuree la 

continuite dans le domains interieur. On pout alors raison

nablement prevoir: 

le maintien et la relance de la course aux armaments : 

il est clair aujourd 1 hui qu'une des principales decisions 

prises par les succosseurs do Khrouchtchev on 1965 a ete 

d'annuler les insuffisances strategiques sovietiques mises 

en lumi.ro par la arise do Cuba en 1962. D 1 ou la cons

truction d 1 un reseau A.E.M., la mise en chantier do satel

lites porteurs do bombos, plus recemmcnt la creation de 

forces d'intorventions (porte-helicopt~ro~, ''marines'', 

etc ••• ) et la penetration navale on meditorraneo; 

- le maintion, et parfois memo la creation artificiello, 

de foyers do tension. Contrairemont a uno opinion repan

duo, il est faux do croirc que l'arr~t de la guerre du 

Vietnam permettrait uno prcfonde detente entre los u.s.A. 

et l'URSS. Un niveau assoz eleve de tension a~ec l'Ouest 

en general et los Etats-Unis on particulior est un bosoin 

interne du regime sovietiquc dans SOS structures actucllos . 

. I. 
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Si rien no change l l'int,rieur, la .rbglo d'or de la di

plomatic sovi,tiquo restora la suivanto : 6viter l'af

frontemont direct avoc los Etats-Unis, au bosoin s'onton

dro diroctomont ayoc cux en cas do menace do guorre g'ne

ralo, mais, .on dogl do cc seuil, laissor mdrir lcs probl~

mos de mani~ro l on profitcr pour poussor des pions : au 

Procho Orient notammont; 

on mime tamps cc ''souil d'affrontemont'' avoc la puissance 

americaino vase trouver ropousse plus loin dans l'echcllo 

dos possibilites. Si, commo on l'ospero non sans fondomont 

l Moscou, l 1 equilibro strategique entre los deux Grands 

so rapprocho do la parite, si surtout l'URSS so montro 

capable d'assuror au voisinago dos divers ''points chauds'' 

la presence do forces d'intorvontion (memo inferiouros 

l cellos dos U.S.A.), la credibilite des prossions ameri

caincs sera tres seriouscmont diminueo. La possibilite 

d 1 uno diplomatic plus risquec apparaitra alors, conjugueo 

avoc le desir d'cffacor los humiliations subics entre 

1962 et 1967. On sent dejl dans le ''style'' de Moscou le 

retour aux vicilles conceptions stalini0hnos sur l'cspace 

strategiquo et les zones d'influonce militairo, la prefe

rence donnGo aux bases ot points d 1 appui militaircs sur 

los sucoes do propaganda, aux echoes sur le poker. Le 

militarismo, dejl tres sensible choz Brojnov, ira so 

renforgant. 

En Europe, .aucun changcmont n'ost ~ pr§voir ~ propos 

de l'Allemagnc. Los echangos commcrciaux ost-ouest con

naitront uno progression raisonnable, mais sans exoes, 

tandis qu'on dovrait assister, au soin du bloc do l'Est, 

l un ronforcomont de !'integration, au devoloppomont d'un 

ombryon do "marche commun" (lo syst8mc actuol du COMECON est 

. I. 
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tout sauf cola). La progression des rAformcs Aconomiqucs, 

toutc limitec qu'cllc soit, va en cffot mcttro lcs econo

mics plus etroitcmcnt en contact, ot a un nivcau plus bas 

entre cntrcpriscs ot oonsommatcurs, et non plus entre pla

nifioatcurs gouvcrnorncntaux commo jusqu'a pr8scnt. E~ 

outre, avec les mAthodos aotuelles do gestio~ (m6mc rAfor

mecs) lcs economics de l'Est ouropeon n 1 ont aucuhc chance 

do dcvonir oompetitivcs avco cellos do l'Ouost : ellcs 

soront done ''oondamnAcs'' a vivro ensemble, a so tourner, 

fauto de dcvis~s, vors le fournisscur soviAtiquc. Le soul 

moycn d'eohappor a cottc dependance scrait do rccovoir 

dos pays ocoidcntaux uno aidG massiVe SOUS forme de cre

dits. Mais il est encore prematurA, du moins avco lcs 

Aquipcs aotuellcmcnt au pouvoir: a l'oxcoption de la 

Roumania et do la Yougoslavio, oclles-ci sont encore trap 

depondantos politiqucmont de Moscou pour effcctucr un tel 

changemont d'criontation; 

onfin, il oonviont d'ajoutor que le mondo, dans dix ans, 

vivra dans taus lcs cas sous le signa de la solution, qucllo 

qu'cllc soit, qui aura ete trouvee a la guerro du Vietnam. 

On ne pout done on fairc abstraction. D'autant plus qu'on 

ne voit auoun moyon tormo so dossincr entre la viotoiro do 

l'unc ou l'autro partio (retour au statu quo, c'cst-a-diro 

division du pays de type ooreon, ou re-unification sous 

oontr6lc ccmmunistc). 

2°/- Tout cc qui prec~do (exception faitc du Vietnam) doit ccpon

dant ctrc corrige et complete par lcs perspectives d'evolu

tion a l'interiour; or ocllcs-oi pouvent et vent ohangor 

boauooup do ohosos. On pout tonir pour certain que los equi

pcs au pcuvoir auront change dans la plupart dos pays 

.;. 
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communistes d 1 ici dix ans. La seule exception pourrait 

etre cello de la Roumania et do la Tch6cosloVaQuio, ou 

la releve vient de se faire (au sommet soulement, il est 

vrai). Partout ailleurs on assistera a la disparition 

des vieux leaders formes a l'ecole stalinienne. Les 

repercussions seront bicn entendu lcs plus importantes 

dans les grands pays 

en Chine la disparition de imo sera suivie d'une repu

diation au moins particlle du maoisme. Les exces 

seront rectifies, notamment ceux qui ont conduit l 

l'isolement total du pays l l 1 exterieur. On peut done 

s'attendre a une diplomatic plus souple et en meme 

temps plus active, qui posera de nouveaux defis l 

l'Ouest. En revanche la rivalite subsistera avec 

l'URSS, malgre la revision eventuello de ccrtaines 

outrances. Une Chine plus moderee pourrait d'ailleurs 

reprendre les exercices de seduction aupres des au

tres partis communistes, comme c'etait le cas jusqu'en 

1963, et causer des ennuis encore plus serioux a la 

cohesion du bloc pro-sovietique; 

~ Moscou 1 1 on assistera ~ un chang~rnent d 1 ~quilibre 

au sein de la direction collective actuelle (il est 

evident que plusieurs des personnalites clefs, tolles 

que Brejnev, Souslov, Kossyguine, auront ete rempla

cees d'ici dix ans), mais plus genBralement a une 

releve do grande ampleur du personnel politiqu~ a 
l'echelon du Comite central. L'age moyen de ses membres 

de plain droit est aujourd'hui de 58 ans, contra 

mains de 50 ans en 1952· A la vcillo du prochain 

congres du parti, en 1970, il sera de 60 ans, c'ast

a-diro l 1 un dos plus §loves jamais oonstates dans 

. I. 
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les iquipos dirigeantes d 1 aucun grand pays du monde. 

La rel.ve sera brutalot d 1 autant plus qu 1 elle a dt6 

artificiellomcnt retardde jusqu 1 i cas derniers temps 

paradoxalemont, toutos les porsonnalitis lirnogeos ou 

retrogradees en 1967 ont ete dos jounos ou rolativament 

jeuncs (Chelopine, Semitchastny, Goriounov, Dgorytchev), 

et leurs romplagants ant taus Ate plus iges (Andropov, 

Lapinc, Grichine). Do cc fait, dos rancoeurs so sent: 

accumul~os parmi la nouvclla g~n~ration des cadres{ 

qui attend son tour plus quo do raison• 

Cotto relive ira do pair avcc dos d~saccords politiques, 

probablomont dos crises. D 1 ici deux a trois ans, le 

conflit milriro.. entre "r6formateurs 11 et 11 conscrvatcurs 11 

sur la question do savoir s 1 il faut poussor plus loin 

ou arrBter la r6formc 6conomiquo (d'unc mani~ro scmbl.a

blo a eo qui a ete observe on Tchecoslovaquio on 1967). 
Le cout offrone do la course aux armaments (cf.plu~ ~aut) 

f 

ontrera en conflit avcc los imperatifs du nivoau dp vie 

(cc conflit oxisto deja, mais le fait nouvoau, d 1 ipi. 

deUX a trOiS BnS' S ora qUO lIOn SI aporCOVra qUO la, Stag

nation de la consommation froino le sain devoloppqmont 

de l'Bconomic)o L'immobilismo dos 11 idGologuos 11 et cio 

l 1 appareil du parti doviondra do plus on plus insupp~r

tablo aux economistos souciotcr d 1 officacite• D 1 uno 

mani.re generalo, on pout s 1 attondro a l 1 eclatomont do 

serioux conflits, sur los grandos options, au soin d 1 uno 

direction collective qui n 1 a pas ete ronouvoleo dopuis 

tres longtomps (le dornior changomont d 1 importanco 

romonto a quatro ans), dent lcs mcmbros les plus im

portants sent on place parfois dopuis plus de dix ans 

(Souslov), ot dent le soul denominatour commun, a 
J: 1inte:r·:tour 1 est le consorvatismo. Los trois pr'ochainos 
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ann6os soront probablcmont capitalos l cot 6gard, et 

vorront sans douto so produiro le changomcnt d'6quili~ 

bra attendu. C'ost l la favour do eo changomont d''qui

libre quo la ''rel~ve'' trop l6ngtemps retard6e, de la 

generation politique dite ''de 1938'' qui garnit pour 

l'essontiel les 6chelons intermediaires de la hierar

chic, pourra se produiro. 

Or los tensions qui existent dans la soci6t6 laissent 

planer les plus graves menaces sur le caracterc pacifi

quc de eo changomcnt. Los proces d'intellectuols 

(Bukovski, Siniavski, Galanskov, etc ••• ), los defec

tions l l'etranger (Svotlana, etc ••• ), loin do constituor 

uno anomalic do l 1his1oire, sent dos manifestations 

parfaitoment logiques au stadc actual do d6veloppcmont 

du regime. Ils iront en se multipliant, tout comma l0s 

manifestations de rues, les greves et autros formes 

do protestation. Cos phenomenos temoignont a la fois 

du penchant des gouvornants pour l 1 autoritarismo, mais 

aussi de l'affaiblissomont do lour autorite, et mar

quont cc qu'on pout appolor la phase "d'hispanisation" 

du r6gime. Bion evidommcnt, lcs forces do contestation 

profitoront do touto vacanco du pouvoir qui r6sultora 

des divisions du parti au sommot. Uno phase propromont 

revolutionnairo pourrait s'ouvrir dans le cas ou la 

criso politiquo sorait longuo, ou pcrsonno no reussi

rait a etablir uno nouvcllc autorite rapidomcnt. 

- Dans eo dernior cas (situation revolutionnairo) l 1 ana

lyso prospective n 1 est plus possible : qu 1 il suffiso 

do mentionncr les tres graves consequences que cotte 

situation aurait sur la cohesion do l'empire sovietiquo 

proproment dit (les nationalites hallogenos on Asie, 

.f .. 
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dans les pays baltos, etc ••• )., sur les autrospays il.u bloc 

et les partis communistes dans le mondo, onfin le 

danger d 1 uno diversion ''aventuriste'' l l'exteriour. 

c•ost pourquoi l'hypothesc d'un putsch militairo ap

parait comma la plus probable pour le cas ou le parti, 

divise, sorait incapable do maintonir son controlc· 

3°/- En admottant l'hypotheso ''optimum'', l savoir qu 1 uno 

direction relativomont stable et gardant los chosos 

sous contro1o aura pris la t8to on URSS dans dix ans 

(que cotto equipo soit militairo ou civile), la pros

pective rosto malaiseo etant donne l'importanco do 

l'elemont subjoctif dans los societes autoritairos. 

Deux cas d 1 egalo probabilite pouvont otro envisages : 

a/- la ''revolution'' est escamotee, ot apr•s uno periodo 

do troubles tous los elements consorvatours du parti 

so rogroupont derriere un "sauvcur", par cxcmplc 

un vioux marechal prcstigicux, qui prescrvora lours 

privileges et rcstaurora la cooperation parti-a~meo 

au nom do la ''patric on danger''• Dans eo cas l';m

mobilismo triompho apres quolquos concessions Pas

sageros au ronouvcau, l'echeanco est ajourneo dq 

quolquos annecs; 

b/- ou bion la nouvollo generation des apparatchiki 

parviont l prendre le pouvoir par dos moyons 

rolativomont democratiquos : par example au soin 

dos instances du parti comma cola viont do so pro

duiro on Tchecoslov.aquio· On pout alors s 'attondro 

l uno .evolution controleo, portant, etant donne cc 

quO 1 1 on sait des caracteristiquos lcs plus generales 

·I· 
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de ccttc jouno g6n6ration ot oous r6ocrvcs dcc Qorrectifs 

subjectifs tcn~nt a tcl cu tcl individu, dans les 

directions suivantcs : 

un esprit plus modcrnc dans la gcstion de l'econo

mic, conduisant a uno acceleration des reformcs. Mais 

cola au prix d 1 un ac.croisscmcnt du mecontcntcmcnt 

social (ch6magcj ins,curite, haussc de prix). 

Toujours pour lcs mimes raisons eccnomiqucs, uno 

certainc pr6f8roncc donneo aux impBratifs du dBvolop

pcmcnt in~ericur sur lcs attitudes de grandc puissance 

a l 1 cxtericur : tendancc a reduire le fardoau des 

armemcnts, done a uno attitude plus constructive 

vis-a-vis des U.s.A.; tcndanoe egalomont a reduiro 

l'aidc a l'etranger (pays arabcs); tcndanco onfin 

a recourir plus largemcnt a la technique et aux cre

dits de 1 1 occidcnt. 

En Europe, reaction contra los ''oxc.s'' do la politiq~c 

actucllc, principalemcnt Colui qui consistG a mainto

n~unc attitude systematiquomont et sterilemont hos

tile a l'Allomagnc federale (on sait qu'une ecolo a 

Moscou, au sein du llinist.ro des Affairos Etrang.ros, 

plaide d•s maintonant pour un assouplissemont do 

cotto attitude). Uno politiquo plus souplc est a pre

voir, mais qui n 1 ira pas jusqu'a l'abandon du regime 

do l'Allomagno do l'Est. La reunification dos deux 

Allomagno rostora un objectif toujours aussi 10 intain 

qu'aujourd'hui (du moins,toujours dans lo cas qui 

nous interesse ici, calui d 1 uno autorite forma eta

blie a !l!oscou). 

·I· 
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Dans los democratios populairos do l'Est ourop,on la 

rolevo dos generations, notammont on Tchecoslovaquio, 

en Pologne et probablement en Hongrio, aura tres 

probablemont pour resultat do nouvoaux ennuis pour 

lcs dirigoants sovietiqucs : los nouvollos equipos 

soront on offot mains docilos quo cellos dos vioux 

militCJ.nts formes a l'epoquo 11 heroiquo 11 (mllmo si, 

comma KCJ.dar et Gomulka, ils ant ete victimos du 

stalinismo). La Roumania roccvra dos ronfcrts, cc 

qui Conduira a un durcissomont do SOS attitudeS do 

defi, et pourra mllmo allor jusqu 1 a la constitution 

do "fronts commun" contra !<!oscou. La tondanco a 

l'indepondanoo economiquo s'accontuora : deja d'ici 

cinq a six CJ.ns la Roumania, P3.r oxomplo, sera a pcu 

pres compl~tomont indepondanto dos fournituros sovie

tiquos. Apres ollo, la Tcheaoslovaquio et la Hongrio 

s'efforcoront do suivre son oxemplo. La soulc exception 

sera cello de l'Allomagno de 1 1 Dst, dent la survio 

politiquo impose uno etroitc alliance avoc Moscou 

(eo qui ne l'ompllcho pas d 1 aillours d'oxcrcor dos 

prossions sur l'URSS, comma on 1 1 a vu on 1967). Il 

no semble p3.s quo la disparition d'Ulbricht doivo 

ontra!nor do profondcs modifications l cot ega~d. 

Encore uno fois, cos developpomonts no sent pos

siblcs que dans le cas d'uno evolution pacifiguo du systemo 

sovietiquo, tandis qu'uno evolution non paoifiquc app3.ra!t 

comma uno possibilite serieuso. Le fCJ.it principal a rctenir 

est qu 1 uno relevo dos equipes dirigcantcs et mllme de gene

rations intorviendra dans lcs principaux pays communistes, 

et surtcut a Moscou, d'ici mains do dix ans, et quo le 

mondc communisto conna!tra alors uno periodc do mouvomont 

. I. 
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au moins aussi importante que cello qu 1 il a connuo ontro 

1953 ot 1960. Nous assistons ' la fin do quclque chose, 

mais nous no savons pas eo qui viondra a la place. 

Michol Tatu 

lfO 172 
23 janvior 1968 
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Introductory Note 

The paper that follows is an attempt to analyse the relationship between 

members of the West European trading groups, the EEC and EFTA, on the one hand, 

and members of COME CON on the other. It is basically an article that was published 

in Survey in January 1966, although it has been brought up to date where necessary. 

Otherwise it has not been changed, as it still represents my considered thoughts 

on that item in the conference's terms of reference on which my contribution would 

seem to be most useful. In order to place this paper in the context of the conference, 

however, I set down below my assumptions as to the most likely situation in East

West relations, and in major factors in the East and in the West that affect those 

relations, in 1975. 

Assumptions regarding East-West relations in 1975. 

1. General atmosphere. Detente has continued, with setbacks from time to time 

(e.g. the Vietnam war, which is now over), and without on the other hand becoming 

an avalanche. 

2. China. The Chinese are still chauvinistic and difficult, but have neither gone 

to war with America nor caused the Russians to rush into the arms of the 'IIVest. 

3. Relations between Russia and the smaller East European countr].es. The smaller 

East European oountries continue to assert a degree of independence from Russia, 

without basically changing their trade pattern, heavily orientate.d towards the Soviet 

bloc, or their dependence on Russia for defence. Comecon remains stuck fast in its 

present limited role, because neither Russia nor the smaller countries will give up 

any sovereignty, which means that control remains with their still highly centralized 

national systems. There has been no progress towards a coalition or union of the 

smaller countries (which would be symmetrical with the developments in Western 

Europe since the war). 
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4. East Germany. The Ulbricht regime has been succeeded by a government more 

akin to that in neighbouring communist countries, and economic, socid and cultural 

links with the Federal Republic and with other Western countries have become 

easier, but there has been no basic change in the legal or political status of East 

Germany, despite the continuance of the Federal Republic's active and positive 

policy towards Eastern Europe. 

5. The economic systems in Eastern Europe. The introduction of market forces into 

the East European economies has continued, like detente, with setbacks from time to 

time, but without becoming an avalanche. The liberalization in external trade has been 

slower, and East European governments are still very reluctant to relax detailed con

trol over external economic relations, for fear of unpredictable economic and political 

effects. 

6. United States. The US still has some troops in Germany and still provides a 

nuclear umbrella for Western Europe. The US no longer promotes the integration of 

Western Europe n0r cloes it actively oppose this development, except in so far as 

concerns proposals for a unified European nuclear force. There has been no major 

new development in trading relations·with European countries, such as agreement on 

a North Atlantic free trade area. 

7. General de Gaulle is enjoying a well-earned retirement. 

8. The European Community: 

a. is progressing towards economic union; 

b. has been enlarged to include Britain and the other three current applicants; 

c. is developing a unified defense policy and system, thourJh it does not 

yet have a fully integrated defense force or a joint nuclear force; 

d. in principle has a common commercial policy towards E i1stern Europe, 

but finds it difficult actually to produce a policy other than the highest 

common factor of caution and of protection; 
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e. has nevertheless been working out, at the level of the European Commission, 

common policies for the development of economic relations wBh East 

European countries on constructive lines (as outlined in my paper that 

follows) to the extent that developments in Eastern Europe (see item 5, 

above) make possible; and these ideas have evoked a positive response 

among the policy~planners and public opinion of the member countries; 

so that one can expect substantial progress in this direction in the next 

5-10 years. 

9. EFTA no 1onger exists, three of its members having joined the EEC and the others 

being associated in some way. 

10. Technological cooperation. There is much technological cooperation all round, 

including cooperation between East European and Western countries. Apart from the 

collaboration developing within the members of the European Community, this is 

however not on a scale to alter the political or economic fundamentals of the situation 

(except in so far as US investment in Western Europe is called technological coopera

tion). But just as the European Commission is producing plans for constructive 

economic policies towards Eastern Europe, which may be realized by 1980 or 1985, 

the Commission is likewise producing plans for technological cooperation on a 

massive scale between the Community and the United States, and for substantial 

cooperation, both on a multilateral and a bilateral basis, with the countries of 

Eastern Europe. 



EEC i\ND COMECON 

John Pinder 

The most important development in the political economy of the West since 

the war may well have been the creation of effective multilateral organisations that 

transcend the nation-state. Gatt, OECf' .. ::.nd Efta have all helped to secure freer 

trade and better economic cooperation, and to prevent the destructive international 

competition that characterised the inter-war years. But, as far at least as relations 

between its members are concerned, the EEC, the European Economic Community, has 

induced more progress towards these ends than any other organisation. Its members 

have created a single market as populous as that of the United States; they have 

developed a system for the formation of common economic policies; and they have 

transformed a secular hostility between their members into a relationshi-p that places 

war between them beyond the bounds of possibility. The implications of these facts 

fo'r the countries of eastern Europe are clearly of great interest; and, even if the new 

methods of collaboration have now been called in question by General de Gaulle, 

they have already shown such remarkable results that it is pertinent to ask whether 

they contain any lessons that could be relevant to the future evolution of eastern Europe. 

Problems of Integration in Comecon 

While the nations of the West, and particul<J.rly those of the Community, 

have been in the process of moving beyond national sovereignty, those of eastern 

Europe have been either standing pat on that concept or moving in the reverse 

direction. The name Council for Mutuul Economic Assistance, and still more its 

abbreviation Comecon, somewhat resembles that of the Common Market, and this 

leads some people to believe that the two organisations are therefore similar. But this 

is a superficial judgment. For entirely understandable historical reasons, their 

noture is fundamentally different. 
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The difference is clearly expressed in the treaties that established th!= two 

bodies. The members of the EEC were 'determined to establish the foundations of 

a~ ever closer union among the European peoples' , 1 while CMEA 'is established 

on the basis of the principle of the sovereign equality of all the member countries 

of the Council' 2 The EEC has a strong and independent Commission as its 

executive and the treaty lays down that the members can take certain important 

decisions by majority vote; CMEA has a relatively weak Secretariat and all recom

mendations or decisions must be adopted by the unanimous vote of those members 

interested in the question under consideration. 

The intractable nationalism of the economic arrangements in communist 

countries stems from the experience of Russia under Stalin, who created a highly 

centralised system of national planning that concentrated on independence from 

outside economics (i.e. on basic industries) and rigidly controlled all foreign trade 

transactions: a system of extreme economic autc:rky. 

When the greater part of eastern Europe fell into Stalin's hands at the end 

of the war, this system became the stereotype for the countries concerned. Each of 

them established a highly centralised system of national planning, concentrating on 

independence from outside economies and insulated from them by means of the con

trol of foreign trade. Stalin's power and prestige were so great that he could doubt

less have imposed a unified economic policy on eastern Europe over a long period, 

even though the systems he had created were so inherently autarkic and recalcitrant 

to outside pressures. But after his death the logic of the system began to tell. The 

political expression of this trend is polycentrism (which seems to be a new word for 

national sovereignty, as far as countries ruled by communist parties are concerned). 

The economic implications have been trenchantly expressed by the Rumunians. Thus 

a Rumaian editoriulist, rejecting the concept of an interstate development of the 

lower Danube region, insisted that Rumcmia was 'an independent and sovereign 

1 Preamble to the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community. 
2 The Comecon Charter, 1960, Article 1. This and the three following quotations are 
taken from Michael Kaser' s Comecon: Integration Problems of the Planned Economies 
(London, 1965). 
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state. On this territory nobody has anything to study, neither in detail nor in lesser 

detail, without authorisation from the Rumanian government, for both the efficiert use 

of resources and the location of objectives, as well as any other problems, big or 

small, are of the exclusive competence of the Rumanian government and people' . 

General de Gaulle might speak in similar terms about France in relation to the 

European Community; but in this he would contradict the letter. and spirit of the Rome 

Treaty, whereas the Rumanian attitude is perfectly consistent with the CMEA Charter 

and with the communist insistence on national sovereignty. This attitude, which 

originally served to safeguard the u;1ity and strength of the communist world when it 

consisted of a single state, has become, with the emergence of a number of communist 

states, a sorcerer's apprentice that washes away their unity by encouraging them to 

pull in different directions. 

Consistent though this position may be with the post-patristic communist 

docrrine and the CMEA Charter, however, it is widely recognised in eastern Europe 

that it flies in the face of modern technology. It is not possible for countries ranging 

in populC~tion from thirty million down to seven million, with much lower purchasing 

power than those in western Europe, to enjoy a full development of modern industries 

on th'" basis of their separate markets, and this applies in particular to the basic 

indu.strios that began to be established, on the Stalinist pattern, in each east European 

country. Khrushchev was among those who saw that this pointed in the direction of 

a sL1slo ;_:·1tegrated market. Speaking at Leipzig in 1959, he said ' .•. the further 

development of the socialist countries will in all probability proceed along the lines 

of reinforcing a single world system of the socialist economy. One after another the 

economic barriers which separated our countries under capitalism will disappear' • 

In 1962 he tried to translate this idea into action by his relatively supranational 

proposal for Cl unified planning organ in Comecon. 

It is well known that this proposal for ' shifting some functions of economic 

management from the competence of the respective state to the attribution of super

state bodies or organs' (Decloration of the Rumanian Cen.trol Committee, April 1964) 

was strongly and successfully opposed by the Rumanians, whose Declarc,tion went on 
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to s'y 'these measures are not in keeping with the principles which underlie the 
!'! 

relaiiotls between socialist countries' . But if the touchy Rumanian nationalism had 

been the only obstacle, a way might have been found around it. In fact, there are 

fundamental difficulties stemming from.the autarkic national economic systems that 

Stalin bequeathed to the Soviet b.loc, which are in direct conflict with any attempt 

to integrate their economies. 

These difficulties have been well described in Mr. Kaser' s book on Comecon. 

They relate partly to the problem of the prices at which goods are to be exchanged. 

In the absence of 9 linked system of market economies such as exists in the West, 

which provides an bbjective' procedure for price formation, each east European 

country has its own idiosyncratic set of prices. The east Eu;-opeans therefore had 

to adopt' world' (i.e. capitalist) prices for their trade; yet this system has been 

severely criticised in eastern Europe, particularly when the trend of world prices 

was adverse for a particular country, as it was for Bulgaria for example when the 

world market for raw materials was weak. Indeed, it is hard to see how the east 

E~ropean governments could agree that m·:tior decisions about the structure of their 

economies should be taken on the basis of prices set by a system of which they 

disapprove and quite different from the prices according to which they each make 

their internal decisions on production and investment. An integrated east European 

economy, giving full scope for large-scale production by centralising the decisions 

on many of the most important investments, would surely have to wait on the develop

ment of a common system of prices that is accepted by each country and by and 

large applied for purposes of national economic planning as well as for intra-east 

European trade. 

Even if a uniform system of prices were to be applied in eastern Europe, 

however, there are further conditions that would have to obtain before the centrally

planned economies could be integrated. Thus each country would have to apply 

the same profit criterion to the production of export goods; it would be no use for 

each country to apply the same prices if some allowed their exportinq enterprises to 
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run at a loss (in effect subsidising them) while others insisted that their enterprises 

break even or make a profit. Given the same price system and profit criterion, 
' 

moreover, there would still have to be a procedure for assessing rival investment 

projects. There would clearly be many occasions when more than one country wished 

to construct plant to manufacture a product for which the market was large enough 

to justify only one new production unit. The feasibility studies would have to be 

vetted objectively - it is too easy for engineers to produce cost figures and econo

mists 'market projections optimistic enough to bias the choice in favour of their own 

country's project. Investments of great importance to economic development would 

sometimes be involved, and those who had to decide on the merits of the competi

tive projects would be in the position of a supranational planning authority. 

In short, it is hard to see how a number of monolithic nationally-plannGd 

economies could be integrated unless they were subsumed in a monolithic supra

nationally-planned economy. But the nationalism of the east Europecu states and 

their autarkic economic structure have been too strong to allow this to happen. Only 

a militantly imperialist Russia, intent on unifying the communist bloc, would have 

been powerful enough to force it through; but as we have seen it was Khrushchev' s 

Russia, not Stalin's, that perceived the technocratic necessity of integration, and 

Khrushchev was either unwilling or unable to apply the pressure that would have been 

required. This being so, the preponderant strength of Russia in Come con was a 

positive deterrent to integration, not a motive force; for Russia, whatever its inten

tions might be, would be bound to dominate any supranational planning authority in 

Comecon; the Russian government would in fact virtually be the supranational authority. 

The status of the other members of Comecon would be equivalent to that of provinces 

of the Soviet Union. Even if they were ready to accept the principle of a supranation!ll 

economic community, this state of subordination to one of its members would clear-

ly be unacceptable. 

The obstacles to economic integration in Comecon, then, stem from 

basic differences between it and the EEC. The decentralised market economies of 

the West are morG amenable to a process of gradual integration than the centralised 
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economies of the East, based on imperativl! target planning (the problems presented 

by the Common Market to France's relatively mild indicative target planners and 

their efforts to extend their planniriJ system to the Community level are a further 

indication of this). And the balance of power within the Community helps to preclude 

domination of the others by any one member while that within Comecon does not. 

Where there is a desire on the part of the members for a fair share of democratic 

control of the integrated economy, or at least for avoiding absorption by a more 

powerful state, this kind of balance is absolutely necessary. Professor Hallstein 

has stressed this aspect of the EEC: 'the Community system, the constitution of the 

Community, is of itself a negation of any hegemony, the_organised and methodical 

rebuttal of hegemony.' 3 Integration within Comecon is, by contrast, hamstrung by 

t)'le tendency towards hegemony that is built into the structure of its membership 

because of Russia's predominant size. 

The existence of Comecon does not, then, imply that there is, or will be in 

the next few years, an integrated economy in eastern Europe that negotiates, like 

the EEC, as a single unitin its external trade. The east European countries will 

retain, during this period, their centralised, nationally-planned economies, and the 

institutions of Comecon do not seem likely to make more than marginal differences to 

tpis form of organisation. 

It is, however, well known that there has recently been some ovolution of 

the east European systems, under the pressure of their transition to consumer so

cieties, in the direction of decentralisation and a market economy. The current 

reforr,·,s, if they become fully effective, will take Yugoslavia far in that direction. 

In .Russia, the Liberman experiments 'lnd the Kosygin reforms, bringing criteria of 

competition and profit, are certainly significant; and the Czechs, Hungarians, and 

Poles are all engaged in implementing some degree of economic decentralisation. 

3 
Statement made to the European Parliament, 5 February 1963. 
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In these cir.cumstances, it has become less fc.hciful to suppose, even if the possi

bility of full integration among east European economie.s is still a long way off, that 

a rapprochement with the western economic system m01y become feasible. Thus 

Mr. Kaser says that 'Renewed efforts to create a multilateral prognmme may not 

necessarily be kept within the bounds of (Comec:m' s) group. Soviet ideology has 

recently buried the hatchet which, at the time of Comecon' s foundation, struck down 

Varga for discerning the feasibility of planning in the west European mixed economies, 

.:md a shared economic language is at least evolving as western European and the 

developing countries embody some of their policies in plans, nationally and inter

nationally. One way for Comecon to enlarge this potential communication would be 

by the partial transposition of its multilateral programming to a wider arena, such 

as Gatt, or the proposed United Nations Trade and Development Board, where the 

plans of developed and developing countries could best be confronted.4 

Some go farther than this and envisage an association of east European 

countries with west European free trade systems. This possibility appeals strongly, 

for example, to many people in the British Labour Party, and their sentiments have 

often been echoed in sections of the press, notably The Observer. The fear that 

any prospect of such an association would be thwarted if Britain were to join the 

"tightly organised" EEC is one argument used by those in the Labour Party who 

oppose British entry; they contend that Efta, with its much .looser institutional system, 

would be able to muke such arrangements with the east Europe.lns whereas the EEC 

would not. In order to assess .the validity of this argument in purticular, therefore, 

as '·w·cc''tl 3S some of the more general economic implications of rapprochement between 

East e>.nc\ West, it is worth examining the possibilities and the limits of economic 

coopen'cion between Eastern Europe and the Vvestern trading systems. 

4 
Michael Kaser, op. ci t., p. 4 
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Eastern Europe and Gatt 

The negotiations about Polish membership of Gatt and the discussions on 

East-West trade in the UN Conference on Trade and Development5 have brought out 

many of the problems of closer economic cooperation between East and West, even 

though no more was being considered than to conduct this trade on the same basis 

as normal trade between western countries, that is to say with most-favoured-nation 

tariffs and with the use of quotas limited to certain defined emergencies. 

From the point of view of the West, the difficulties derive first from the 

fact that the trade of communist countries (apart from Yugoslavia) is monopolised by 

state trading corporations which are subject to the orders of the governments. This 

means that trade could be used for purposes that were. either strategic (e.g. the 

withholding of oil at a critici'll moment) or political (e.g. buying elsewhere unless a 

v1estern country or firm complies with certain political stipulations). Since the 

governments of most communist countries are by no means friendly to the West, this 

argument causes western countries to feel the need to hold trade controls in reserve 

in case they should approach in any sector of their economies a condition of undue 

dependence on communist countries (which would be hard to define but not so hard 

to recognise). 

Second, it is believed that state monopolies could use their bargaining 

power to exploit those with whom they trade for purely economic ends: to buycheaper 

or sell dearer. It is important to get this argument into proportion. The state mono

polies of the smaller communist countries occupy such a tiny corner of the world 

marke" for most of the things they buy or sell that they have little scope for any 

such expl-oitation. They are much less powerful than a large western firm. But, 

while t\ere are very few products of which a communist state monopoly is a dominant 

5 
The UNCTAD material on this subject is contained in UN Document E/Conf. 46/ 

PC.47 and UN Document E/Conf. 46/34. The problem of the relations between state
trading countries und Gatt is considered in PEP, East-vVest Trade (1965), pp. 156-61. 
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supplier, the orders that the trading corporations of the larger communist countries, 

and of Russia in porticulur, Com place ure so big that the West is right to regard this 

power as a potential donger to i'l degree that does not apply with respect to inter

national trade in general. 

Third, western countries fear that the trade with communist countries [!lay 

lead to harmful economic disruption. This is because it is not possible to ascertain 

whether exports by the state trading corporations are being subsidised; even if they 

are not, the pricing systems of communist countries have no logic by the standards 

of market economies, and exports at domestic prices can therefore represent 'unfair' 

competition; and even if the communists stick to world morket prices, their planning 

system is such that large surpluses can appear that would swamp the market. There 

is a further cause of economic disruption that is present in any trade between more 

and less developed countries, and that is worth stressing because it appears to those 

brought up on the static theory of classical economics as an unfortun,,-:tte aberrati::m 

rather than a fact of fundamental importance in contemporary world trade. This is 

t!")at the more developed countries have an overwhelming advcmtage in the c,".pital

intensive (i.e. modern) industries, while the more efficient of the less developed 

C?lnnot be beaten in the labour-intensive (i.e. old-fashioned) industries. Thus if 

trade between the two is reasonably free, with low tariffs and no quotas, the old

f(lshioned industries will disappear in the more developed CDuntries, while the 

modern industries will never take root in the less developed countries. This applies 

whether the trade is between Asia 'lnd Europe, between western Euwpe and the United 

States - or between eastern Europe '!nd the West. Now the loss of olcl-fnshioned 

industries may be uncomfortable for those sectors of an advanced economy, although 

the process of change can be eased by government help in reconversion, and is also 

generally eased and often actually prevented by means of high tariffs or special 

import controls; but the shove in the direction of modernisation is beneficiul pro

vided the transition is organised well. To the less developed country, on the other 

hand, the bargain seems likely to be one-sided; its modern industries will be nipped 

in the bud und it will be indefinitely relegated to industrial backw"lrdness. It is 
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eastern Europe, therefore, and not the Vfest that has cC~use to feor the consequences 

of freer trade between regions at widely different economic levels. 

In filet the east Europeans would huve no such fe''lr because (except perhaps 

the Yugoslavs) they have no intention of abandoning the planned growth of their 

industries or of ilCCGpting the criterion of international compeition. The Poles offered 

to erect a tariff if this would enable them to nGgotiate like other mGmbers of Gatt; 

but it would not, because there is no reason to suppose that their choice whether to 

manufacture at home or to buy from 'l.broad (which is the choice with which nations 

negotiating about tariffs are essentiolly concGrned) would be altered in proportion to 

aqy change in the level of their tariff. Nor are they prepared to let their exports 

cqmpete freely with those of other countries, by making their currency convertible. 

This would force them to devalue to a realistic exchange rate and would, even if this 

were done, introduce u new dimension of uncertainty into what is already a very 

uncertain sector of their national plans. 

The Poles therefore favour an arrangement whereby, in return for a tariff 

cut that enabled them to sell more to another member of Gatt, they would increase 

their purchases from that member by 'l.n equivalent amount. But this, while it is a 

sensible and useful proposal, has little in common with the most-filvoured-nation 

system of tariff cuts employed by m·'lrket economies in Gutt: the reciprocal advantage 

offered by the Poles would not be extended to benefit all other suppliers of the product 

in question, as is the cuse with 3 mfn tariff cut; nor would the ·:trru.ngement be in 

any way multilaterul. 

This is not to say thc1t closer Polish involvement in Gatt, or a special form 

of membership for Poland, would be a bad thing. It might, perhilps, slightly weaken 

the organisation by adding to those speciill categories, such ilS agriculture, textiles, 

and developing countries, thilt now esca>e the rigour of its rules; but the Czechs 

are in any case alre,"ldy members, and for the Poles to join them would be a step 

towards better relations between East and Vfest, .:md favour any convergence of the 
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two systems that might follow _from 'l continued trend towards decentrclisation and the 

introduction of market principles in the East. The lesson is, rather, thut the differences 

between the economic systems of East and West are still such thot trode hi'lS to be 

subject to specicl procedures thut are not compatible with full membership of even 

an organisation like Gatt, which demands no element of integration. The Executive 

Secretary of Gatt has put it in i:J nutshell: 'If a free enterprise country comes into 

the Gatt it accepts u. number of commitments. It makes on u.greement as to the level 

of its tariff protection ..•• It •:'lgrees not to use import restrictions as n means of 

protection. It agrees to certu.in rules relating to subsidies, t0 dump.ng, to customs 

administr'.ltion, all of which "'re designed to vfford to its trading pu.rtners clearly 

a~certainable and u.greed terms of access ... ·.None of these conditions exist in a 

state-trading country.' 6 Even if the present members of Gu.tt deviate from these 

principles to a greu.ter or lesser degree, it can hu.rdly be denied that the org.anis'.l-

tion would be undermined by the introduction :ls full members of important countries 

from Eastern Europe that deviate from them wholesale. This is not to say that the 

difficulties are u.bsolute or eternal. The structure of the Yugoslav economy may soon 

be decentralised enough to justify full membership of Gatt; and the other East Euro

pean countries may well later follow suit. Liberal policies ·Jn the vert of Western 

countries can moreover help to encouruge such devel·:Jpments. But it is not wise to 

minimise the difficulties or t0 expect fundomental changes in the near future. The 

problems of economic relations between East ond West ilre n:Jt going to be so quickly 

or easily solved. 

Eastern Europe nnd Efta 

It would be hard to envisage a free-trade grouping under modern conditions 

with looser institutionnl 'J.rr'.lngements them Efta. Yet, the problems of a free trade 

trading relationship between Efta and eastern Europe would be those of the Gatt 

6 
E. Wyndham White, International Trade: Challenge and Response (Gntt, 1959), 

pp. 18' 19. 
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relationship writ large. The ecc.Jnomies of the existing Efta members would be wide 

open to the possibilities .Jf strategic er political pressure, to exploitc1tion by state

trading monopolies, or to disruption due to the difference of economic systems or 

economic levels .. Special controls could doubtless be maintained on trude with the 

eastern countries, but in this case there would not be a lot of point in pretending 

that they were a part of Efta. They, for their part, would find the rules of the asso

ciation more stringent and therefore still harder to accept th:m those of Gatt. As in 

relation to Gatt, such difficulties are neither absolute nor eternal; n decentralisation 

of the Eastern economic systems may eventually ch,J.nge the situo.tion, and Yugoslavin 

may even now be evolving a system thnt would make associate membership of Efta 

possible. 

There is however a further, and more important, ree~son why the association 

of state-trading countries with Efta would be to the detriment of the existing members. 

There are grounds to believe that free trade between .modern economies must be 

accompanied by a high degree of coordination of economic policies. To the classical 

economists, the government's duty was to keep out of economics, and its only part 

in free trade wus to remove national borriers that should never have been there in 

the first place. But now that almost all governments plan and intervene in economic 

life in a variety of ways, a free trade <1rea can hardly be sustained unless the plans 

and interventions of the member g:wernments pull together inste3.cl of clushing with 

each other. 

In order that the competition between free-trClding partners Ciln be fair, for 

example, it is necessary for them to enforce similar competition policies (with 

respect to monopolies und restrictive practices); there is no point in removing the 

import duty if imports ure still excluded by ·3 market-sharing <;~greement, or by the 

buying policy of u state-owned monopoly. vVha t may be called 'milrket planning' is 

widely practised in certain sectors such ilS agriculture, energy, und trcmsport; sub

sidies are granted or prices fixed by governments, and competition will be distorted 

unless government policies are brought into line. Target pl'inning, whereby industries 
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are compelled· to adhere to praduction targets rather than to aim at profitability 

under market conditions, is a variant of mnrket pbnning with particulnr importance 

in eastern Europe. 'Vvelfare planning' can <>ffect the conditions of competition by 

chnnging the distribution of resources us between different regions. 

Thus competition, market, target e<.nd welfare planning J.llneec! to ba 

coordinoted in order to secure fair competition. In a free trode are<:, moreover, in 

which the several nC~tional economies 11re open to the economic forces generated 

in the economies of other members, failure to fulfil the objectives of full employment 

(6r growth) and price stability in any one member can directly affect 1111 the others. 

A common economic and financial policy therefare becomes necessary, be>sed on a 

shc.red doctrine regarding the relative importance af these objectives und the merits 

of such different instruments of policy as monetary policy or price controls. 

It will reudily be seen that these fields in which common policies appear 

likely to be needed by o free trade are:1 are those in which the EEC hi:ls from the 

outset had provision for the form:>tion of common policies, and institutions in which 

they can be decided upon and by which they can be executed. Together with the 

free movement of people and of capital, and a common external commercial policy, 

which are ulso held to be necessary to the fair and effective functioning of a single 

market, these comprise the essential differences between the EEC and Efta. Failing 

a coalescence of the two organisations, it will be difficult enough in :my case for 

Efta to evolve these attributes of economic union. The preponderant weight of 

Britain hus the same inhibiting effect on supr:mational integration c<s does the pre

sence of Russia in Comecon. If east European countries, with thei.r slnrply divergent 

economic systems and policies, were associated with Efta, its evolution towards 

economic union, whether on its own or by joining with the EEC, would become still 

mare problematic. Thus the reasoning of those who oppose British entry into the 

EEC an the grounds that this route towards free trade in the West woulc1 cut across 

the possibility of free trade with the East may be turned on its head: so far from 

being an unnecessarily c1ivisive fnctor, supranational institutions and provision for 
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common policies such as those of the EEC are a necessary concomitant of free trade 

among modern economies, and this makes it still harder to envisage any fruitful form 

of membership or associate membership for centrally-planned state-trading countries 

in the free trade systems of the West. 

Eastern Europe and the EEC 

The idea that the centralised state-trading economies of eastern Europe in 

their present form could become members or associate members of Efta, let alone 

of the European Community, is then an example of wishful thinking thDt a little cold 

logic will dispel. But this does not mean that, pending structural changes in the 

Ea3t Europe:m systems, trade cannot increase and other forms of economic cooperation 

c:e,,·elop. They have been, and they can, should and seem likely to go on doing so. 

Trade between eastern and western Europe has greatly increased in the 

last ten years. It is, however, still a smaller percentage of the European countries' 

total tradG than it was before the war; the east Europeans are anxious to buy more 

from the West; the economic development of eastern Europe seems likely to produce 

more goods than are saleable in western Europe (shortage of which, and poor mar

keting, being among the main brakes in trade at present); and western restrictions 

on imports from the East are likely to be relaxed rather than tightened. Thus the 

growth of trade seems likely to continue. 

Although western investment in eastern Europe is precluded by communist 

doctrine, technical cooperation has been developing to a point where the distinction 

is almost becoming blurred. Sales of know-how have been important for some time. 

The new trade agreement between France and Rumania provides for extensive tech

nical aid in agriculture and other fields. J'.nd many other instances of industrial 

collaboration between western firms and Polish or Hungarian state enterprises have 

taken economic partnership a stage further. With abundant labour und cupital 

shortage in eastern Europe, such arrungements seem likely to flourish so long as the 

political climate is favourable; 
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Members of the EEC have played a leading part in this development of 

economic relations with the East (it was natural to mention Fr;cnce and Germany in 

the last p.:uagraph as pioneers of two forms of techn~cal cooperaticm). But although 

the EEC hC~s a common tariff and an obligation to develop a common commercial 

policy, thcere have as yet been no negotintions between the Community as such and 

east Euro;Jean state-trading countries. 

This is largely the fault of the East. Displeased, for political a.nd strategic 

as well as certain economic reasons, at this new initiative towards unification in 

the West., the eC~st Europeans at first treated the Community as if it did not exist, 

Khr~lshr::I.-:)V was the first to suggest in public that it might be advisable to do 

0u~Lt':"' with this vast new economic unit. The Poles have sent u delegation to visit 

the Eu.t,Jpean Commission in Brussels. But officially the east Europeans still do not 

'("cognise the Community as the authority that deals with the tariffs of the Six, and 

they sti.::.I claim most-favoured-nation tariff treatment, i.e. the extension to them of 

the Community's internal tariff cuts that will shortly have reducec' the tariffs to zero. 

This is foolish both in theory and in practice: in theory because, :JS h2ts been ex

plained obove, genuine nnd fair free trade betwc0n a centralised stute-trading 

country and a modern free enterprise country would be incompatible with both systems; 

and in practice because the Community .!.2_ the body that fixes the t;:u-iffs of the Six, 

and no amount of wishing otherwise will change this situation (the only ogency that 

might do so is General cle Gaulle, and this is unlikely, seeing what France would 

lose by the destruction of the Common Market). The eC~st Europeuns will undoubtedly 

have to come to terms with re"llity and accept that, if they w:mt to negotiate on 

tariffs with the Six, they will have to do so through the institutions of the European 

Community, 

The Community has tried to tempt eastern Europe into recognising the exis

tence of the common external tariff by offering the Soviet Union u turiff cut on the 

oddly dolce vita items of caviar, crab (tinned), and vodka .. So. filr this offer has been 

ignored. Apart from this, the Six have not been successful in forming u common 
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policy towards e11stern Burope 1 This is too important a p'Jrt of the foreign policies 

of both France anc! Germimy for them to have been able to sink their different 

C\pproaches in a common policy; and while Generotl de G'1ulle is the hec:d of the 

Prench Government it will probably rem,"'lin true that these difficulties 'make the 

prospect for ::my reul progress on this front in the neer future very remote' _7 

It is possible that the Community, because of de G·3Ulle' s opposition to 

its institutions, will remain unable to form a common comrm rci0l policy towarc1s 

eastern Europe. De Gu.ulle mu.y either break the Commu:1ity, whose members might 

then join in a general west European free trade area; or, and more prob,'Jbly, he might 

take all the power of decision out of its institutions, leaving it uncble to negotiate 

changes in its tariff -like a huge "md helpless whale stranr1.ed on the shores of 

world trade. In either of these circumstunces the relations of east European countries 

with those of western Europe would be likely to continue to develop :ts in the recent. 

past, with increasing trccle and technicRl cooperation on a bilateral busis. The east 

Europeans would remain as a number of small or medium-sized stutes poised between 

Russia and the 1/iest, attracted by the technical superiority of western Europe and 

feeling the pull of the centr'llisecl military an c. economic power of Russia. 

It is, however, still prob.oble thGt the Community will outlive de Gzmlle 

and resume its progress tow21rds common policies 21nd the strengthening of its 

institutions. In this case the weight of western Europe in the international economic 

system will greatly increase, for the Community will negoti21te us a unit of population 

not far short of 200 million with its present membership, at a high level of technology 

and living standards, and accounting for over a qu'l.rter of worlcl. trade. The bulance 

of economic power in Europe would tilt towards the West ancl, in their balancing 

between Russia and western Europe, the e·3St Europeans would le;m more towards 

the latter than would otherwise be the case. 

7 
Miriam Camps, What Kind of Europe? (London, 1965}, p. 68. 

·-------
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If this were the end of the story, it would still be a matter ·:Jf great signi

f~cance in the structure of European power politics and economics. The small and 

medium-sized states of e2stern Europe have trx!ition'Jlly been pulled in opposite 

directions by Russis on the one hcmd und by western Europe, repres<ented mainly by 

Germ"lny, on the other. With the destruction of German power 2t the end of the wc.r, 

the pull towards Russia became irresistible, and it is still sufficiently strong for it 

to be legitimute to classify the east Europeans as belonging to the 'Soviet bloc' . 

The existence in western Europe of an economic unit (anc:, in oll probClbility, 

eventu'llly 3 political unit too) nearly as populous o.s the Soviet Union ;:md much 

richer o.nd more advanced would, in the long run, redress this b:1lance. Ideology 

and fear of Germ'lny now st'lnd in the way, but they are likely to fade with the pas

sage c.f time. Eastern Europe's economic relations with western Europe might well 

become more important than those with Russia. 

There is, however, a still more interesting possibility: th'lt the chemistry 

of the Community's efforts to transcend the nation-state by me.ons of economic 

integration and suprunational institutions might induce a similar chemical reaction 

in eastern Europe. The establishment of the Common Market h."\s stimulatec; 'a 

veritable rash of treaties and proposals for the cre"ltion of common murkets all over 

the world'. Though 'various groups of underdeveloped countries have reasons of 

their own for wanting to create regional comman m"lrkets - reClsons quite independent 

of the integration movement in western Europe .•. every new plan for regional 

cooperation 3mong the underdeveloped countries includes us one of its princip!ll 

objectives the need to strengthen the hands of these countries in dc~lling with 

western Europe' .8 The same arguments 0.ppear ta hole' good for e0.stcrn Europe as 

for the underdeveloped countries. In mGking his proposal for J. unificc: planning 

board in Comecon, Khrushchev me~de it clear that the idea was derived from the 

supranational EEC.9 Partly by force of example, more in order to countervcil its 

8 Sidney Dell, Trude Blocs anrl Common Markets (London, 1963), pp. 11-13. 

9 See Michael K'lser, op. cit. p. 93. 
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power, the successful development of the Community will pr:wide a pressure in the 

direction of unification in eastern Europe. 

Some people see the Community, in the long run, not so much causinq the 

east Europeans to unite as attracting the sevewl e2'.st European states into its orbit,. 

whether as full members when they huve evolved fully-functioning market economies 

or as associate members when they are on the way to doing so k.s Yugoslavia may 

well now be). This possibility, which depends on Eldical chomge s tnking place in 

the economic systems of east European countries, does ·::>f course refer to a longer 

term than that being considered in the Clnc>.lysis, above, of the problems of "'sso

ciating eastern cmc', western countries given their present systems. 

Yet other observers envisage that the process of unL:m in eastern Europe 

will be accompanied by a special relationship with western Europe, lec:teling even

tually, perhaps, to a union of the two: ','l,. larger conception of n cooperntive 

community, involving eventually four major units, America and Russia i'\S the peri

pheral participants, and Vvest Europe and East Europe as the two halves of the inner 

core (in time perhups becoming even more closely linked), would provide a more 

constructive anc' politJ.cGlly :'1ppe.aling im2ge of tomorrow tlnn '1 troublec' Viestern 

partnership implicitly be\ se cl on the notion of continued Europeun rnrti tion .' 10 

It is the prospects outlined in the bst three puragrnphs thut .:ore of the 

greatest interest: those implying that the Europecm C::>mmunity moy represent not 

only a bloc (or a new federal state) but also a process, a chain re'lction that induces 

unification in other parts of the world and eventually, perhaps, between itself and 

other similar units. It is not only Professor Brzezinski who, in the l2st quotation 

and with reference to eastern Europe, discerns such a possibility; the idea of the 

Community as a catalyst of integntion rather than a greClt power is implicit in the 

thinking of M. Jean Ivlonnet, the 'father of Europe', us expressed in .a number of his 

speeches and 'lrticles: 'The natural <:~ttitude of a European Community based on the 

10 
Z.K. Brzezinski, 'Peaceful Engagement: a Plan for Europe's Future', Encounter, 

April 1965. 
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exercise by nations of common responsibilities will be to muke these nations also 

aware of their responsibilities, as a Community, to the w:>rld .... European unity 

is the most importunt event in the V/cst since the war, not because it is a new great 

power, but becuuse the new institutionul method it introduces is permanently modi~ 

fying relations between nctions cmd men'; end, c,gain, the union,:::£ Europe is 'not an 

end in itself. It is the beginning of the road to the mc:;re orderly world that we must 

have if we are to esc,-:tpe destruction.' 11 This concept of integEltion "'s " process 

that, starting in western EurDpe, will induce integratbn in other p0rts of the world 

and perhaps in the world as "'· whole may become one of the gre:'lt contemporary myths 

(the word is used in n,; pejorative sense - it is only fc>.ir to state th:lt it is a myth 

with which this ·writer is in full sympathy). As such it deserves ex•uninution in 

relation to the problems of unity in eastern and western Europe. 

East Europe a.nd \//est Europe: problems of union 

The experience of the Europeon Community as well as of ec.rlior attempts L) 

create unions indicutes that certain conditions are conducive to uni:m unci that a 

majority of them must be present in a certain degree if union is t0 tuke phce .1 2 

These conditions will now be considered in relation to the various possibilities of 

integrution within eo stern Europe or as between eastern and western Europe. 

One set ::>f conditions has ·:llrec.cly emergec1 during the ex:1min·"tion of eastern 

Europe in rebtion tc• Go.tt und Eftu. There h,Js tCJ be :,; br·::li1cl simihrity of ecanomic 

ipstituti·::ms if close ussociatbn or, still more, if integntion is to be feasible. Not 

only is it extremely hard to see how b.ir competition can be ensurec'. between free 

enterprise economies on the one hand o.ncl highly centn.lised state-tr,x'ing economies 

on the other; but the integrating economies must, 3.S explained earlier, hcwe enough 

11 
Speech by Jeon Monnet at the Second World Congress on M·:m-m.:-de Fibres, 

1 May 1962, ond at Dartmouth College, 11 June 1961. 

12 
The conditions <1re considered in more detail in the writer's chapter on the EEC 

in Evtm LuJ.rd et ul., Evolution of Intern3tiOnul 0rganiS3tions (L::mdon, 1966). In this 
ch21pter the writer has drawn heavily, with respect to the earlier union, on K.C. VIThe'lre, 
Federal Government (Landon, 1951). 
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·sirqilarity in their objectives and instruments of economic p·)licy to strike "' similar 

balance between such objectives as full employment Jnd price stability, ,-;nd between 

such instruments i:lS monetary policy .and price contr•As. This :JrgGes ~g<:oinst union . . 
between East :md \!vest so long as their economic systems ::'lre r.-,dic:'llly different. 

It does not count aguinst integration within ec:stern Europe, but hme another factor 

must be recalled. It was shown earlier that there are serious :Jbstucles t0 the 

fusion of economies based on centr].lised and imperative target planning rather than 

en the criteria of markets and profits. I\ union of centrally-planned monoliths appears 

as an all-or-nothing process of Gbsorption in a large unit; that of decentralised 

market economies can, as the EEC has shown, take place gradually and without any 

vast and sudden surrender of sovereignty. Effective integration in eustern Europe 

will therefore probably have to wait on far-reaching progress tow0rds et system of 

market economy, which is by no means out of the question; Yugoslavia, it may be 

repeated, appears to be well on the way towa!'ds this. The introduction of m'lrket 

principles in the other east European countries will, hDwever, tetke time, though less 

hme than w:mld be required for a similarity with west European econ:::>mic institutions 

and objectives to develop, such as would be required bef.::>re any integrntion of 

~astern and western economies would be possible. 

t, broud similc.rity of economic levels (living standards, pnxluctivity, 

level of technology) Wi:lS .JlSG found earlier to be desirable if different economies 

i1re to be ilSSociated in 2 single market. This :::onditi:m is on the whole SiJtisfied 

with respect to a union of eastern Europe, which has a long wuy to cettch up bebre 

it could be said to hetve reached a level similar t::> that of western Europe. 

It is often stcted thut a politicul union is likely to folbw from the cconomic 

union of the Europeiln Community. This is a rather misleading stutemcnt, because 

the Economic Community is already churged with the formatLm of C'::>mmon policies 

on questions of great political import. Those who speak in these terms ignore the 

fact that a large part of politics concerns questions of economic policy. It would 

be more correct to say that the Economic Community is ·3 politicd union whose 
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responsibilities might eventually be extended to other political questions such as 

defence. But whatever the terminol::>gy, it will reodily be understood thilt the mem

b~rs ::>f an economic union must together unclertake a v".riety :Jf ox:"cting politico.! 

tasks, and in this they c:re not likGly to be successful unless they hnve broadly 

similar politicul institutions and ideas. This hGs been true in the European Community: 

when the Treaties were mude euch member was c: rnrliLlment"lry democr<:1cy centred on 

Christien-Democrat, SocL'llist, and LibeE<l pe"rties. It is true of ec\Stcrn Eur·:Jpe. It 

is hardly likely to be true of eastern und western Europe together for il long time to 

come~ 

The questic.n CJf balance between the members has alsv been c~msidered 

earlier. Union is n::>t likely Ll take plt'ce if it would be d·:ominated by one member 

who is much msre powerful then the others. The presence Jf R,ussiil therefore pre

cludes the integriltion of all the existing members of Comecon. Likewise il United 

Evrope 'from the i\tluntic to the Urals' is an obortive concept, unless it is based on 

the pre-conditicn of a federal union of western Europe, which is hurdy what de Gaulle 

has in mind; European Russia alone, with over 150 million people, is three times 

as populous as uny other European state. It may be s".id in pus sing, though it is not 

the subject of this essay, that an i\tlantic Gcmmon Market of NDrth 1\merica and 

western Europe hos been firmly consDliduted (c;nd even then it is h2\rc1 to envisage a 

union consisting ulmost entirely of two giants). On this score, 3 union of the east 

European countries except RussiJ. would be practic:>ble. !Is f'1r e~s the possibility of 

eventual entry af e,:lstern Europe intJ the EEC is c·~ncerned, the 8':-St European countries 

sepurately would not !:le likely to unbaLmce it, but they wuulcl be hm·d to accommodute 

if they were to enter ilS un dlreC~dy-formeC: unit. 

It has also been found necessury that, ut leilst during the time of form3tion 

und consolidution of the union, the lurgest members should be in close ulliance. 

There is, cle<1rly, a mCtjor problem here in relation to eustern Europe. The individual 

countries have been ull to prone to adopt attitudes of narrow n3tionalism, such as 

would render union out of the question. 
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It is, finally and perhaps obviously, necessary for the prospective members 

of a union to desire it strongly. Many forces will act ag"linst it: lE\tionalism, 

vested interests, inertia. vi'ithout powerful motives such as the desire for ind<fpen

dence, for defence uguinst un outside power, or for economic gain, 'end without a 

profound dissC1tisf:1ction with the existi<(l st:,te of affairs, these re.':ction<ery forces 

2re not likely to be overcome. In the cuse of eustern Europe, it is not difficult to 

enviso1ge the existence of these conditions. Diss,'1tisf.action with the existing state 

of "tffairs has erupted et intervals; independence from Russia is deeply desired by 

many; '-1 need for economic defence against the Common M·"rket is likely to be felt; 

11nd the economic gain from large-scale production for a large market wo.s alrec:<dy 

seen in most of the countries when the negotiations took place about integrF~tion in 

Come con. If the other politicul and economic conditions were c.lreacly fulfilled, some 

of these motives might well apply to u union of east European countries with the 

European Community,in addition to which would be the East's neecl for capital, 

the West's need for lubour, and the need of both sides for :1 solution of the German 

problem. 

This analysis has shown thnt the necessary conditions for union in eastern 

Europe might well be present in the coming years, provided thnt the countries there 

can both overcome their excessive nutionalism and find a way of uniting ulongside, 

but apart from, Russin. Union between eastern and western Europe, on the other 

hand, would h'1ve to uwait a politicC~l und economic convergence thut will probably 

be a long time coming, uncl if eastern Europe has by then .'\lready united, questions 

of balance will muke it h:1rd to fuse this unit with western Europe, except within 

;:; wider framework. 

If·"~ union of the e:1st Europeun countries "lp'lrt from Russb is indeed pos

sible the West should welcome and encouruge it. Polycentrism is 1i1 improvement 

on the hegemony thut went before it; but if t'lken to its logic~1l conclusion it is no 

more thnn b,alkanisC\ tion. The geographical connctations of the term ::tre too evocative 

for the inste1bility of such a system - or rather non-system - to be ign0red. \A/hat is 

needed is an 'org :misec; rebuttal' ·of !'>:Jgemony, as Professor Hallstein described the 
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European Community, rather than the disorganised rebuttRl that polycentrism 

represents. A united eastern Europe, standing between Russia anci the 'Nest and too 

strong to be domino:tted by either side, would be a much more stable ')rrcmgement: 

neither hegemony nor polycentrism, but perhaps oligocentrism. 

Such a union would have to come "lbout with Russian c19reement - the Red 

l~rmy is stationed in some of the countries concerned. It would, however, be neces

sary in any case to proceed by stages, with for example an intensific::Jtion of 

bilateral economic relu.tions between the prospective members and specific projects 

like the lower Dcmube scheme. This would reassure the Russians thut no sharp and 

sudden realignment was contemplated. It cannot, indeed, be the CE\Se thflt the Rus

sians would oppose all schemes for union: the Czechs ::md Poles have discussed 

a far-reaching plan of economic associution, and it was not Russi:m opposition 

but the Czechs' fear of Poland' s larger size (absence of th3t balance which is i'l 

desirable condition of union) thut prevented ugwement. There is no re2son to 

suppose th"lt the Russians would stand in the way of et wider union ln ECJstern Europe; 

but people in the Vvest would hnve to avoid seeing the pr0cess :.:s ''defect for 

Russia; it would no more be a defeat for RussiG than the establishment of the 

European Community was a defeat br the United States. 

If this union were realised, then the Nato and 'vVarS3W Pact areas would 

contain four major units - western Europe, eastern Europe, i\meric·3., "lnd Russia: 

what might be called o Greater Europe divided into four main purts. These units 

would themselves be of sizes that woulc~ con·stitute u reasonable b.:Jlance should 

political and economic conditions evolve so that closer relations between them were 

possible. At the ilppropriate time their 3ssociation could be cemented by a political 

settlement that would include arms control, agreement on e9onomic colbboration, 

and a solution of .the German problem (which would then be, in relation to the whole 

of the area and the problems involved, of the order of magnitude of the Saur problem 

in the fifties). 
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It would be possible for the West to encoun.ge this whole process not only 

by means of better trading relations through, for example, claser east European 

involvement in Gatt, but also by judicious assist.cnce such as has been suggested 

by Professor Brzezinski. The transport system of eastern Eurc-pe might be a suitable 

object of aid in the first instcmce, with stress on provisions to fncilitccte traffic 

between the east European countries whose union it is desired to promote, although 

communications through these countries from western Europe to Russiil should at 

the same time be improved. ;:, 'MarS hull Plan' fcor the .east Europe cm economies 

as :'I whole might follow at the time of the politici'll settlement. 

It may be objected that the sketching out of such gnnd c:esigns is not a 

realistic exercise: useless and perhi'\ps harmful. Some of the precedents are 

discouraging. Dulles' s concept of roll-buck, the Bolsheviks' world revolution, 

and de Gaulle' s concert of European powers have all been potent sources of dan

gerous actions. But nll political acts are based on a view of the future, and the 

most dungerous view of all, the one that is absolutely certain to be wrong, is thut 

nothing will change. No more is cLo.imecl for the view put brw'lrcl here than that 

it is possible, it is desirable, ancl it is therefore worth trying to bring about. 

No. 152 
4/l/68 
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THOUGHTSON·EAST-WEST RELATIONS 
KLAUS MJ;:HNERT (WEST-GERMl\NY) 

This answer to the six questions concerning 1975 is quite 

hesitant and very brief, to leave a little room for the presentation 

of one particular aspect - the relations between China and the West. 

1. I expect (and expect does not mean: approve) a thinning 

out of American forces in Europe - much less of Soviet forces, if at 

all; only minuscule progress toward a settlement of the German 

question; some rapprochement between the western and eastern 

economic systems, mainly by the slow increase of Libermanization 

in the communist countries. 

2. Liberalization will contiue, less in the USSR than in 

the ex-satellites; the degree of COMECONization will decrease, but 

not spectacularly. 

3. There will still be an Ulbricht East Germany, whether 

under Ulbricht or under his successor. The "policy of small steps" 

on the part of Bonn will have but small success because East Berlin 

will remain opposed to any rapprochement that would lessen its hold 

on its subjects. Material conditions in East Germany will improve, 

restlessness will decrease, love of Ulbricht will not increase. 

4. As long as the general is in charge of France, there 

will be no progress in the integration of Western Europe (apart from 

the implementation of decisions already made among the Six). 

5. If integration should stagnate, bilateral relations 

between western and eastern countries will progress, if integration 

should move ahead, bilateralism will have to decline. 

6. In my view; the integration of western Europe is most 

desirable, and if it succeeds, the coordination of Western European 

policies toward Eastern Europe will follow. 
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If I may, I would l~ke to give some thought to a question 

· not raised specifically in the questionnaire, yet of considerable 

interest for the future of East-West relations: the question of 

China. 

As of now (end of November 1967) there are no signs of a 

renewed onslaught of Maoism in the guise of the great proletarian 

cultural revolution. Whether !-lno has decided on a pause or whether 

he has given up hope to change China and the Chinese in his image, 

I do not know. At any rate, the opposition to Maoism (that means: 

revisionism - or, in MoOs terms: Khrushchevism) has proved much 

stronger than he had expected. As a result, I proceed on the 

hypothesis that Maoism is on the way out, and that by 1975 Chinese 

Khrushchevism will be on the v1e.y in. During the last years, the 

Chinese Khrushchevites have not been able to communicate to the 

world whe.t they would do if they \llere to come to power. But from 

the attacks of the Maoists against them, which took a considerable 

part of their propaganda during the last twelve months, we have 

a rnther good idea about the Khrushchcvites. Here we are less 

concerned with their possible future domestic affairs (which I 

would expect to be indeed Khrushchevian) but with their foreign 

policies. These are likely to be characterized by these features: 

The Chinese Khrushchevites will try to undo the damage 

of selfisolation brought about by the !IJaoists - fn all parts of 

the world. To that purpose they will try to improve their 

relations with the other communist states and \vith the West. 

Theirs will be a pragmatic approach. They will be quite 

conscious of the rapidly growing population and of the necessity 

for increasing production. Therefore they will be in favor of 

getting whatever aid they can get, without strings if possible, 
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and they will probably understand, that the strings are the thinner 

the more numerous they are. They v1ill not svling back completely to 

the Soviet side, but rather exploit the old game of playing one 

against the other and of thereby increasing aid from both sides. 

Only in one case would they have to turn to r4oscow completely -

if the Nest forced them to. The Nest should not. Whatever the 

West can do to make the China of 1975 an independent state on the 

world scene (including bringing it into the UN, while saving 

Taiwan from communist domination), the West should do; in fact, 

the West should make it known in time that it will do this in 

order to sigDal this possibility to the Chinese Khrushchevites 

while they are still ante portas. 

With the decline of r-Iaoism, China will alSo try to improve 

its relations with the Third World which will not be so easy after 

all the "china" that has been broken. But there is no need for the 

West to get panicky about it, because the economic attraction of 

China will remain small, and it is by the possible economic gains 

for them that the Third Norld lenders v1ill judge China. 

In view of the importance of the chinn problem, I would 

be grateful if it could be dealt with at the forthcoming conference. 

150 

Dec.28, 1967 
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Some Notes on East-Nest Relations in the 1970s 

1. A multilateral solution to national security problems is fundamentally 

a new approach, especially for the small formerly neutral countries (such as Denmark 

and Norway). The existence of an integrated defense system has given purpose 

and meaning to the national defense of even a small and exposed country. It has 

resulted in considerable savings, enabled the participating countries to pursue an 

independent course vis-a-vis a potential opponent - compare Danish-German 

relations in the thirties with Danish-Soviet relations after Viorld 'fiar I! - and created 

channels for a fruitful military cooperation between small powers and larger powers -

such as between Denmark and Germany - which would appear to be much more 

difficult and perhaps impossible to achieve on a bilateral basis. 

2. Granted that a "final settlement" of the outstanding European 

problems such as the German problem may result in a very different situation than 

the present, it is suggested that the continued existence of a multilateral security 

framework be maintained during the long transitional period between the present 

system of alliances and the creation of some kind of European security system 

guaranteed by the United States and the Soviet Union. (Attention is drawn to the 

direct roads to European security and the indirect roads listed in Mr. Karl Birnbaum' s 

paper). 

3. It is important, however, that the present integrated NATO defense 

system not become a stumbling block to progress in the field of arms control measures 

in Europe or to the development of a political detente, but that the experienqes gained 

under the present system be exploited for carrying out such measures. 
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4. The outlook is not very bright, as the Communist countries in 

Europe have - for the most part - committed themselves to a campaign for the 

dissolution of NATO in 1969 (cp. the Karlovy Vary statement of April 19 67) and at 

the same time of the Warsaw Pact. On the Western side the Harmel Report does not 

ma~e very satisfactory provision for a multilateral approach in furthering detente. 

ArtiCle 7 states in part: As sovereign states the Allies are not obliged to subordinate 

their policies to collective decision. The Alliance affords an effective forum and 

clearing house for the exchanges of information and views; each Ally can C:ecide 

its policy in the light of close knowledge of the problems and objectives of the 

others. To this end the practice of frank and timely consult"ltions needs to be 

deepened and improved ••• Article 10 reads: Currently, the development of contacts 

between the countries of Vie stern and Eastern Europe is mainly on i1 bilateral basis. 

Certain subjects, of course, require by their very nature a multihteral solution. 

5. Therefore, the problem for the NATO countries is to develop plans 

which may result in practical proposals for the use of the integrated defense system 

to promote and, if possible, to inspect and control various arms control schemes 

such as mutual troop reductions and the setting-up of observation posts 

(cp. Birnbaum p. 2). At the same time, diplomatic efforts must be made to ensure 

that the Soviet Union nnd Eastern European countries, in particular Poland and 

Czechoslovakia, become convinced thnt the existence of integrated NATO commands 

may offer all parties certain advantages during a transitional period. Mr. Birnbaum 

states (p. 14) that "the German government may become increasingly nware of the 

need to lend credibility to its ,declarntory policy of reconciliation by udopting 

distinctly non-provocative military postures .:md by exhibiting a sincere interest in 

regional arms control measures." This is believed to be possible only if the con

tinued (if only temporury) existence of NATO and the US presence in Europe are 

assured. A gradu3l withdrawal of U.S. forces from Germ:my and growing signs of 

the dissolution of NATO will make it very h0rd for any German government to 
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"adopt distinctly non-provocative military postures" when the traditional Soviet 

distrust of (West) Germany is taken into consideration. 

6. The problem, therefore, becomes the very difficult one of con

vincing the Soviet Union that the Nl\TO defense system, guaranteeing contin\led 

U .S. military involvement in European affairs and a non-nuclear and a "non

provocative" military posture by Germany, is to the interest of the Soviet Union 

in the transitional period. Just as the West has now acknowledged that a policy 

of detente is a precondition for an eventual settlement of the outstanding European 

problems, the Soviet Union must realize the positive value of existing western 

security arrangements until an agreement on a European security system has been 

worked out. Presently members of NATO would be extremely reluctant to give up 

the many advantages of the present security set-up, committing as it does the U .S. 

to a European role and Germany to a non-nuclear posture, unless and until the 

advantages of an alternative system become convincing. 

7. It is assumed that the "transitional period" will not end but m'ay 

in fact only begin in the seventies and may last the rest of the century'~-,. Mr. 

Adam Yarmolinsky' s paper). If that is realistic, it will be necessary to inject plans 

for limited arms control measures and the consequences thereof in the rolling five year 

defense planning of NATO - currently extending beyond 1972 - and to present such 

plans to the Soviet Union and East European countries with a view to prolonging the 

existence of the NATO defense system until the end of the transitional period, It is 

not believed that the Warsaw Pact presently corresponds to NATO as far as the. defense 

set-up is concerned, but it is by no means excluded that the Warsaw Pact (read: Soviet 

Union) might be encouraged to set up similar arrangements, It is not visualized that 

a diplomatic approach be attempted on a multilateral basis (negotiations between 

the two Pact organizations v.)1ich are in fact very different in scope and character) 

but that at least the initial negotiations take place between the two super powers or 

possibly within the four power framework. 
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!975 :- TROIS EUROPES POSSIBLES 

Rien n'est plus difficile que de prevoir une situation a 

echeance de huit a dix ans. L'auteur serait pr~t a parier que, dans 

deux ou trois ans, malgr€ l'€ch€ance atlantique de 1969, 1a situation 

de l'Europe n'aura pas fondamentalement change, en ce sens qu'elle 

continuera a ~tre fondamentalement determinee par la presence des Etats

Unis et de l'Union Sovietique, et que le probleme allemand n'y aura 

pas evolue de mnniere decisive. Inversement, l'auteur serait egalement 

pr~t a parier que dans vingt-cinq ou trente ans la situation sera aussi 

fondamentalement differente de celle d'aujourd'hui que celle-ci l'est 

de celle de 1945. 

Le ver est dans le fruit du statu quo . Les deux Grands 

ont echoue dans la construction de deux empires ou de deux communautes 

(ou d'une communaut€ et d'un empire) qui auraient institutionnalis€ 

et rendu irreversibles leur presence au centre du contiuant et leurs 

liens avec leurs moities respectives de l'Europe et de l'Allemagne 

La "belle au bois dormant" allemande, qui n'en est encore qu'a 

s'etirer paresseusement, est cependant sortie de son sommeil. D'autre 

part les problemes interieurs et asiatiques des Etats-Unis et de l'U.R.s.s. 

vont requerir de plus en plus leur attention. La tendance des prochaines 

decennies sera done a une Europe plus differenciee par rapport aux 

Etats-Unis et a l'U.R.S.S. (ou a une presence et une attention americaine 

et sovi6tique coins directes) et a une- importance croissante du probleme 

allemand. 

Deuxiemement, cette Europe qui ne sera plus 1 1Europe divisee 

et passive de la guerre froide, ne sera cependant aucune des deux Europes-plus 

"europ6ennes" que 1' on a voulu et que 1' on s·' efforce encore de leur 

substituer. L'Europe federale de Jean MONNET, (Etats-Unis d'Europe sous 

la forme d 1 une communaute integree s'etendant progressivement a partir 

de l'Europe des Six en accord avec les Etats-Unis) , l'Europe des Etats 

du General de Gaulle (retour a un equilibre continental, de l 1Atlantique 
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~ l'OUral, et a un concert europeen, domine par la surveillance recipro

que de la France, de l'Allemagne et de la Russia ou la pre~iere jouerait 

le r6le decisif d'intermediaire et de fleau de la balance) sont toutes les 

deux condamnees a ne voir se realiser que certains de leu~elements, 

non leur structure d 1 ensemble, Avec l'aide du changement d'image 

presente par l'U.R.s.s. (destalinisation) et du changement d'attitude 

esquisse par les Etats-Unis (Viet-Nam, NPT) le General de Gaulle a 

montre sa grande efficacite negative en portant a l'integration euro

peenne sous sa forme classique un coup plus ambigu mais, en profondeur, 

encore plus grave qu'a la cooperation atlantique, il a montre sa totale 

impuissance positive en ne faisant aucun progres dans l'acceptation, a 
l'OUest ou a l'Est, de l'Ehrope triangulaire et, en fait, fran~o-russe de 

aes rl:!ves. 

On peutexprimer le resultat de maniE>re positive en disant 

que la nouvelle Europe constituera une synthesc des "deux h8gemonies" 

et des deux "grands desseins" europeens : il y aura un element de contr6le 

et d'influence sovietique et americaine (de style bi-polaire), un 

element d'interdependance economique (de style monnettiste), et un element 

de "re-nationalisation" politique . (de style eaulliste). 

Mais dire cela ne nous apprend pas grand-chose sur la pro

portion de ces diff8rents elements et done sur l'aspect d'ensemble de 

l'Europe future et sur les perspectives qu'elle offrirait a la solution 

de problemes comme celui de l'Allemagne, 

Encore moins cela nous permet-il de prevoir laquel de ces 

elements aura progresse le plus vite d'ici 1975. Aussi, pour cette date, 

ne pouvons-nous guere qu'indiquer les facteurs et les limites de 

l'8volution, autrement dit les Cl8ments de certitude et d'incertitude, 

et esquisser trois modeles possibles, parmi lesquels il nous semble 

facile de suggerer un ordre de preference, mais difficile d'indiquer 

un ordre de probabilite, 



ll va d2 coi qu'un pre~lier 61Gment a la fois d0 .::o~---·i:it:.: et 

C' :tncert itude est celu:l, d' o:t ... dra bioloe;ique ,,"',~·~r:~entiel et ~ ... .:·,-:,.~se:~:.:~.~' 

en raison des limit eo de ce que .tJeuvent fa ire:~ ...!S Europ€ens que s::t 

date rev~t une importnnce djcistT.re. Une :Curope unie et active tlt::l 

pf'.S toujours 8te et. n.e sera pas toujours il:l~Jossible mais elle 

n'Gst ni donnee actuellament ri:·.t.-!Gvitn.blo. En 1962-63, un coup d 1 ai""l"1'··c 

[!, GtG dvnnee a uno Europe qui aurait pu, dans ln. foul6e das succ€s 

c:u I.-i:'1rch0 Commun et dG l 1 0chec sovietique 3. Cuba, entamer des progr€s 
la 

clGc::_sifs a ln fois do.us construction cor.ununautaire et dans les rela.-~ions 

Est-Quest y compris le problBme allemand. Ce mouvement peut reprenjre 

Ilk'1is il exiee non seulement une participation de 1 'Angleterre a 1 'Eu-

rope et un chane;er:.lei1t de politique d.a la FrancG (qili, l 'un et 1 'autr0, 

nous semblent· trBs p~obables sur ce point duns. UI1e perspective post

gc.ulliste) mais encore que le contexte international, que l'attitude non 

seulement des grandes puissances m~is aussi de l'A~lemQgnc y soient 

encore prop ices lG moii~Gnt venu. 

C' est 18. qus l' incertitude sur la elate nous para.!t essentieJ.le. 

Une premiere cou::-se d-:.3 vitesse entre la construction europ6enne, J.e 

contexte international, et la renaissance des divergences nationnles, 

a cit.-3 p:'"OVisoirenent perdue par la pr8mierc 1 rtvn.nt tout U. cause dU 

General de Gaulle. Il n.a c1.:3pend plus uniqusment de son nbsance qu'une 

nouvelle course de vitessG soit ga~nee. La f~cteur qui, hier surtout 

et aujourd 'hui encore, a rendu et rend impossible une n.pproche occidel!te-.J.e 

coordonnee est le France aujourd 1 hui deja par les effets indirects 

de la guerre du Viet-Nam et des tentn.tio:ns C.B0ricaines de "eaullisme 

de grnnde puissance" , et plus encore demn.in, par l 1 effet probable 

de Ja reduction non mains probable de leur pr~sence militairo et de 

lour cooperation politique, ce sont les Etnts-Unis ; demain et ~pres

clenain, cela risque d'~tre l'Allemagne qui, ayant respir6 l'air 

du large, ne sera pas n6cessairement pr&te a retrouver le foyer 

communautaire le jour ou ses allies voudraient y retourner. 
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Cela dependra evidemment des tentations ou des ressentiments 

produits en elle par les seductions ou les rebuffades ·auxquelles elle. 

auraete soumise par l'Union Sovietique. Un changement d'attitude de 

celle-ci sur le probleme allemand ne peut guere lui-m~me qu'~re produit 
s,on 

par une evolution soit defregime interieur, soit de sa domination en 

Europe de l'Est, soit de ses rapports avec la Chine et avec les Etats-Unis 

qui, pour ~re probables a long terme, sont encore plus difficiles a 
dater et a preciser. 

Une fois de plus, nous trouvons des !ignes d'evolution a la 

fois distinctes et interdependantes, qui produiront des resultats fon

damentalement differents selon leurs degres respectifs d'avancement 

lors de leur rencontre, 

Nous nous trouvons done en presence de trois facteurs 

certnins de jouer un r6le decisif et direct, et d'un facteur potentiel 

dont le r6le , aujourd' hui n' est n1. direct ni decisif, mais dont le 

r6le demain, pourrnit ~tre l'un et l'autre • Les trois premiers sont 

l'Union Sovietique, les Etats-Unis et l'Allemagne ; le quatrieme est 

constitue par tout ce qui se trouve I a l'Est et a' l'Ouest, dnns 

la zone intermediaire. et fluide des deux Europes. 

La structure politique et militaire du continent est do

minee par la confrontation de l'U,R.s.s. et des Etats-Unis qui s'exprime 

par leur double presence en Allemagne ; cette presence cte chacun des 

deax grands est commandee a la fois par le souci de contenir !'autre 

et par celui de .. se premunir contre l'eventualite d'une Allemagne dan

gereuse soit par sa puissance nutonome , soit par son alliance avec 

l'autre grand, Pour chacun des deux grands, la puissance et le 

danger actuelode !'autre, la puissance et le danger potentie~de 

l 'Allemague sont les deux considerations decisives en matH>re 

de securite europeenne, Leur politique envers les allies de l'autre 

(France, Grande-Bretagne, dans un cas, Europe de l'Est dans l'autre) 
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resteront subordonnees aces considerations, 

Pour l'instant done, quelles que soient les initiatives 

diplomatiques ou les evolutions sociales et ideologiques en Europe de 

l'OUest et de l'Est, elles n'auront d'importance decisive que si elles 

modifient la maniere dont les Etats-Unis et l'Union Sovietique evaluent 

leurs relations entre eux et avec l'Allemagne, A leur tour, ces relations 

risquent d'~tre influencees avant tout par !'evolution interieure en 

Allemagne m~e (cello de la R,F,A., cella de la R,D,A, , et cella de 

leurs rapports reciproques) et par des developpements extra-europeens, 

course aux armaments strategiques, problemes interieurs, problems 

chinois. L1 evolution interieure de la Chine aura autant d 1 influence 

sur le sort de l'Europe qu'aucun evenement proprement europeen, s'il est 

vrai que pour les Etats-Unis et l'U.R,S.s. !'importance respective accordee 

aux deux"puissances potentielles", Allemagne et Chine, manifests une 

certaine in,terdependance qui affecte la nature de leurs alliances et 

de leurs oppositions et les priorites de leurs inter~ts, 

La structure de l'Europe, done, dependra essentiellement a 

court terme, d'evolutions soit interieures soit extra-europeennes, Les 

Etats de l'Europe de l'OUest et de l'Est influenceront ces evolutions soit 

en offrant des exemples soit en provoquant des crises dont l'importance tien

dra essentiellement a la maniere dont ils affecteront 1 1 attitude de l'Alle

magne, eel le des Etats-Unis et cella de l'U .R .S ,S, , On peut penser a 
une sortie de la France de l'Alliance atlantique, a une sortie de la Rou

manie du Pacte de Varsovie, a une crise du type 1956 dans un autre pays 

d'Europe de l'Est, 

A long terme, les Etats europeens pourraient, en constituant 

une unite politique a l'Ouest et en institutionalisant leurs liens avec 

l'Est, creer le facteur nouveau qui capable de contenir l'U.R,S.S, et 

d'encadrer l'Allemagne, permettrait de donner nu continent une stabilite 

qui ne serait pas fondee sur la presence directe et predominante des 

Etats-Unis et de l'U,R,S.S, Mais , tant nu point de vue deses conditions 

de possibilite que de ses consequences,un pareil developpement seul a 

offrir des promesses d'une evolution conotructive ne pout 6tre isole des va

riables relativcncnt independantes que constituent !'evolution clu'sentioent 
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national dans les d01nc Allemagnes et celle de la priori te aa

cordoe par los Etats-Unis et l'URSS aux affail:'es europ,,enhes • 

De toute fagon, il est douteux ~ue les deux proces

sus (solidaires a long terme et parfois contradictoires a 

court terme) d'integration de l'Europe occidentale et de 

reunification de l'Europe dans son ensemble scient suffisam

ment avances en 1975 pour permettre aux deux grands une 

pareille ''revision apaisante'' mime s 1 ils en avaient le 

desir. Mais il n'est pas exclu ~ue 1975 nous trouve "sinon 

au commencement de la fin du moins a la fin du commencement'' 

c'est-a-dire dans une situation ou.a l'interieur des deux 

alliances, les Etats d'Europe de l'Ouest et a un moindre 

degre, oeux de l'Europe de l'Est, auraient commence a 

nouer suffisamment de liens entre cux a~ avoc leurs vis-a

vis, pour commencer a es~uisser, en filigrane, cotto 

Europe futuro. 

Il est malheureusemcnt tout aussi peu exclu ~ue, 

les processus de desintegration ayant pris le pas sur ceux 

d'integration, on soit, en 1975, sortis du statu ~uo non 

dans la direction d'un regloment Europeen mais dans celle 

de la balkanisation ou de l 1 anarchie. La aussi, il est 

douteux ~ue le processus en arrive a un terme catastrophi~ue 

dans les sept prochaines annees. Mais les deux directions 

a partir de la situation actuelle existent en puissance. 

Elles nous permottent de passer aux trois hypotheses annon

cees, ~u'on pourrait designer sous les noms de, 

1/- division cooperative (ou detente sur la base du 

statu quo); 

2/- anarchic (ou balkanisation); 

et, 

3/- la Troisieme Europe (ou integration europecnno nouvcllc 

maniero, ou ''with a difference'') 

.. I. 
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La prcmi.rc serait obtonue par la simplo extrapo

lation des phenomlnos actuels. Ello corrospondTait aux 

vocux do la plupart dos gouvernomonts d'Europo do l'Est, 

on particulior do la Pologne et do la Tchecoslova~uio, 

pour ~ui la meillouro voio vers le rapprochement est do 

consolidor la division, la moillouro voio vers le chango

mont est do oonsacror le statu guo, la moilleuro voio vors 

le degol est de commencer par gelor la situation actuelle. 

Naturcllemont la clef do cot apparent paradoxo est la dis

tinction entre eo ~ui concerne la securite, le statu ~uo 

territorial, et la division de l'Allemagne d'uno part, los 

echanges et la cooperation economi~uooctculturels do l'autro, 

la nettete des fronti•res dans le premier cas rondant possi

ble le dialogue par-dessus ollos dans le second. 

Si les Etats ~ui professent ouvortement cette 

opinion sent uno minorite, ceux ~ui l'acceptont facilement 

sont peut-6tre uno majorite et ceux ~ui constatent qu'elle 

correspond a la situation actuello sent la totalite. Ce qui 

se passe aujourd'hui c'est bion un dialogue par-dessus le 

mur et a l 1 ombre dos hegemonios. On assiste d'unc part a 

uno multiplication dos initiatives et dos dialogue~ entro

croises ou contradictoires des petites et moyennes puissances, 

d'autre part a l'immobilite intacte du statu quo, voiro a 

la consolidation des Etats existants, y compris l'Allomagno 

de l 1Est. "Accepter los realites" est un slogan de plus en 

plus general; cc qu'il signifie, c'ost que les deux grandos 

idees, complementaires ou rivalos, dos Etats-Unis d'Europe 

et de la reunification de l'Allomagno qui, toutes deux, 

visaiont a la creation ou le reconstitution d 1 une nouvello 

unite politiquo, sent ''rodefinies'' de manilro a signifier 

la cooperation entre unites oxistantes. C'est la faire un 

grand pas dans la direction do la conception gaullisto do 

l'unite et de la conception sovietiquo do la securite 

. I. 
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curop§enno. lais los Etats-Unis et l'Allemagno F'd§ralo 

semblent en passe d'abandonner des schemas plus ambiticux 

(tols que l'isolement de l 1 Allemagne de l'Est) et se conten

tcr d 1 osperer un progres dans un abaissemont general des 

barrieres (militairos, economiquos, ideologiques, humainos) 

entre Etats,entre Allomagnes, entre Societes, entre Supor

puissances, dans la mosuro ou il ne mottrait pas on cause la 

securite et la stabilite lieos aux structures actuellos. 

On pout so demander copondant si cette vision d'unc 

cooxistenoo indefinio entre los caracteros contradictoiros 

tollo quo la bipolarite militaire et le polycentrismo politi

quo, la stabilite territoriale et la manoeuvre diplomatique, 

dos politiques nationalistos at des economics intordepen

dantos, etc ••• n 1ost pas ossentiolloment statiquo: los 

differents niveaux no doivont-ils pas reagir les uns sur 

los autros jusqu 1 a eo quo cortains l 1 omportont at d 1autrcs 

scient elimines ? Lour interaction no doit-ollc pas influen

cer un nivoau mains manifesto quo les manoeuvres des uns et 

la presence militaire des autres mais non mains important 

en profondour - colui des montalites politiques, ideologiques 

et socialos, et dos liens psychologiquos entre elitos diri

geantes at entre Societes ? Aujourd'hui deja, uno dos dou

bles tondancos caracteristiquos ost l 1 accroisscmont do la 

superiorite economiquo et do l'influenco culturolle dos 

Etats-Unis et le declin do lour influence politiquo: au 

''gap'' tochnologique a l'avantage des Etats-Unis correspond, 

sous l'offot principal du Viet-Nam et du General de Gaullo, 

un fosse politiquo et psychologiquo entre oux et leurs allies 

Europeans qui profite a l'Union Sovietique: au declin do 

cello-ci comma modele economique et social correspondent 

sos gains sur le plan diplomatique. Il faut boaucoup de 

marxismo vulgaire (associe a un imperialisme na~f choz 

certains Americains et a un anti-americanisme delirant 

. I. 
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chez ccrtains Europeens)pour.adherer au determinisme tochno

logique qui croit que l'influonco politique dos htats-Unis 

croit proportionnollomont au rayon d'action do lours avions 

do transport au nombro de tltos nucleairos porteos par lours 

fuseos, ou aux nombros d'entreprises europeennos tombees 

sous leur contr8le. Curieusomont, la superiorite materielle 

des Etats-Unis semble encourager a la fois Americains et 

Gaullistes a faire des concessions a l'Union Sovietique. Un 

effet paradoxal do la politique du General do Gaullo, si on 

prolongeait les tendances actuellos, serait soit de consoli

der le statu quo qu'il detests, soit d 1 aboutir a una Europe 

domineo economiquoment par les Etats-Unis et politiqucment 

par l'Union Sovietique, avoc, comma Second dahs les deux 

r6les, l'Allemagne plut8t que la France. 

En effet, et c'est notre seconds hypothese, la 

combinaison actuelle de manoeuvres diplomatiques, do sta

bilite territorials et d 1 evolution economique et psycholo

gique, peut aboutir a l'erosion cumulative du statu quo 

aussi bien qu'a son maintien. Les explorations diplomatiquos 

qui redecouvrent le statu guo , les petits pas sans la pers

pective d'cn amener de grands, peuvent n'avoir qu 1 un temps 

et provoquer des deceptions et dos ressontimonts dangeroux. 

Les grandes puissances peuvont soit en tirer argu

ment pour rcnforccr l'aspoct cooperatif do la bipolarite et 

aboutir a uno vraie solidarite, soit, au contraire, dans le 

cas des Etats-Unis, ltro tenteos de so degager par rapport a 
dos allies ingrats et, dans le cas do l'Union Sovietique, 

otro tenteos do seduiro dos advorsairos insatisfaits. 

A une oxtremite (par la proximite dans le temps, 

la vraisemblanco et la relative absence ~ 1 offots tragiques) 

on trouvo la probabilite d'uno course au desarmcment, on 

Europe, entre les Etats-Unis et l 1 Allemagne Federale. A 

. I. 
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1 1 autre on trouvorait la possibilite de l'URSS jouant pour 

de bon le jou (qu'cllo no fait aujourd 1 hui qu 1 o8quisscr) 

do la division entre Occidentaux et le poussant jusqu'a 

provoquer ou exploiter le retrait dos troupes americaines 

du continent et jusqu'a entamcr avec l'Allemagne le jeu 

predit succcssivemcnt par chaquc dictatour sovietiquc et 
l 1 oll)brc 

qui laissorait aussit6t dansjlcs preliminairos franco-russos. 

Entre los deux, et plus generalcmont, l 1 Europe 

dcvrait ontrcr dans uno ere de relative imprevisibilite et 

insatisfaction. Au centre l'Allcmagno, ayant pcrdu uno com

munaute sans avoir trouve un r6lo, so trouvorait dans la 

situation instable par excellence d'avoir a manor uno poli

tiquc nationalo sans buts nationaux realisablos. 

Los autres Etats, avoc la voio dos manoeuvres 

independantos, rotrouveraiont cello 

et terri toriaux. 

dos conflits nationaux 

Dans les deux cas,los consequences ne soraiont 

pas cellos du passe grace, avant tout, au mainticn do la 

presence des Grands. 

Mais d 1 une part cottc presence coincidorait avec 

un ecart croissant entre lcs preoccupations des Grands et 

cellos des Petits et des Moycns; ccux-ci la subiraiont soit 

par resignation dovant la force soit par calcul de securite; 

tout on no cessant pas d'&trc neccssairo, cllc appar~rait 

do moins en mains naturcllc. Comma, d'autro part, cllo 

aurait uno priorite diminueo dans la politiquc dos Grands, 

en particulior dos Etats-Unis, ils s'offorcoraiont do la 

continucr avoc le minimum do risqucs ot do oouts, ot ils 

pourraiont onvisagcr, dans un contoxte domostique ot inter

national transforms, do la transformer ollc-mlmo d'unc 

maniero qui dcviendrait qualitative. 

. I. 
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L'Buropc alors rotrouvorait on partio le sort d'au

tros regions du mondo, comma le Moyon-Oriont ou l'Asic, dont 

les Etats-Unis et l'URSS ne so desinteressont pas mais ou, 

faute d'otagos, nul no pout assurer a 1 1 avanco dans ~uollc 

nosuro ils sent engages, dans ~uollo mosuro ils controlont 

leurs amis et ~uolles formes pouvont prendre lour protection 

et lour controlo. L'Eurcpo aurait pordu plus do securite 

~u'elle n'aurait gagne d'indepondanco. 

C'est precisement dans la perception de coo dangers 

par los Europeens ~ue reside la chance do notre troisieme 

hypothese - ~ue nous avons appolee cello do la''troisieme 

Europe"- Est-il oxagere de dire quo la plupart des forces 

politi~uos dynami~uos, dans les Etats moyons d'Europe Occi

dentale, partagont de plus on plus a la fois cortainos dos 

aspirations "gaullistos"c\:une plus grande indepondanco do 

l'Europo par rapport aux Etats-Unis ot a uno plus grando 

ouverture a l'Est, et la conscience ~uo les methodes gaul

listes no peuvont aboutir ~u'au ronforcomont du statu ~uo, 

a l'anarchio, a la domination do l'URSS ou a cello do 

l'Allomagno ? Il est frappant ~u'on Allemagno m~mo ot 

on Grando Brotagne, los hommes politi~uos ~ualifies do 

"gaullistos" ou suspects de sympathio profondo ou tacti~uo 

pour la politi~ue frangaiso, scient les plus ardonts defen

seurs du triple objoctif aux~uels colle-ci s'oppose le plus: 

uno Europe Federalo, alliee aux Etats-Unis, et oomprenant la 

Grande Bretagno. C'est le cas de F.J, Strauss en Allemagno 

ot d'Edward Heath on Grando Brotagno • 

En Franco, ~uel~u'un comma Valery Giscard d 1Estaing, 

apparemmont assez ropresontatif d'un certain etat d'osprit 

post-gaullisto, indi~uo assoz nottomont uno evolution vors 

uno politique ~ui continuorait a rochorchcr l'indepondanco 

onvors los Etats-Unis et un role accrfi pour la Franco mais 

. I. 
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le forait par la cooperation et les institutions ouropeonnos 

ou l'Anglotorro aurait sa place. L'opposition de contra

gaucho tiont un langage analogue. 

En Italic un certain sentiment "continentalisto" 

so fait jour dopuis le projet do traite do non-prolifera

tion nucleairo et l'apparition du theme du "Gap" tochnolo

giquo. 

Naturolloment le pays decisif serait l'Allomagne 

mais dovant l'echoc succossif do l'orthodoxio atlantiquo 

et d 1uno exploration indepondanto necossairoment prudonto 

et limiteo, il y aurait dos chances reolles pour qu'ollo 

partage les aspirations dos autros puissances moyonnes 

d'Europe occidentale surtout si cellos-ci comprennent les 

sionnes et s'y associont. C'est la le point decisif. Con

trairement a la conception gaullisto, la troisiemo Europe 

n'a do chances que si ollo repose sur la cooperation ins

titutionaliseo ou 1 1 integration, qui soules permettont un 

espoir dans la triple voio politiquo du problemo allomand, 

technique d 1 une reponso limitee mais reollo au "defi ameri

cain'' et militairo do la defenso d 1 uno Europe politiquo -

at si, d'autro part, ollo no so pose pas en face dos Etats

Unis comma adversaire politique mais tout au plus comma 

rival potentiel· 

Mais, plus que dans la conception monnctiste, 

c'est bien cette independance et cottc rivalite par rapport 

aux Etats-Unis, d 1 uno part, la reunification europecnnc et 

la solution du problemo allomand, d'autro part, qui pouvont 

soules donner un sons a scs efforts. 

Le problemc des rapports oxteriours do l'Europc 

Ocoidontalo no pout otrc resolu quo par la tranoforo~tion de 

sa structure interiouro, mais cello-ci no pout plus ~tro 

justifieo et oriontec quo dans la perspective do coux-la • 

. I. 
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Commo l'a dit 1•lyriam Camps, l'Europc, si elle doit se faire, 

ne pout plus etre QUO la fille de l 1 ambition.politiQue, non 

do la necessite. Mais cette ambition politiQue n'a de chances 

de so realisor QUB si, mains idealisto QUO colla des pircs 

fondateurs monnotistes, ellc est egalcmont plus realistc 

QUO cello de la politiQUO gaullistc. 

Ellc doit pouvoir offrir dos perspectives aux 

Europeans do l'Est QUi sans doutc surmontoraiont la prefe

rence actuello do la plupart d'ontre eux pour le bilatera

lismo si uno cooperation multilateralc lour 8tait offoetivc

mont offertc par l'Europo de l'Ouest soutenue par los 

Etats-Unis. 

Surtout cos dorniers et l'Union Sovi§tiQue no la 

tolererait QUO si ollo n'est pas uno machine do guerre di

rigeo centre eux. Son ambition no doit otro ni d'egalor lcs 

Etats-Unis ou de s 1 opposor a oux, ni do sur>primer lour 

role on Europe po.s plus QUO eelui do l'URSS, ou QUO eclui 

des nations qui la composont. Ellc no pout constitucr qu'un 

niveau intcrm9diairo ontro cos nations dont ollc unirait 

los efforts et limiterait la liborte d'aetion et l 1 8Quili

brc strategic~ue dos Grnnds qui pourra.i t ex or cor sea offot·s 

de maniere mains dirocto ot pesantc s'il no faisa.it QUO 

S 1 3.joutor a un Cadre regional economiQUO politiQUO et 

militairo sta.bilise. 

Quo les Etats-Unis et l'URSS voient clans 1 1 evo-, 

lution pacifiquo do l'Europo et dans l'oncadromcnt insti

tutionncl do l'Allomagno la chance d'un regloment ouropeen 

acceptable, cola depend do la nature des initiatives ouro

peonnes mais, tout autant, do la nature do lours propres 

problimos et do l'oriontation dolours propros priorites • 

. I. 
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A cot egard, la date do 1975, choisio pour cot 

cxc~cioo, pout 8tro considereo comma importanto parco 

quo si l'evolution dans cotto troisieme direction no s'os

quisso pas d 1 ici-la, olle risque boaucoup d 1 otro rojoteo 

dans un avonir imprevisiblc• 

Dans la situation actuello ou lcs Grands ont sur

tout interct a evitor l'imprevisibilite ot ou los Petits 

preferent encore lour hegemonio a cello do la Franco, ou 

do l'Allomagno, la premiere hypotheso, cello du statu quo, 

est la seule realisto. 

Si la guorre du Vietnam et le General do Gaullo 

continuant a oceupor la scene d'ici 1975, lo double ecart 

material ot psychologiquo entre l'Europo ot los Etats-Unis 

risque do so crousor a un tol point quo la soulo question 

sera do savoir si l'URSS decide ou non do sortir do sa 

rigidite pour l'oxploitor. 

Mais si Americains et Europeans rovionnont a temps 

a uno perspective qui lour pormotto do surmontor los faus

sos alternatives du globalismo et do l'isolationnismo, do 

l'atlantismo et du nationalismo, au profit do la recherche 

pationto do l'equilibro a l'interiour dos communautes et 

entre ollos, il rosto uno chance pour quo la troisiemo 

Europe soit plus realisto quo la troisiemo Rome. 

Ello est pout-8tro trap rationnollo pour otro 

reollo, mais le piro n'os.t pas toujours sftr. Go qui est 

sUr, on rovancho, c'ost quo ni la suprematio bionvoillanto 

ou tyranniquo d'unc grando puissance, ni le condominium 

patornalisto do deux, ni la rivalite acrobatiquo do plu

siours, n'ont uno moillouro chance do nous introduiro a 

uno Europe reollomont pacifieo. 

Pierre liassnor 

N° 165 
15 janvior 1968 
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THE U ,S. AND THE U .S .S .R. IN EUROPE: THE NEXT TEN YEARS 

William E. Griffith 

"Futurism" is fashionable but risky: it can at best explore possi

bilities but can never be confident of establishing probabilities. Its unreliability is, 

in my view, due primarily to the always important and all too often decisive role of 

accident and personality in history- which essentially remains, as Edward Gibbon 

put it, "the record of the crimes, follies and misfortunes of mankind." 

There are, however, more tangible difficulties in assessing U .S, and 

Soviet involvement in Europe over the next ten years. First, the preliminary assumption 

I am asked to make in this paper, that "the Vietnamese conflict will be ended by some 

formula reasonably satisfactory to the U.S. and the U .S.S .R.," is in my view both 

unrealistic and fraught with serious liabilities. The Vietnamese war currently dominates 

U .S. foreign and indeed domestic policy. Given the extensive, perhaps essential, 

Soviet aid to North Vietnam, this conflict has become by now far more a Soviet-U.S .• 

than a Chinese-U .S. confrontation. Its resolution will, therefore, be of great signi

ficance for future U .S .-U .S .S .R. relations in Europe as elsewhere. 

No previous U.S.-U.S.SJl..confrontation has resulted in a draw- on 

the contrary, the two Berlin crises and the Cuban missile crisis both ended on terms 

very satisfactory to the United States and unsatisfactory to the Soviet Union. Less 

favorable results in Vietnam, i.e. "draw", might tempt U .S. decision-makers. to give 

only minimal protection to American economic interests in Europe while allowing the 

developing countries to become an increasingly insecure periphery. The present U .s. 
trend against "overcommitment" would probably greatly intensify, thereby substantially 

lowering the recent level of U.S. military involvement in third world conflicts. 

Conversely, a Vietnam draw would indicate to the Soviet leadership 

that for a moderate amount of military and economic aid to the North Vietnamese and 

at no serious loss of prestige to Moscow, vast amounts of U .S. money und manpower 

were tied down for a prolonged period of time in such a way as effectively to disrupt 
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the American domestic political consensus. Moscow would probably conclude, there

fore, that a favorable cost-effectiveness ratio exists in support of national liberation 

struggles, and would be the more tempted to support them. Momover, this temptation 

will be greatly heightened by the extensive Soviet development of a long-range air

and sea-lift capability, including, for example, the construction of their first heli

copter aircraft carrier, which will give the Soviets a worldwide intervention and 

counter-intervention capability in the seventies. 

Increased conventional capability, combined with Soviet perception 

of stalemate in Vietnam, has already encouraged stepped-up Russian activity in the 

Middle East. An Arab-Israeli settlement seems unlikely; more probably tension there 

will remain serious. (This may well lead at least Israel to go nucle<v:,) Moscow 

has already invested - and gained - so much in the Middle East that it will probably 

not abandon or seriously reduce its involvement. On the contrary, since Soviet con

trol will probably not increase in Europe, Moscow will be the more likely to push on 

with what, after all, was the traditional Tsarist expansionist drive toward the south. 

Consequently, the probable continuing \Vest European impotence in this a.raa, much 

more vital to \/est Europeans than to the Americans, and resulta,1t exacerbated 

European frustrations, may well further strain U .S.-Vvest European relations. 

Simultaneously, a new worldwide factor, perhaps more important 

than the Vietnam war, is dwarfing the power of Europe vis-~-vis the United States 

and the Soviet Union: the new spiral in the arms race .1 Specifically this entails 

Soviet beginning of ABM deployment, FOBS,2 and mobile ICBM' s; the U ,S. decision 

1 
See the authoritative survey by ex-Undersecretary of Defcnse Roswell 1. 

Gilpatric, "The Atomic Arms Race: A' Mad Momentum' May Be Under ~Way," The New 
York Times Magazine, December 3, 1967, pp. 55, 162-176. 

2 
"Fractional orbiting bombardment system." Although its effectiveness is, 

relatively speaking, not high, in theory it outmodes the BMEWS radar system. The 
Pentagon has announced that a new over-horizon radar system is under way to 
counteract this. 
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to deploy MIRV3 and a "thin ABM system (SENTINEL). (The latter occurred after 

complete lack of progress in establishing a Soviet-U .S. dialogue on mutual limitation 

of ABM.) It makes probable future Soviet MIRV deployment. While U.S.-U .• S.S.R. 

ICBM deployment was at least in part stabilizing, because it meant mutual credible 

destruction capacity, MIRV and mobile missile deployment are potentially de stabilizing, 

in that they make effective reconnaissance, until now mutually effective due to 

satellite photography, more difficult. Satellite reconnaissance also tells nothing 

of how effective MIRV capacity is - how many warheads, how accurate they are, 

etc. (The same would be true of any major ASW breakthrough.) ABM is stabilizing 

·vis-a-vis irrational small nuclear powers and through point (SPRINT) defense of 

MINUTEMAN sites, 4 but destabilizing because it induces further offensive deploy

ment (e.g. MIRV). Thus both nuclear superpowers will be increasingly less certain 

of each other's capabilities, and therefore more likely to escalate the arms race to 

compensate for errors in their estimates. 

The recent rapidly rising Soviet ICBM deployment hus substantially 

degraded U .s. strategic superiority - i.e., the gap has been narrowed from 4 to 

perhaps 2.5 to 1. The United States will probably not accept strategic parity with 

the Soviet Union - fortunately so, in my view, since earlier rises in Soviet strategic 

capability (e.g. Sputnik) have usually led to higher Soviet risk-taking (e.g. the 

second Berlin crisis and the Cuban missile crisis.) Rather, U .S. maintenance of 

strategic superiority, a term whose increasing difficulty to define credibly 

3 "Multiple independent re-entry vehicle" - multi-warhead, individually targeted 
ICBM' s (MINUTEMAN III and POSEIDON) with built-in deceptive devices. As 
Undersecretary Nitze stated on November 8, 1967, "MIRVs provide much more effective 
payloads than single large-yield warheads by'every relevant criterion of military 
effectiveness, even though they deliver much less total megatonnage ." See also 
Richard J. 'Nhalen, "The Shifting Equation of Nuclear Defense," Fortune, '!ol. LXXV, 
No. 6 {June 1967), pp. 85-87,175-183 and Robert Kleiman, "MIRV and the Offensive 
Missile Race," The New York Times, September 10, 19 67. The United States is probably 
some years ahead of the Soviet Union in MIRV development. 

4
For the contrary view, see Jerome B. Wiesner, "The Case Against an Antiballistic 

Missile," Look, November 28, 1967. For X-ray ABM, see John W. Finney in The New 
York Times, November 16, 1967. 
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also increases escalation, will not only involve U .S. MIRV deployment, already 

decided upon, but also probably an increase in the number of U .S. launchers over the 

present c. 1000 level, as well as even more improved missile design (Strat-x.) ABM 

deployment, even if "thick", will not soon be anywhere near totally effective against 

a superpower' s offensive strategic force or, a fortiori, a MIRV force. Moreover, its 

effectiveness, lih~ MIRV' s, will be relatively unmeasurable by any other power. Thus, 

although the Soviets have tGmpor<~rily improved their strateg-ic position, forthcoming 

U .S. MIRV and AB!vl deployment will again reverse the trend, at least until Moscow 

deploys MIRV as well - as it probably will, in view of increased Sovi.ot concern about 

the greater U .S. first strike potential as a result of U .S. MIRV deployment. There may 

therefore be a certain temptation in the next few years for the Soviet Union to use 

its improving status for political effect before reversal sets in. ·while this will very 

probably not lead to a U .S.- U .S.S.R. strategic confrontation, the resultant potential 

strategic destabilization plus decreasing reconnaissance effectiveness will tend to 

unsettle U .s.-u .S.S.R. relations generally in the decade to come. PerhClps even more 

de stabilizing will be the rising Soviet long-range conventional capability. 

Its increasing long-range air and naval capability will enable Moscow 

to leapfrog the existing U ,S. alliance sys tern, thereby making the Soviets more likely 

to intervene in the third world. This does not mean, however, that U .s.-U ,S 
7
s .R. 

military tension in Europe will revive. On the contrc.ry, European detente will pro

bably continue, because, since both superpowers want to avoid strc:ttegic confrontation, 

they will be the mow inclined to compensate for third-world destubilization by main

taining the relutive stability of the militury confrontation in Europe. However, all 

these uncertainties will have a marked destabilh:ing effect on U .S.-Vlcst European 

relations, since the V'lest Europeans will continue to react unfavorably ;Joth to rising 

U.S.-U.S.S.R. tension and to the alternuti.ve possibility, grEB ter bilateral U.S.-Soviet 

communication. 
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Meanwhile the military factors discussed above are likely to have 

increasing effect on the European situation during the next decade in two important 

aspects: the destruction of the credibility of the United Kingdom and French nuclear 

forces and the increase in the technological gap. ABM destroys the penetration 

effectiveness of small nuclear forces .. The cost of MIRV and even "thin" ABM deploy

ment (in my view a probable step by both the United States and Soviet Union in the 

next decade) perhaps $50 billion. As for Western Europe, although realistically it 

would have to unite (including the UK) to deploy ABM (or MIRV), it is now beginning 

to seem that a Europeun ABM (land or sea-based) would be technologicully possible, 

and, indeed, that its cost, as compared to the cost of a US ABM system, would probably 

not be as great. (However, it is still unclear if the U .S •. would give the Vvest Euro

peans ABM or MIRV technology.) MIRV deployment is iilso ex hypothesi not beyond 

a united Vvestern Europe's financial resources. Yet up to now Vv"est Europeans' 

reaction to any MIRV and ABM deployment by themselves has been universally 

negative, because of the (up to now correctly) assumed lack of political will either 

to pay the bill or to federate for that or any other purpose. If this remains the case, 

and so far there are few if any signs to the contrary, 'Nest European political and 

military frustrations will increase. 

The technological gap, by which I mean the increcsing ownership and 

control by U .S. corporations of West European industry, particulcrly in such "frontier 

areas" of micro-electronics and computers ,5 is of even greater importance for U .S. 

relations with Western (and Eastern) Europe .. This development has arisen primarily 

from U .S •. superiority in several areas: (1) education, especially in management, 

science, and engineering, (2) industrial m.;magement, (3) much higher concentration 

on the "frontier areas," (4) extensive central allocation and direction of Research & 

Development (R & D) expenditures - arising largely from the far. greater U .S. defense 

5 
Jean-Jacques Servan- Schreiber, Le defi americain (P.3ris: Deno(J'1, 1967); 

A. Kramish, "Technology:: Europe's Enigmatic Gap," The World Todny, XXVIII, 10 
(October 1967), pp. 423-433. 
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and space expenditures, and spiraling still further because of the Vietnam war and 

MIRV and ABM deployment, and (5) more generally, the doubling of the U ,S. yearly 

growth rate as a result of Kennedy' s adoption of neo-Keynesian countercyclical 

economic policies. 

V\Testern European R &· D expenditures are uncoordinuted, small, and 

lack major defense/space input. In theory, if the EEC were rapidly to admit the 

United Kingdom 'lnd form a federal structure for the minimal purpose of joint R & D 

administration, Western Europe might at least in several significant fields, although 

probably not i.n micro-electronics and computers, remain independent of U .S, technolq>gy. 

In fact this seems unlikely because of the lack of political will for such moves in 

Western Europe. In this sense General de Gaulle' s concentration on combatting U .~ •. 

influence in Europe is self-defeating because of his opposition to European federation 

and United Kingdom entry into the EEC, the exact preconditions for avoiding U .s. 
technological hegemony. Nor are proposals for "technological re insurance" with 

the Soviet Union likely to assure West European technological independence. First, 

the Soviet Union, because of its secrecy and compartmentalization in military R & D 

and its resultant slow and incomplete civilian spin-off therefrom, is behind the 

United States, five years, for example, in industrial computers. Secondly, the Soviet 

Union is a fortiori unlikely to allow technological spin-off to Western Europe from its 

defense/ space complex when Moscow will not effectively grant it to its own civilian 

industry. 

The probable result, therefore, is the continued rise of United States 

technological hegemony over V\Testern Europe, especially in frontier areas, and, 

indeed, over Eastern Europe as well. For example, only one European computer 

company, the British ICT, is still independent of substantial U.S. participation; and 

this is likely to end in a few years. In a decade, therefore, U .S. corporations will 

probably completely dominate such Nest European frontier areas as micro-electronics, 
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computers (Le. the whole new field of information processing) '\ircraft construction, 

etc. The Western European states, assuming that economic unity with U.K. accession 

is likely in a decade but that complete federation (even to the point of central R & D 

expenditure) is unlikely, will therefore have become from the technological vewpoint 

a group of larger and much more frustrated Canadas. The United States on the other 

hand will increasingly be the only worldwide superpower, coupling military and tech

nological superiority with domestic affluence (plus racial strife). 

West Europeans will probably remain disunited in their attitude 

toward the technological gap. Those independence-oriented Europeans who, archaicly 

like General :le Gaulle, or more sophisticatedly, like Monnet, Defferre, Strauss, 

Vvilson, and Heath, wish to avoid U .S. technological and military hegemony and 

consequent European technological colonization and military impotence, will pursue 

policies such as West European unity and/or technological and politico-military 

reinsurance with the Soviet Union.6 But others, especially ·Nest Europe2n business-

men and probably most of the populations, will, as in Canada, welcome U .S, techno

logical inflow since it leads to greater profits, lower defense expenditures, and more 

consumer affluence. One thing seems certain: this situation will probably worsen 

not improve, U .S.-Vvest European relations, increase neutralism and pro-Soviet 

attitudes in Western Europe, and provide further opportunities to the Soviet Union 

to exploit rifts in the Atlantic world. 

What of Eastern Europe? Here the Soviet influence within the inter

national Communist movement is an important determinant, even more than in Mos

cow's relations with If/est European Communist parties. That influence, in turn, 

is contingent on the success of Peking's challenge. Prognosis of Sino-Soviet relations 

is difficult, since so much depends on the succession to .Mao. In the long run a 

younger, more pragmatic, less fanatical leadership will probably come to power in 

Peking, more inclined toward a partial compromise with the Soviet Union. But this 

1
Maurice Duverger, "Le vrai cheval de troie," Le Monde, Oct. 29-30, 1967. 
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may well happen only after an intermediate period in which there will be a succession 

struggle or at least a transitional situation in which no such major decision could be 

taken. A Vietnam "draw", by leaving China neither successful nor deterred from 

further support to ilrmec:l struggle, might well also postpone such a decision. 

Basically, however, the geopolitical issues between Moscow and Peki.ng (Sinkiang, 

Soviet Central Asia, the Maritime Province~, rivalry over India, differing attitudes 

toward the United States, are alone sufficient, without the rivalry for supremacy in 

the international Communist movement, to make a revival of the Sino-Soviet alliance 

rather unlikely. 

In Eastern Europe differentiation, based essentially on the revival of 

historic patterns, will probably continue. In tern ally, the major difference will in

creasingly be between more economically developed states tending toward liberali

zation on the eventual direction of left-wing social democracy, such as Yugoslavia and 

Czechoslovakia, and less developed ones leaning in the direction of il kind of popul~st 

neo-fascism, now exemplified by Rumania or the Partisans in Poland (who will probably 

come to power there after Gomulka goes). Externally, the northerr. tier (Poland, the 

DDR, and Czechoslovakia) will probably continue to adjust fairly well toward Rumanian 

and Yugoslav deviations, and therefore be increasingly unlikely to revert to hegemonic 

patterns., The technological gap is already a serious problem for Czechoslovakia, 

which is purchasing U .S. and U.K. rather than Soviet computers; and its effect there 

and elsewhere in Eastern Europe will intensify, with concomitcmt decline in Soviet 

prestige. East-Nest contacts, economic, tourist, and others, are likGly to increase, 

particularly with the more liberalized East European states. The vies tern power 

whose influence is likely to rise the most in Eastern Europe in the next decade is 

West Germany, to which I now turn. 

The foreign policy reorientation toward west and east undertaken 

by the Kiesinger-VI[ehner Grand Coalition in Bonn in October 1966 is likely to continue. 

It reflects Social Democratic policies, frustration (particularly among German youth) 

about the East German situation and desire to improve it as a step toward the by now 
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much more distant goal of reunification, a more independent attitude toward 

Washington and Paris (albeit the maintenance of alliance with both), a desire to 

improve relations with Moscow and the East European states, and , more generally, 

an attempt to translate West German economic and financial strength into political 

power abroad, with the main aim, via the indirect route of Eastern Europe and Moscow, 

of increasing contacts with and humanizing living conditions in the DDR. Its suc

cesses in Eastern Europe have so far been slow but are likely to continue; I would 

foresee during the next decade diplomatic relations between Bonn and all the East 

European states except the DDR and perhaps Poland. Even after Ulbricht' s passing 

I would anticipate only very gradual improvement in relations between Bonn and 

East Berlin. Moreover, probably neither Gomulka nor his likely successors will move 

decisively toward rapprochement with Bonn. Nor are major multilateral relationships 

between Bonn (or the EEC) and Eastern Europe likely. West Germany's influence 

will rise in Eastern Europe as their economic and technological penetration increases. 

This will not lead to German hegemony- the Italians, and in some fields the French, 

U.K., and U .S., are available as competitors. As to whether the Soviet Union will 

move toward a rapprochement with Bonn, the question of European politics, the 

prospect is unclear. By now Bonn is for the first time prepared to respond to such a 

Soviet move; the initiative is therefore for the first time in Moscow. But such a 

Soviet move would require the kind of major reversal of policy which only a firmly 

established, almost charismatic Soviet dictator could take; and his shape is not at 

least as yet on the horizon. In any case, ViTest German politics is on the move 

again, the younger generation is increasingly disoriented, nationalism is on the 

rise, de Gaulle having at least temporarily strangled its European ers .:tz, and the 

United States and the other 'Nest European states will have their h;cnds full con

taining its possible destabilizing effects. It, plus the probable continuing French 

desire, even after de Gaulle, to balance between Russia and Germany and thus ward 
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off U .S. hegemony and keep French diplomatic independence ,7 and the probable 

continuing U .S. desire to deal unilaterally with the Soviet Union on major issues, 

make the chances of a coordinated Western policy toward the East slim indeed. 

This leads to my concluding point: "European security." The Soviet 

Union will probably intensify its efforts to call a European security conference, 

with U .s. participation, in order to get recognition of the DDR and contribute toward 

getting the United States out of Europe. It will increasingly play the technological 

gap issue tqward these goals, and probably with some profit. But unless it is pre

pared to reverse its policy on the German question, and thereby risk not only its 

alliance with Warsaw and Prague, but also its developing entente with Paris, it is 

unlikely to achieve this objective, since otherwise the Vvest Germans will not have 

sufficient incentive to deprive themselves of U .s. military protection and technology. 

One can envisage some tacit U .S .-U .s .S .R. troop withdrawals in 

Central Europe; but, because of the continuation of worldwide tensions, a decisive 

dismantling of the U .S .-U .S .S .R. military confrontation in Europe, and more particularly 

a settlement of the intractable German question, and therefore the end of the partition 

of Europe, remains unlikely. More probable, unfortunately, is a unilateral U .S. rundown 

in troop commitments in Europe, arising from domestic political and balance-of

payments reasons. Combined with greatly increased U .S. technologicul penetration 

of Western Europe, this could be a seriously de stabilizing factor. These developments 

would, if they occur, seriously worsen U .s .-West German relations and leave the 

Vvest German Bundeswehr the primary ground force in Western Europe. Moscow could 

only be delighted at the opportunities for divisive policies such a situation would 

present, particularly vis-a-vis Paris and London. 

In short, then, my prognosis for Europe in the next decade is neither 

political union, nor U .S ,/Soviet withdrawal, nor real independence. Europe will probably 

by 1978 .still be what it has been since 1945; the object, not the subject, of inter

national politics. 

7 
Pierre Hassner, "Entspannungspolitik a la fran<;:aise," Moderne Vvelt, VIII, 3 

(1967), pp. 242-257. 
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Europe in the Seventies 

This paper is not an essay in prophecy. Nor can it deal with all the 

political and economic developments Europe will be likely to experience in the 

decade ahead. Its purpose is rather to look at the present state of European politics 

and imalyze some of the changes which have taken place in the last two or three 

yearf>. Perhaps it will then be possible to see how they may further develop and 

influ~nce the European political landscape. We know already that change is in the 

air, but we know also that the present political constellation will certainly set 

definite limits to far-reaching changes. In a way, Europe will remain an object of 

world politics rather than a power in its own right. But the pace of change in Europe 

has considerably accelerated, and if there is one striking fact in. present European 

politics it is the speed by which events in the last few years have moved. They may, 

however, slow down when they touch upon the central interests of the great powers or 

run against the barriers of national pride and sovereignty. 

Furthermore, we do not have the benefit of sufficient hindsight to 

disc~rn what are the causes and what the effects of these changes. No doubt it would 

be useful to know exactly the degree of continuing interaction between the evolution 

in the two alliance systems and to define the various causes of the present detente. 

We would then be in a better position to define the chief force that is going to influ

ence the next ten years or so. Will it be a continuing improvement of Soviet-American 

bilateral relationships? Will it be a still stronger pursuit of purely national interests 

on both sides of the Iron Curtain - by the European states as well as the super-powers? 

Will European countries become more self-conscious and deve'lop common interests 

which may collide with those of the great powers? Will West European integration be 

further slowed down so as to allow closer co-operation with East Europe? A com

bination of all possible trends seems most likely, and it will certainly change Europe 

and its position in the world. 
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Bipolarity need no longer resemble the ch&s<; game in which the chess

men of both sides have to follow their kings and cannot be moved unless the kings 

themselves move. The pawns have become more independent and, while they can never 

expect to become serious rivals to the kings, more and morE) they can challenge them 

on various grounds. What will therefore certainly change over the next five or ten 

years is Europe's position vis-a-vis the two great powers. Its economic position 

in the world will also change as a function of its economic and industrial development 

both in absolute terms and in relation to the economic stagnation or ev9n recession 

of most developing countries. Though there is still a long and. stony way to go, if 

there is a way at all, before Europe can uchieve some kind of politicul unity, its in

fluence in world politics will nevertheless grow rather than decline. This is probably 

due ~ess to its own achievements than to a further disintegration of the 'non-aligned 

bloc' and the decline in status and prestige of some of its leading members. 

I 

In this changing environment the policies of the United States and the 

Soviet Union with regard to Europe are likely to remain the most stable elements. 

The main result of the Second World War, the interest and presence of the United 

States and the Soviet Union in Europe, will not undergo a fundamental change. This 

does not, of course, exclude a further detente or a closer rapprochement between East 

and West. There seems to be an extremely remote chance of a renversement des 

alliances or a complete healing of Europe's division, although many people apparently 

expe(:t precisely this to happen in the foreseeable future. The changes that do occur 

may influence and soften the political, military and socio-economic confrontation 

between the two antagonistic systems in Europe; they are, however, unlikely to over

come it. This will remain true as long as the Soviet Union and the.United States confront 

each other in the centre of Europe and as long as Europe. itself is not in a position to 

take the place of one of them or both. While, therefore, there is little .or no prospect 

of altering the conflict of interest between the super-:powers in Europe, there is a 

growing chance of influencing it by changing the patterns of the subordinate confron

tation between the European states themselves. 
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A complete withdrawal of American troops from Europe, or a noticeable shift 

of errphasis in Soviet interests from Europe to Asia, would involve basic changes in 

the general policy of the two super-powers which neither is prepared to make. Both 

halves of Europe will have to respect this fact, and there is litqe they can or will do 

about it. They realize that the willingness of the United States, and potentially also 

the Soviet Union, to reduce their forces and weapons on German soil does not imply a 

willingness to disengage from Central Europe, but indicates an intention to make their 

enga\lement less expensive, mutually more acceptable and thus more permanent,! 

The Changing American Commitment 

Of the two powers, the United States seems, for various reasons, the 

more inclined to reappraise its European policy. First, it should be remembered that 

the American military presence in Europe has always been considered as temporary in 

character and flexible in size. Second, the United States has incomparably wider 

commitments and interests in the world than the Soviet Union could ever expect to have. 

In addition, she is coming under growing internal pressure to reduce the cost of her 

military commitment to Europe. Third, she has given up the attempt to take more or 

less direct responsibility for Europe's political and economic integration and to press 

her E\.lropean allies into those forms of co-operation she thought best for Europe, for 

Atlantic partnership and for herself. These efforts failed, and after considerable 

disappointment Washington came to realize that the American-European nexus is 

basically so strong that the United States can afford to let Europe shupe itself, and 

that 'the American aspiration to have a strong West European p3rtner is more likely 

to be reulized if the nature of the process is argued out in Europe rather than in 

Washington' •2 

In a way, the staunch American promotion of European integration was a 

function of the Cold War and part of Western containment policy. Its urgency receded 

with the gradual stabilization of East-West relations and an almost complete 

1 
Wilhelm Cornides, 'German Unification and the Power Balomce', Survey (January 

1966), j:'Jo. 58, p. 144. 

2 
Ala stair Buchan, 'NATO-Krise und europ~ische Entspannung', Europa-1\rchiv 

(1967), No. 10. 
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disappearance of any immediate Soviet military threat. It is certainly wrong to assume 

that Europe no longer comes high on the list of American prime interests. The shift 

of emphasis from the military-political field to that of still closer economic coopera

tion seems a natural and inevitable result of recent changes on both sides of the 

Atlantic. Even an only partially successful agreement on the Kennedy Round is likely 

to accelerate this process, There might, however, be a major break-through in Atlantic 

economic relations which would at the same time have an adverse political effect by 

promoting in Europe u still greater community of interests against the United States. 

In view of the growing economic competition between the United States and Europe, the 

unsolved problems of international liquidity, European anxieties about the widening 

'technological gap' and American economic influence in Europe, the real strain on 

European-American relations may now come - and increasingly so - in the economic 

rather than in the military field. On both sides of the Atlantic there has been a 

noticeable decline of interest in NATO and alliance strategy, as a consequence of 

detente and the hope of a workable relationship with the Soviet Union. This develop

ment has taken away a considerable amount of pressure from what appeared to be the · 

most sensitive area of American-European relations in the last decade. It may now 

facilitate a gradual withdrawal of American troops to a minimum level without the 

risk of provoking another serious crisis of confidence on either side of the Atlantic. 

But what is a minimum level? Surely, in times of tension the definition 

of 'minimum' will be different from that in times of general relaxation and stability. 

Equapy, a strategy of 'flexible response' has different requirements of force levels 

than a strategy of 'massive retaliation' • And a negative balance of payments, rightly 

or wrongly, sets different priorities than a positive one, In contrast to the highly 

rigid and relatively consistent Soviet strategy, American strategic policy has undergone 

various changes. Some of them seemed to be motivated more by reasons of political 

expediency than by strategic considerations. To the European allies it looks as if 

American strategy started with an almost exclusive reliance on nuclear weapons in 

the later 1950s and was then modified by a demand for higher conventional force levels 

in the e11rly 1960s; it has now arrived at a point where it is maintained that, given 

greater mobility and an overall balance of power, a sizeable reduction of American 
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troops in Europe could we:.l be justified. 

This is certainly simplifying the case. For some time already, and in 

my view correctly, writers on strategy like Thom.E~.s Schelling have maintained that 

too much emphasis wus laid on the Central European front and the role of conventional 

force there. Following up this line of thought, Schelling, in his recent book Arms and 

Influence, stresses the decisive role of nuclear weapons in deterring any kind of 

armed conflict. He points out that any war in Europe, whether small, conventional or 

nuclear, will always be affected by the ultimate threat of nuclear weapons •. This may 

well be so, and may justify a substantial reduction of forces. But it rests on the 

basic e.ssumption that the United States will remo:in committed to Europe, both 

politically and militc,rily, to an extent which al:me makes the ultimate cieterrent by 

the use of her nuclex weopons credible. Such a commitment should not be too easily 

taken for granted for any indefinite period of time. If it is to continue, then Europe 

mus~ be prepared to accept a high degree of continuing American control over NATO 

strategy. Europe certainly cannot claim greater emancipation from this control while 
' at the Si1me time basing its security on American nuclear weapons. On the other hand, 

the United States will hove to make clenr to the Europeans what kind of strategy she 

is gq>ing to pursue in the next five or ten years under the conditions of i.l prolonged 

detente. 

The decline of American interest in the continuous evolution of a war 

strategy for NATO is understandable but does not help to answer and clnrify this 

question. It reflects a feeling that, unless the present detente is interrupted, 

fighting in Europe is highly improbable. This may eventually lead to a return to a 

modified strategy of flexible response, non-nuclem as long as possible, with the 

emphasis on crisis management, and to political rather than military use of an ad hoc 

build-up of contingency forces. All this may justify a substantial reduction of present 

forces levels. Nevertheless it does not answer the question as to what the actual 

minimum size of these forces should be so that they can fulfil their military, political 

and psychologicul role ns a credible deterrent and essential guarantor of stability 

in Eur9pe. Much of the nnswer will depend on the clc.ri ty with which •he United 
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States defines her strategi:::: commitment to Europe and what place Europe and European 

security will be given in future in overall J,merican strategy and in the iunerican

Sovie t confrontation. 

Durability of Soviet Int<o.rAsts 

!I great deal of the answer to this queE;tion will, of course, depend on 

what the Soviet Union does and how her policy evolves •. Soviet policy towards Europe 

has remained relatively unchanged mainly because it started from a well-defined 

concept of the place which the Soviet Union should occupy in post-wur Europe. Stalin, 

and his successors as well, never had any doubt that their country should aim to 

become and to remain the major European power, both politically and militarily. Thus, 

the Soviet Union has remained basically a Europe an-centred power. Unlike the United 

States, she has never ceased to influence, directly or indirectly, Europe<~n politics 

on both sides of the Iron Curtain. For obvious reasons she hQs been more concerneJ 

about the developments in Western Europe than was the United States with those in 

Eastern Europe. A Soviet preference for exerting such pressure or influence through 

bilateral relations had already been expressed by Stalin. It has remained basically 

unchanged and explains the deep mistrust of any form of.' supranationalism' . We ci'\n 

now ~ee that Khrushchev' s attempt to attain something like a 'supranational integra

tion' within Come con looks rather more like a spontaneous reaction to the hitherto 

deni~d success of the Common Market than a conversion to genuine multilateralism. 

His qttempt failed not only because of Rumania's resistance but also because the 
i 

Soviet idea of integration offered the East European countries little more than a 

perpetuation of Soviet hegemony. The growing divergencies in both alliances seem now 

partially to vindicate Soviet preference for a bilateral approach, particularly vis-~-vis 

France and Britain. \llhat the Soviet Union neither could nor wished to envisage was 

a situation in which her former 'satellites' could expbit this bilateralism to their 

own advantage. 

ThG Soviet military posture in Europe has become somewhut paradoxical. 

Thomas Wolfe points out that 'even 0.s the threut of its use against Europe has 
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declinec', Soviet military power itself has grown' .3 ,\possible explunation for this 

is not only the excessive security-mindedness of the Soviet Union, but also the fact 

that Soviet military power measures itself not by European but by American standards. 

It therefore exceeds by far the size needed to be a sufficient deterrent to any potential 

European adversary. Yet precisely because of this and because of its geographic 

proximity, Soviet influence will remain centred on the military and political field, 

whereas economically it will hardly have an attractive effect upon V/estern Europe. 

In the light of Soviet post-war objectives the con tinuecl American presence in Europe 

must have deeply upset Soviet calculations. Still, the :·.merican commitment has 

prob~bly never been considered by any Soviet leader to be 3 permanent <md unchangeable 

factor in the European political scenery. To be sure, Moscow does not believe in an 

early and even less in a complete J.unerican withdraw.:~!; being Mu.rxists they cannot 

conceive of <my compelling reason br which the United States would voluntarily give 

up direct influence on her most important economic and politiC·3l pvrtner. They are 

themselves uncertain whether the l\.mericun militc.ry presence is to the Soviet ac:vantage 

or not. Given their geneml inclination for a stronger bil"lteral relutionship with the 

United States and their pretended or genuine fear ofGermany, they might welcome the 

prolongation of a common Soviet-i\rr.erican control over her. They know that they share 

the anxieties of many Western countries less about a revanchist than a politically 

and economically strong Germany whose army is no longer sufficiently held in check 

by integration into an alliance system -although the Soviet Union still attempts to 

wreck this very alliance. 

h gradual i\merican withdrawal from Germany would have other effects 

too, of which the Soviet Union must certainly be aware. Until now the strength of 

the hmerican commitment in Europe provided a plausible excuse not only for maintaining 

large Soviet forces in East Germany and in Poland, but col so for insisting on the 

greatest possible internal cohesion within the Warsaw Pact undGr Soviet leadership. 

If the N~>TO structure is loosened and the Bundeswahr becomes less integrated in it, 

3 NATO Letter, December 1966, p. 22. 
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ther~ may be an even better pretext to maintain such a strict control emu C\ substantial 

mili~ary presence in Eastern Europe. On the other hand, East Germany might question 

the credibility of Soviet security guarantees, once the Soviet Union stC\rts reducing 

her troops. Both sides will have to agree on what size is going to be considered as 

a crEidible military deterrent. Furthermore,. East Germcmy may soon be faced with a 

dilemma between securing such a Soviet guarantee on the one hand and, on the other, 

proving to the outside world that because of her growing internal stability only the 

lowest possible level of external forces on her soil is required for defence purposes. 

In fact, any disproportionate Soviet military presence in East Germany may become 

an increasing political liability for a regime aiming at 'liberation' • ,\lreac1y today 

considerably less than twenty Soviet divisions should be able to cope with any pos

sible internal emergency. No doubt a pi'lrtinl Soviet c1isengagement from East Germany 

might have political and propaganda advantages. It would give the Soviet Union ar 

improved strategic imnge because it would prove her ability to afford such a with

drawal without putting her political and military status in this vital area at risk. It 

would also provide a welcome impLOvement in East Germany's image as an internally 

stabilized state which can be trusted to stand on its own feet, On the other hand 

Soviet leadership could well consider such a withdrawal too unprec!ictable anc 

destabilizing a risk unless it can be accomplished as a cautious follow-up to a 

substantial American withc\rawal. 

For obvious reasons the Soviet Union is less interested in uny far-reaching 

chan?e of the present military and politic.::tl situ3.tion in Europe than the United States. 

She is quite aware that the East European countries ure more vulnerable to change 

than Western c.'emocracies. Zbigniew Brzezinski rightly points out th:1t 'only in a 

relaxed international atmosphere could the hidden tensions anc', contradictions that 

plague the East, surface and become politic<Jlly important. The Communist regimes, 

more than the pluralistic West, require hostility and tension to mainti'lin their unity.' 4 

4 
Alternative to Partition (New York, 1965), p.l2l. 
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Hence Soviet reluctance to allow any further evolution in Europe to be more than 

confirmation of the present status quo. The reasons for this conservative attitude are 

to be found in both the present political circumstances anc in long-term considerations, 

The Soviet Union, China and the United States 

To tuke the present first, the war in Vietnam, emb:.mussing <:1S it may be 

to th\3 Soviet leadership, has in a WilY provided a rationale for re si sting uny rapproche

ment with the United States unless there are some overriding 1nd pressing reasons 

for it. Nevertheless ,\merican policy in Vietnam will probably hi'lve some lasting 

effect on Soviet thinking. Moscow is certainly worried about the tremendous display 

of 1\merican military power and mobility which the Soviet Union can never hope to 

match, either in size or in universality. i"ccorcling to an experienced observer, 

Marshal! Shulman, there is a widespread conviction that the combat experience for 

American troops and the testing of new military equipment is not just <'1n incidental 

effect of the Vietnam war but an important reason for the American presence there .5 

One fannot expect the Soviet leaders - anc: particularly the military commanders - to 

separate this impression from the general trend of present and future :cmerican policy, 

and merely consider Vietnam as an 'exception' to whut" otherwise "Washington claims 

to be a policy of detente and East-West rapprochement. It is therefore not necess3rily 

a 'total misreading of signals from Washington' , as Mar shall Shulman describes the 

present Soviet reaction to the new Americi'ln overtures for detente. It can be an over-" 

simplified application of the Vietnam experience to what general American policy will 

be in general. Nevertheless it is arguable whether 'the intentions of the United States 

are universally interpreted in the Soviet Union within a framework which completely 

vitiates the .Cunerican i.c:ministration' s overtures tow arc: cm improvement of relations' 

yvith the Soviet Union. Both powers have learnt in two decades of conflict and rivalry 

that the~e are still arcc:.s of mutual interest which they should not fragment by inimical 

actions in other fields. 

5 
'American Militancy: The Soviet View', Survival, February 1957. 
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The question, however, remains which side can accept more easily - that 

is, without too damaging a loss of prestige and status - such costly actions as Cuba 

or Vietnam. Unless the outcome of the Vietnam war is a humiliating withdrawal of 

the United States -which is very unlikely - the Soviet Union will have to be the 

first to take a hard look at her position as c. world power. She has been outmatched by 

her great opponent on almost every level of international politics, be it in terms of 

economic, military, political or scientific influence. More than the Unitec~ States, 

she has come to reCllize thut the politic:~! c:nd psychologiccJ benefits of great power 

status in the nuclear i'\ge seem to be in no proportion to its responsibilities. The 

suggestion that the Soviet Union should cooperc:tte in st:1bilizing the political and 

military confrontation in Asia in compensation for the !.merican acceptance of the 

status quo in Europe (including the division of Germany) is therefore e1t least highlv 

questionable. The Soviet Union, whose influence on North Vietnam h·3S been more 

limited than most observers would have expected, will hardly ever be in :; sufficiently 

stror:g position to act in the same way us il guarantor for 1\sian stability as it does in 

Europe. It is here that the Soviet conflict with China, and developments there, are 

relevant. According to Richarcl Lowenthal, Moscowsee, the confront::tion with China 

more as a long-term problem, troublesome and worrying as such turmoils like the 

'cultural revolution' may be for the moment. 6 But in terms of prestige and influence, 

both as the leading Communist power and as a state, the Soviet Union will lose more 

than the United Stmtes once China has established herself as a great power in her own 

right. Militarily speaking, an emerging China will be a threat to the Soviet Union long 

before she can credibly threaten the United States. Politic01ly and ideologically China 

hus already seriously chc:tllenged Soviet leaciership inside c:tnd outside the Communist 

world. In terms of economic development China is, of course, more likely in the long 

run to cc:ttch up with the Soviet rather thc:tn the i\mericun economy, and outmatch what

ever political influence in the Third Vforlc1 results from such economic power. 

6 
'China's Impc:tct on the Evolution of the .;lliances in Europe', in Vvestern and 

Easterh Europe: The Changing Relationship, J\c~elphi Paper No. 33 (Lonc'on, March 1967), 
pp. 20-29. 
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In the competition with both the United States anC: China, time seems 

therefore to be running against the Soviet Union. This is quite a new experience to 

the Soviet leaders. For almost five decades, either because of ideological conviction 

or an almost uninterrupted expansion of Soviet power, these men actec. in the belief 

that history was on their side. Now they find themselves at a crossro:'ld where success 

and progress become increasingly hu.rd to achieve and well-established positions 

begin to crumble. 

II 

Nevertheless the military and economic preponderance of the Soviet Union 

will remain the determining fact:Jr in Eustern Europe - in contnst to the position of 

the United States in "Ne stern Europe which may further recede. Given th!.s continuing 

Soviet preponderC~nce one is led to u.sk how br the present divergences in Eastern 

Europe can, or will be alloweC: to, develop. ·1\fter all, the East Europec:cr>. countries, 

even the most unorthodox ones, are still ruled by well-:est?tblished Communist p?trties. 

Their basis of power has certainly become more stable, but their regime has never 

been exposed to free elections or any kind of an open political opposition. There may be 

differences in the degree of political, economic and culturallibero.lizi'ltion in different 

countries. But it is already doubtful whether this 'liberalization' will evm be allowed 

to go as far as it has gone in Yugoslavia. Harsh Soviet criticism of the changes that 

are taking place in Yugoslavia may be ephemeral, though it clearly reflects growing 

concf'lrn about their infectious influence in Eastern Europe. It should equally be 

remembered that, so far, most of the 'liberalization' in the Soviet orbit h:'!s been in 

the economic field with the purpose of mi'lking the economy of the EClst European 

countries more efficient within their present political system. 

This in turn - promoted by the Sine-Soviet dispute - has also led them 

to reappraise their economic relations both with the Soviet Union and, above all, 

with the capitalist West. Nowhere, however, has this 'liberalization' been allowed 

to question the basis of the political system, the dictatorship of one party. And when 

the ideological discussions or cultural controversies have seemed to risk getting out 

of control by touching upon the sacrosanct position of the Party, they have soon been 
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called back to order. In spite of this, the most interesting and prorroi ~ cl!J development 

will probably take place within the ruling Communist parties themselves. The con

tinuing erosion of Communist ideology has already affected and will further affect 

their unchallenged political monopoly. They will find it increasingly difficult to 

maintain it unless it is based on a broader basis of support and consensus among 

the intellectual and technocratic elite. This seems only feasible if and when the 

Party agrees to, or ut least tolerates, 3 process of 'democBtization' involving both 
' a broader selection and freer election of the Party leadership at all levels. This in 

turn implies that the policy of the Party, in order to become more widely acceptable, 

must also become responsive to the wishes of its rank anci file members. This 

development may be further encouraged by the influence which some v'lest European 

Parties already exert on the changing East European political scene. 

The attempt to gain a broader consensus of, and a more active support 

from, the population is closely linked with the determination of most East European 

regimes to solve the manifold economic, social and political problems without losing 

control over this complex and difficult process or endangering their established positioP.s. 

In doing so, they, too, have accepted that evolution is safer than revolution, and that 

it is only in a relatively stable international environment that such evolution can take 

place. Being vulnerable to any fundamental political change and burc~cned with a great 

many internal problems, the East European countries will certainly not be prepared to 

accept any major change in their international environment. They are all unxious to 

ass<irt a greater degree of economic independence of the Soviet Union. 1\t the same 

time they are prepared to accept that the Soviet Union is the only guarantee of their 

security and stability in Eastern Europe. Under these circumstances it is irrelevant 

whether they do this by their own choice or by force of political and geographic reasons. 

The common objective remains the same: to gain a breathing space which allows for 

a cautious but uninterrupted development. Such common objectives create a community 

of interests which has little to do with ideological cohesion :>r 'socialist solidarity.' 

There is no cloubt that Peking' s emergence as .:o rival centre of authority 

has greatly facilitated the emancipation of most of the Communist regimes in Eastern 

Europe from satellite status. But this process may soon come to a stop. Richard 
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Lowenthal has pointed out that the impact of China on the cohesion of the Soviet bloc 

in Europe has by now been largely consummated 'not only because the greater tactical 

flexibility shown by Khrushchev' s successors and the present extreme rigidity of the 

Chinese leaders give the East Europeans very little scope for further exploitation of 

the dispute, but simply because the ideological factor has become less central for 

the development of relations within the bloc' •
7 

In future the Warsaw Pact alliance 

will therefore rest far less 0:1 ideol~;·ical r.omo<;teneity and compulsory 'solidarity' , 

but will evolve gradually into a classical alliance system whose cohesion rests mainly 

on a community of interests. This is reflected in a recent statement of the Rumanian 

Communist Party. It stresses emphatically that 'diversity constitutes the inevitable 

and +rreversible framework itself of the activity of Communist Parties, and unity c~• 

be a~hieved, developed and consolidated only under the conditions of this variety of 

situations and differing viewpoints' .8 So it seems that the more lasting and possibly 

the qnly acceptable principle of the Communist system will be a 'unity in diversity' • 

Such a community is probably the lowest common denominator on which 

all Communist leaders in Eastern Europe could agree. It is certainly evidence of a 

considerable change in Soviet policy that she too has accepted this denominator and 

does not impose more absolute conformity on her allies. But could she do much else? 

Probably not. There is more evidence which would support this view than there is 

against it. While being aware of her limitations even within her own sphere of influ

ence, the Soviet Union knows equally well how vital her support is to the East 

Europ13an regimes. Therefore a more diversified Communist camp does not necessarily 

mean that the Soviet position is less powerful. The Soviet leaders may well have come 

to realize that the country's international status as a great power is more important 

than her ideological leadership in world Communism. Communism has long ceased 

7 
Ibid.,p.24 

8 
Scanteia (Bucharest), 28 February 1967. 
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to be a unifying element and Communist solidarity has become more oi a burden than 

an asset in international politics. If, therefore, under Stalin the expansion of 

Communism was identical with the expansion of Soviet power, then K.hrushchev was 

prepared to admit that such an expansion could happen by independent revolutions, 

though they should be kept in harmony with Soviet interests. Khrushchev' s successors 

have· gone a step further by questioning whether such an expansion is necessarily 

relevant or even beneficial to Soviet power and interests. History has already given 

them a negative answer. 
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I I I 

All this may not be directly relevant to Eastern Europe, where it is not so 

much a question of expansion but rather of stabilization and preservation 

of Communist power. But in a way it also affects Soviet policy in that area, 

particularly with regard to the problem of the future development of East 

Germany. It is one question how far the emancipation of Eastern Europe 

from Soviet tutelage is likely to go, and another what East Germany's 

position is going to be in a more 'liberalized' East European bloc. Quite 

apart from the objective limitations to an unlimited emancipation referred 

to above, the West may well come to admit that it, too, would not like 

the prospect of a complete break-up of the Soviet system and a return to 

a 'balkanized' Eastern Europe. Furthermore, such a far-reaching process 

would pose the problem to the East of an 'emancipated' East Germany in much 

the same way as an 'emancipated' West ~"'iermany to the Vlest. 

No doubt the various changes in Eastern Europe nave affected East 

Germany as well, thought not always so visibly. Developments in the 

Federal Republic have also not failed to impress many East Germans. 

Bonn' s new 'Eastern policy' has not only had some immediate practical 

consequences such as the establishment of diplomatic relations with 

Rumania and the further expansion of trade relations in Eastern Europe; as 

long as the Federal Republic succeeds in avoiding the attraction of a purely 

national policy, it will help to reduce or even remove the fears about 

'German revanchism' and thus take away from Communist propaganda a 

bogey which has boen used so frequently and successfully to appeal to the 

solidarity of the Eastern bloc. Once the Federal Republic has formally 

renounced any access to nuclear weapons and has further pursued its 

Eastern policy successfully, it will become increasingly difficult for the 
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Soviet Union to make German aggressiveness a uniting bond for common 

allegiance - and for East European countries to accept it. It would, 

therefore, be tragic if the re-emergence of a strong nationalism, and 

particularly of a right-wing group in the Federal Republic, were to undermine 

and discredit the sincerity of West Germany's overtures. Such a development 

would provide a welcome excuse to those in Eastern Europe and the Soviet 

Union who neither want nor can accept a basic change in Germany's cliche

image which they have found so useful in the past. 

Germany's Eastern Policy 

The political changes in West Germany are more visible and outspoken 

but not necessarily more far reaching than those in its Eastern part. Bot:1 

may have one important element in common, namely a definite trend 

towards greater self-assertion and a growing awareness of Germany's 

economic power and political weight in the two alliance systems. Any 

comparison between the two halves of Germany is necessarily misleading. 

But it can be said that this greater self-assurance affects their relationship 

with the two super powers and with their main allies. It leads both East 

and ·west Germany - in different ways and degrees - away from their 

time-honoured status of almost unconditional allegiance to a larger system. 

They are now in a position to exert considerable influence on Soviet and 

American policy respectively, though, needless to say, the Federal 

Republic is much freer to do so and has greater chances of success. It 

c'an challenge American leadership without risking· its own existence and 

while still remaining a loyal ally. Nevertheless, West Germany seems 

to be moving away from its one-sided Western orientation by opening 

itself up towards the East. It is a shift back to Germany's former central 

European position and as such is probably a natural reaction to a policy 

which for too long a time looked only towards the West. 
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It is an aspect of the schizophrenic division of Germany that such a new 

sense of 'central European identity' (Lowenthal) works in precisely 

opposite directions in East and West Germany. In the West, it raises new 

hopes for reunification, in the East it reduces its likelihood even more. 

This is so because for the first time the East Germans take a certain pride 

in the achievements of their country. They are hardly fervant supporters 

of the present regime. But open hostility to it seems to have given way to 

a more active co-operation with it, Such a nascent East German 

nationalism may become stronger with a progressing economy, and particu-

larly if the reg~ime succeeds in demonstrating a somewhat greater 

independence from Moscow as a symbol of national self-identity. The 

Wirtschaftswunder west of the Elbe is losing some of its attractiveness. 

On its own it is less and less a reason for which the East Germans might 

wish for reunification. Their greater detachment from and partial 

disillusionment with Bonn will grow in future onc0 a change of guards or 

rather generations has taken place in East Berlin. It will bring the relief 

of Ulbricht and his fellow sentinels of the immediate post-war period. 

Their places will be taken by a group of self-confident younger men who, 

though Communist by training and conviction, have a better understanding 

of the problems of the second industrial revolution. They will probably be 

less party than state managers, less concerned .with considerations of 

costly international Communist solidarity and staunch anti-capitalism, and 

more with the efficiency of the economy and the international respectability 

of their country. Just because they have to do this in the shadow of a 

sombre past and behind the unglorious Berlin wall, they will try to make 

their regime more acceptable by other means - more acceptable both to 

the outside world and to their own citizens. 

This development may stiffen rather than soften the rivalry and 

competition between the two Germanys. But it is of no avail to accuse 

East Germany of being nothing more than a puppet of the Soviet Union. 
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' It will certainly not help hGr to find hGr own and hopGfully more independent 

position with the Soviet Union and within Europe. To a country which has 

been sheltGred by the Soviet Union in GVGry rGspGct, detGntG is probably 

the gmatGst challGnge. It will Gxpose thG rGgimG to an opGn compGtition 

with thG FGdGral RGpublic and a growing pressure to 'libmalizG' from 

the othGr East European countries. The natural reaction to such a challenge 

is to take shelter again and to withdraw to the safe line of open hostility 

towards Bonn. This is precisely what, with the blessing of Moscow, 

Pankow is doing again at the moment, With a hastily woven net of bilateral 

'treaties of friendship' she has secured a rather unenthusiastic support 

of her East European neighbours against any furthGr progress of Bonn's 

Eastern policy. It is, however, highly questionable whethGr in the long 

run such emergGnoy actions will make East Germany safG from competition 

with the Federal Republic. Their price will certainly be a further loss in 

prestige and possibly the isolation she is so much afraid of. Such hostility 

cannot last very long unless East Germany is resigned to looking more 

than ever like a permanent SoviGt 'protGotorate'. And that is precisely the 

impression she wishes to avoid. Therefore, to e}tpose her to the harsh 

winds of international competition will contribute more than anything else, 

and certainly more than any isolation, to her gradual liberalization. 

To hasten such liberalization WGst Germany does not have to take 

the step of formal recognition. In tGrms of international law, recognition 

usually follows and doGs not precede a country's proof that it can run 

its own affairs. What is mom important for Bonn is to make it understood 

that henceforth East Germany's position and policy will be ju·dgGd by 

international standards which allow neithGr for the present policy of 

hostility and hatred towards the FedGral RGpublic nor for the dGprivation 

of the basic rights of her own citizens. 
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West Germany will thus be faced with the difficult task of developing 

an Eastern policy on three different levels : that is, towards the Soviet 

Union, towards Eastern Europe and towards East Germany. 'This cannot 

be done without careful differentiation lest one or all of them feel 

antagonized : it requires less insistence on legal 'rights' (Rechstsstand

punkte) and more of a genuine understanding of the anxieties and fragility 

of some of these countries. In this respect, if in no other, a coalition 

government of the main democratic parties may be a blessing in disguise. 

It provides a broad enough basis to resist the claims of the nationalistic 

parties and to maintain a policy which keeps formal reunification as a 

distant goal, rating further down on the list of priorities than such 

requirements as security, economic progress and general internal and 

external stability. 

In setting this order of priority Bonn must also admit that none of 

its Western allies are willing, or in a position, to do much about rouni

fication, They welcome Bonn' s now and obviously more flexible policy 

towards the East, but have not yet been able to provide a wider European 

framework within which it can be made fruitful. The Federal Republic might 

therefore, at least indirectly, seek a solution of the German problem with 

East Germany by national means. On this the Yugoslav new spa per Borba 

wrote recently : 'The Federal Republic can, if it really wants, make its 

own peace with Eastern Europe and Europe in general. For this it does 

not need any mediator and also no assistant'. 
9 

No wonder that many 

Germans now hold that the 'international solution' of the German problem 

has failed and should be replaced by a national one. 

This is precisely what Soviet policy has sought for years. Moscow 

has consistently resisted any Western attempt to make progress on a 

concept of East-W-est relations or European security (including arms control 

9 
Quoted from Di0 Zoit, 20 January 1967. 
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measures) that is conditional upon simultaneous or consecutive progress towards a 

solution of the German question. The link between the German and the European 

questions was first significantly weakened by the Geneva summit conference of 1955. 

After that it was gradually eroded until it was given up completely by the West in the 

early 19 60s. Unquestionably it was a far reaching concession made in deference to a 

continuous Soviet pressure and to an apparently irresistible trend towards detente 

which no one wished to see frustrated or hindered by the intractable German problem. 

But the upshot of this successful diplomatic retreat is that it now makes Germany, 

that is the Federal Republic, and not the Soviet Union, appear to be the power chiefly 

responsible for continuing tension and European division. The Federal Republic has 

thus come under pressure from its own allies to soften its rigid anti-Communist policy 

and agree to as many peripheral concessions as possible. It is maintained that they 

will contribute to or at least enhance the chances of eventual reunification, that is 

the only 'central' objective Germany should pursue: above all, such concessions 

would decisively promote detente which, by definition, is incompatible with 

unsettled problems. This policy is designed to make the division of Germany more 

tolerable and eventually acceptable to the Germans themselves. 

The risks of such policy are evident. The new overtures towards the East, 

undertaken in the belief that they will improve the possibilities of reunification, could 

easily generate a frustrated nationalism in Germany if it turns out that they cement 

the division of Germany rather than alleviate it. 
10 

If there is anybody for whom 

detente has narrow limits it is Germany. Therefore it is at best debatable whether 

Bonn should rely so heavily on French support for its new Eastern policy. Not only 

is France's ability to influence the Soviet Union e:~tremely limited : one may also 

question whether France is really giving priority to German reunification over her 

wider objective of general detente. In President de Gaulle' s view detente should 

precede entente. But if the very objective of detente is obstructed by the German 

problem, one might ask how long he is prepared to accept this situation. If he can 

10 
See Henry Kissinger, 'For a New Altantic Alliance', The Reporter, July 1966. 
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h9ve detente from which follows entente with the Soviet Union by accepting the 

Soviet view of a more or less permanent division of Germany and, in doing so, become 

in turn accepted as the leading partner of Moscow in Europe, CCJ1 he, .or France, resist 

such temptation ? 

We are thus faced with the worst prospect for all concerned, including Germany, 

na,mely her attempt to pursue national objectives in the centre of Europe, and to do so 

by purely national methods. Germany may have no other choice but she will surely 

be liamed for it. The Federal Government in Bonn will thus come under growing internal 

and external pressures. It will have to meet objections from both East and Vifest to its 

more nationalistic policy. And it will come under attack by the right wing opposition 

for still not being nationalist enough. This will be a serious challenge to any 

government : it could foster political instability which even a coalition will find 

increasingly difficult to keep under control. 

Within the framework of NATO the Federal Republic will be faced with another 

ver:y difficult problem. If it is right that, in the words of a German politician, 

'i!'1tegration is the life principle of German foreign and defence policy' !· 1 then the 

disintegration of NATO and the gradual thinning out of forces will confront Germany 

with the delicate problem of redifining the position of the Bundeswehr. As the largest 

conventional army in Vvestern Europe, its position is becoming more a psychological 

burden than a military advantage. There is certainly no question of increasing it 

beyond its present level of twelve divisions, but rather an inclination to cut it down to, 

say, eight at full strength. Such a step could also be justified by pressing financial 

reasons. As in every other country, maintenance costs are growing rapidly and, 

consequently, there is a diminishing proportion of the defence budget that is 

available for modernization and acquisition of new v.eapons. This in turn affects 

directly the question of offset agreements with the United States and Britain which 

have strained the relations of the three countries. The reduction of American and 

British troops as part of the answer to this problem may thus be followed by cuts in 

11 
See George Bailey, 'Germany Between Two i'Jliances', Survival, December 1966, 
p, 388. 
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the 13urideswehr, But above all, any such decision concerning its size and organization 
. . 

has comple)c and- far-reaching political implications. One of Bonn's most important· 

tasks in the near future will therefore be to fit major changes in the Bundeswehr into 

the general process of adapting military planning to a changing political environment. 

IfViestem strategy still is to make sense, and if the German army is to stay within 

NATO (on which all agree), then the military framev..ork of the Alliance shall have 

to retain a minimum extent of integration to fulfil this function. To meet the legitimate 

German insistence on i11tegration, NATO will, therefore, have to maintain a 

sufficiently credible (i,e, non discriminatory) untemational framework within which' 

the Bundeswehr cari operate. 

IV 

Even France would agree basically with this proposition, though her own policy 

towards NATO has accelerated its disintegration, without offering any convincin'g 

alternative. President de Gaulle' s vision of a greater and more independent Europe 

is more precise in t0rms of aspiration than of possibilities. National independence 

as an end in ·itself has no positive international moaning. Thus until now France's 

policy has been basically negative in its objectives and achievements, however 

welcome many of them may have been. France's criticism of NATO and her 

subsequent withdrawal from its integrated military organization have not been 

compensated by any convincing propbsal for an alternative European security system. 

Neither France nor Britain, much as .they are flattered by their revived bilateral 

relationship with the So'Jiet Union, Will ever be considered by her as a real altemative 

to American power, either world::.vvide or in Europe. 

The French idea of making the Force de Frappe an instrument for the reorganization 

of European security can hardly be taken seriously. France's nuclear status in the 

1970s is likely to decline in relation to that of the super-powers, As a consequence, 

her credibility as an alternative nuclear guarantor to the United States will diminish 

unless she joins forces with Britain either bilaterally or in a wider European framework 
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based on Franco-British co-operation. Otherwise she will, in a sens.c :)e faced with 

et similar dilemma to that which Britain faced in the 19 50s. It is imposed by the 

tremendour; co!lts and comple:dty of technological progress which puts definite and 

growing limttations on sm<;~ll<~r nuclear powers, By keeping Britain out of Europe, 

FranOG hq.:> probably succeodGd in prolonging her dominant position on the Continent, 

Tlw emergence of Germany as q. rivq.l is a long way off and may be forestalled for e-;;rer 

J;>y Gc:Jrmany' ::> rc:JnunGiation of nuclear wee~pons. Raymond Aron has pointed out that, 

mptatis m\ltand!ll. tlw German-FNnch rolationship is very similC~r to the Pranco-

1\mericC!n Fc:JlC!tionshiP, C!ncl this is, as do Gaulle has so persuasively demonstrated, 

an eQ\lC!lly unacc?fltC'lblc:J sHui'\tion to Germony. 

It may well )Je thC'lt Fnmch paHGy C!fter de Ga\llle will not change fundamentally. 

1;1\lt it s?ems certe~in that Gaul!ism witho\lt de Gaulle will not swvtve in its present 

~arm, anc:i Frqr:tqe may rc:JVGrt to <;~ period of grGCitGr internal instability. This would 

propal:J1y ll'la,d her to oon<:J?ntra,te moro on c:iomestio, economic and social Problems and 

§low <:iow11 her costlY nuc;l<:Jar progri'lmme. But none oi these internal chan<;Jes is 

1iJq'llY to. ClltQr FrG!Wh forG~9n policy basicC!lly. This is so because, in terms of party 

Po.Utict?, 9!19 rnCiy E,mpqct i'l !lWing to a, Left which wUl want neither to jeopardize 

:£:\lrQPE>CIIl c:l\\t(?ntQ <;~nq l:"nmcll indepE:md<;:>nce by too e;wlusive a, promotion ot 'Nest 

:t:urQpqg,n. tnte.grgtio.n nor to Q.GcGrt too close an alliancG~ with the United States. What 

wm. hQWc:JV@f < PecQme al1 !.ncroa.sin<;!ly c:\ocisivo faGtor in the future policy of France 

it> her ohi:~nging relaUonship with ):lrita,in. 

Britain<l!l<i I:l!rope 

)::uropE> in the 1nQ,; wm lo<:>k: Vel'¥ cltftGrent i~ Britain has become @integral 

pa,rt of it. Perhaps th9 onLy quGstton wiH thGn be to what G?~Qnt g,nd \lncter Wh<;~t 

circum.stanccs this !las. become true. Unt:U J;<JconHy l3ritC!in lGft. c:\eUI:!Gra,tqly or 

l:Jecausc:J :;;he had no other: choice, mo:;;t of her options open : he< presence in Asia 

is l?.tiU Nquireg and this in turn help!> to maintain Cl :;;pecial relationship wHh the 

United States. Becau~:;.e of this, anc:l bec.ause of her c.entral position in the Commonwealth, 
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hGr gGnuinG detGrmination to enter the Common Market is questioned by many 

continental EuropGans. This is probably inevitable as long as Britain finds herself 

in the painful process of transition from what The Times called the 'post·-ImpGrial' 

and 'pre-European' arGa to that of a clearly dGfined political, economic and military 
' 

commitment to EuropG. 

For a long time to come British entry into the Common Market will create for all 

parties concerned more problems than it solves : Britain's balance of payments will 

come under great strain, particularly if she adopts the European agricultural system : 

it will deeply affect the delicate political and economic balance so laboriously 

Gstablished amongst the Six : it will probably postpone even further the already wmote 

chance of a EuropGan political union : and it will split the precarious EFTA community 

beyond repair, leaving some of its members, particularly Switzerland and Portugal, 

in a very difficult situation. 

Nevertheless the long-term economic advantages for Britain are already visible. 

Still more important than thGse, howGver, am the political consGquences which either 

h<3r entry or another rGjection would havG. ThG gradual withdrawal from hGr last outposts 

narrows down still furthGr the range of options shG can turn to should this new 

application fail. There is no real alternative in sight except in vague and uncertain 

pz'ospGct of an Atlantic Free Trade Area. ConversGly, successful negotiations in 

Bi'ussels may eventually clarify Britain's relationship with Europe and hGr role in the 

world. 

It is difficult to imaginG a Europe in the 1970s without Britain being in some way 

more closGly linked with continental Europe than she has been in the past twenty years. 

Such an association either with the EEC or a wider European organization would add a 

now dimension to Europe in almost every field, be it political, economic or technological. 

Only then Europe may hope to attain the degree of independence of the super-powers 

that many Europeans wish her to achieve. The political structure of such an Gnlarged 

European Community will probably be closer to dG Gaullt!s concept of a Europe des 

patries than to an GVGn loosely integratGd fGdGration. This means that the inclusion 
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Qf Britain and other countries into such an expanded community will inevitably weaken 

its internal cohesion. 

In a short term perspective this may be considered an advantage at a time when 

thediversification within the European 'blocs' facilitates a rapprochement between 

Eastern and Western Europe. Most countries may therefore prefer such a more loosely 

organized Community to the 'integrationist' solution which the East Europeans might 

again take for an impenetrable or even hostile 'monolith' • Whether in the long term 

this is the right approach remains at least open to doubt. For one thing, it is worth 

remembering that the EEC was successful precisely because of its high degree of 

integration, which has little affected its attractiveness to the East. For another, we 

know that, for a long time to come, all the East European countries can and will aim 

at economic co-operation with the West, being fully aware that there is little hope 

for any kind of political 'cowergence' between the two systems. Therefore the 

institutional framewotk of Vvestern Europe can matter little to them as long as it 

guarantees economic progress and does not hinder a further expansion of economic 

co-operation. Consequently, it would serve nobody's interest if Western Europe 

<;ibandoned its aim of making an expanded European community equally coherent for 

~he mere sake of not antagonizing the East. 

Independent of its relations with the East, Western Europe will have to answer 

the broad question as to what kind of organization it should work for, in order to cope 

with the manifold political, economic and technological problems it will face within 

the decade ahead. Theoretically, it seems, there is no middle road between the 

integration of nation states into a broader and hopefully more stable international 

system on the one hand and the restoration of political and military autonomy on the 

other. But the European states seem to find themselves half way between the two. 

They are increasingly uncertain about the direction in which they eventually should 

turn, having experienced in recent history the detrimental effects of a purely autarchic 

policy and having failed in achieving supranational solutions, as the basis for 

European unity. 
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The revival of nationalism, regrettable as it may be, seems unavoidable. But 

it does not offer any satisfactory answer to a series of increasingly urgent problems 

v1hich Europe will have to tackle in one way or another in the next decade. To mention 

only the most important questions : into what kind of international system will 

Germany have to be embedded so as to allow for her retmification or to avoid a 

competing nationalism between t\'1'0 antagonistic German states ? Can it be an 

international system which will constitute a sufficiently solid basis for the security 

<'!nd stability of the whole of Europe, and which might even be able to replace or 

reinforce the weakening alliances ? Vlhat forms of ii1tetnational co-operation will 

Vvestern Europe be able to develop so as to reduce its dependence on the United 

States ? Will Europe ever be able to assure its own security without having to rely 

indefinitely on great power protection ? What will be the role of British and French 

nuclear forces in a decade ahead ? And in particular, what will happen to them if 

tpe superpowers should deploy Ballistic Missile Defence systems ? 

There are many more questions of this kind to which Europe will have to address 

itself. It is not the purpose of this paper to answer them. But it would seem that they 

point more to the need for further integration and make disintegration still less 

acceptable. We may now have to pay a price for having put too much emphasis on 

physical safGty and too little on preparing for an international political system which 

continues to operate once this safety is achieved, Unlike the great powers whose 

status and security are not dependent on such a system, the European states, and 

specifically Germany, can hardly dispense with it. Indeed, they will find it more 

necessary as they move away from great power protection and as detente shows both 

its limits and inherent risks. 

V 

There appear to be various interpretations of detente which help to blur the view 

of what we really want it to be. If it means the unconditional acc~ptance of the present 

status quo as the Soviet Union and her allies sug,,est, then one should have serious 

reservations about such a detente. On the other hand, the traditional VtTestem under-
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standing of detente is that it is a situation intended to create those conditions which 

eventually help to overcome the status quo, an understanding which certainly meets 

with strong Communist opposition. Probably these definitions are either too narrow or 

too wide, Detente remains a highly ambiguous expression for what really amounts to 

the fact that the mutual suspicion about the aggressive intentions of the other side 

is replaced by a general willingness to co-operate with each other, It thus creates 

an atmosphere of relaxation in which both governments and peoples feel freer to put 

their own national interests bGtore those of common defence and try to escapG thG 

strict discipline of alliance systGms, Communication between formerly antagonistic 

or openly hostile groupings then becomes possible again and this opens the door for 

peacGful change, 

But how far can and will detGnte go ? There is no question about thG considerable 

improvGment of relations bGtwGen Eastern and VvestGrn Europe, ThG nGtwork of nGW 

cultural, economic, technical, scientific and political links has bGcome widGr and 

denser than ever befom, Though the gulf between the two political systems of 

government remains deep it no longer seems to be unbridgeable, 

It is no less an achievement that the open hostility between the two blocs has 

practically disappeared, Each side seems to have given up the attempt to convert 

the other to its own political and economic system, This does not exclude change ; 

on the contrary, a rec:tl rapprochement is unthinkable without allowing for changes on 

both sides. It is interesting- to note, though not very surprising, that 'Ne stern 

influence on Eastern Europo has obviously had much greater impact on Eastern Europe 

than Communist influence on the West, The Common Market more than anything else 

has displayed a particular attraction, thus giving convincing proof of the benefits 

of forms of integration that are freoly nog:>tiatod. vVelcome as such Vvostern influonce 

is, it cannot conceal the fact that oconomic ties alone will not solve political problems, 

though they may have a political spill-over, ThG most important effect of d8tente is 

the loss of ideological fervour which hitherto vitiated the relations betwecm the two 

halves of the continent. No doubt it has contributed to converting stagnant co

existence into a more fruitful co-operation, This applies already to various non-
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political fields. It may one day also become possible in the political realm, particularly 

when the European countries discover that they have some political interests in common 

which they should persue either independently of or possibly even against those of the 

gwat powers. But at the moment such perspectives still look distant, though not 

necessarily beyond the horizon. 

Detente has thus made Europe realize to what extent the international climate has 

changed in recent years. Although the confrontation between the two super-powers in 

Europe still basically exists, the international context within which ·western and 

Eastern Europe see each other has altered. No doubt, the diversification or even 

disintegration of the alliances has made the international system more fle:dble. But 

at the same time it has also become more fragile, more vulnerable to competitive 

rivalry and suspicion between formerly allied countries. In fact, it looks as if 

members of the same alliance often know better how to develop relations with those 

of the other camp than how to maintain and improve the links with their own allies. 

With the spirit of integration waning they seem to be tempted to return to a rather 

old-fashioned bilateralism as the main basis of inter--state relations, both inside 

and outside the alliances. 

For Western Europe this raises the question whether such a policy is really 

the best means to establish a new and better relationship with Eastern Europe and the 

two super-powers. It is difficult to see how successful the attempt can bG 'to wean 

the East European countries away through increased contacts and to prepare for a 
12. 

European settlement' i:i' Vvestem Europe loses still more of its internal cohesion. 

Vvhile a somewhat greater diversification may help a rapprochement with Eastern 

Europe, it is most doubtful whether this is equally true vis-a-vis the Soviet Union. 

She will certainly try to exploit the present detente and diversification in her own 

favour. Thus she might welcome an expansion cf the EEC if there wore signs of its 

dissociating itself from the United States and providing a wider political framework 

12 See Marshall Shulman, ' "Europe" Versus "Detente",' Foreign Affairs, Aprill967, 
pp. 397-402. 
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which would better neutralize German influence. The entry of Britain rnight therefore 

appeal to the Soviet Union as watering down its supranational objectives, helping 

to reduce Britain's oversea commitments, and further weakening her special 

relationship with the United States. Soviet support for a loosening-up of the European 

community is linked with her promotion of precisely the sort of bilateralism Western 

Europe seems ready to turn to again ; both actions are intended to reduc0 th0 political 

impact of European integration. By also encouraging Western Europe to strive for 

greater independence from the United States, the Soviet Union hopes to incr0ase 

her own influence there and bring the individual Europ0an countries 'into some form 

of closer and perhaps subordinatG relationship, themby enhancing its power position 

relative to the United States' •13 Hence recent Soviet hints of the possibility of 

technological co-operation with Western Europe and of a European security system 

without American participation. 

VI 

The question which Western Europe in the 1970s will therefore have to answer is, 

in the words of Marshall Shulman, 'whether there can be enough co-ordination and 

political consciousness in the management of these (East-West) contacts so that 

the effect will be a strengthening of European independence rather than a fragmentation 

or subordination (to Soviet preponderance)' • At the same time, Europe must be clear 

how much it can realistically hope to gain from a rapprochement with the Soviet 

Union on the one side and a greater independence from the United States on the other. 

Both approaches require at lGast a common political understanding on which such an 

autonomy can rest. One could call it a kind of 'detente managGment'. Its techniques 

are at least as difficult to agree upon as those of 'crisis management' and may become 

still more difficult in the near future. And like any Gff icient crisis management system 

it requires, to be successful, an institutional framework or a multilaterul instrument 

by which it can b0 handled. 

13 
Ibid., p. 397. 
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But leaving aside such an equivocal new term, the fact remains that a Western 

Europe which demands greater responsibility for its foreign policy and defence should 
I 

also be able to cmate the necessary institutions to carry them out. vi'hat is therefom 

required is a common agreement on whether the present alliance system should 

continue, though in a somewhat modified form, or whether the time has come either 

to replace or to complement it by a new system better suited for the requirements of 

detente and greater European independence. The changing nature of American 

commitment to, and the basicaHy unchanged Soviet interest in, Europe could 

otherwise lead to an imbalance of forces which may possibly enhance Western 

Europe's greater independence from the United States but at the same time elcpose it 

to a greater pressure from the Soviet Union. The most important task for Europe in 

the 1970s will therefore be to work out, and agree on, new forms cf co-operation 

which help to establish a more satisfactory relationship with the United States and 

to counterbalance Soviet power without foreclosing a further improvement of the 

relations with Eastern Europe. 

As long as there is no viable alternative, it would seem that the Alliance still 

offers the best institutional framework within which solutions to these tasks can be 

worked out. The emphasis of NATO's functions may then lie more on improving the 

mechanisms of political consultation and multilateral crisis management than on 

military integration. Equally, the Alliance may still be a useful instrument for 

future negotiations on arms control measures between East and West, This is all 

the more likely since there is no mutually acceptable 'European security system' in 

sight, which means that the alliances, even if reorganized, remain the best 

guarantors of security in Europe, and of possible arms control agreements there 

to sustain it. The Soviet proposal for the convocation of a European S8curity 

conference offers little more than a vngue scheme of international and bilateral 

co-operation on the bnsis cf the status quo and with the main objective indefinitely 

to restrain Germany. It is, in other words, a revised version of various similar 

proposals which the Soviet Union has put forward since the Berlin Conference in 

1954. As such it is a useful reminder that the repertoire of alternative international 
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systems is much more limited than the innumerable plans and schemes for European 

security and German reunification might suggest, Nor has the United States presented 

a convincing version of what a future European security system might look like. 

All we can be sure of is that any process of change or detente or any progress 

towards new measures of arms control in EuropG can go only a limited distance 

without a basic understanding between thG United States and the Soviet Union, It is 

thus precisely over Europe that the Soviet-American bilateralism seems to crystallize. 

This is not without risks because it could revive European fears that such bilateralism 

might lead to some kind of great power bargain at their expense. Some '\Nest European 

reactions to the negotiations on a non-proliferation treaty give sufficient evidence 

that these fears are still with us. But they show, too, how fragile Vlestern Europe's 

newly acquired self-consciousness and independent position still is. 

The Atlantic alliance thewfore remains vital on three levels : as an essential 

element of political and military stability and a basis for formal or tacit arms control 

measures : as still the most important instrument the Vlest Europeans possess to 

influence American policy and strategy : and .as the international framework within 

which both the policy and the defence of the Federal Republic can be adapted without 

h'aving to turn to a purely national policy. 

Western Europe in the 1970s will, thereforG, b:l faced with four main tasks. The 

first is to maintain some permanent and credible link between the German problem 

and the wider question of European security, which will involve the two great powers 

in a future European and German settlement. Second, to define more satisfactorily its 

changing relationship with the great powers, particularly by working out forms of 

cc-operation with the United States which will better balance out the responsibilities 

in matters of common interest and help to reduce 1-imerican predominance in matters of 

primarily European interest. Third, to maintain an alliance which provides Europe 

with an adequate degree of influence on Americun policy while at the same time 

allowing for a further improvement of her relations with Eastern Europe and leaving 

the Soviet Union in ne doubt about the credibility of Western defence, Finally, 
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to find techniques of European co-operation whose impetus stems not from a negative 

anti-Americanism but from the will to provide a sufficiently broad and durable basis 

on which Europe's greater aspiration for independence and her search for a new 

identity can find adequate expression. 

n• 166 
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The German Problem between East and West 

The recent events on the European and international scene 

make it clear that it would be opportune to redraw the old 

politico-diplomatic guidelines. The obvious parallelism between 

the tensions troubling the NATO alliance and those afflicting the 

Wa,rsa\'1 Pact reveal that there is a widespread state of crisis in 

the present international order. 

It is precisely with regard to the necessity of creating 

a new international order in Europe which is capable of guaranteeing 

sufficient stability and equilibrium, that the German problem has 

been raised again in its full importance. The real key to the 

power struggle being waged in the heart of Europe, as political 

observers note unanimously, is the German key. Germany's 

strategic position in the center of the continent and the 

strength of its economic potential (the two Germanys re-united 

would hold third place in the world's industrial production) 

make Germany a determining element in any new international 

settlement. Now that the postwar formula which placed the two 

German states within two rigid alliances and presupposed their 

effective political and economic integration within the two 

systems has been weakened, the necessity for new solutions is at 

hand. The questions are those which have always existed: 

reunification or an indefinite prolongation of the status quo? 

and then, what type of reunification and which status quo in 

particular? 

The new factor, in respect to the past, which has put 

the prospects of solution in new terms, is constituted by the 

autonomous strengthening of the Federal Republic, and, within 

certain limits, of the DDR which has taken place. This means that 

while the structures of the European alliances have tended to 

become more fluid, those of the two Germanys have become 
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increasingly rigid, thus creating a center of tension in the heart 

of Europe. The Germans have gradually transformed themselves from 

mere objects of the political decisions of the hegemonic powers, 

as was the case even in the 1950's, into political actors with 

their own political programs. The phenomenon of rediscovered 

autonomy,_ which ex{sts today to different degrees for all the 

medium-sized and small powers, assumes, in the German case, a 

potentially dangerous character due to the persistent antagonism 

between the two states. The dilemma for the Europeans, that of 

how to coordinate the exigencies of stability with those of the 

German problem, is now presented in particularly complex terms. 

There is, in fact, no doubt, and this is demonstrated by 

the greater autonomy which has been acquired in these years, that 

the strengthening of the two German states, East and West, renders 

an agreed-upon solution in Europe much more complex today. The 

Federal Republic and the DDR, though from very different positions, 

both look with suspicion upon the evolution in progress of the 

relations within the two alliances and between the two alliances 

themselves. The Bonn leaders are deeply opposed to a revision of 

the NATO structure, not to mention its dissolution, in the fear 

that the price for a new European order will be paid with the 

consolidation of the status quo in Germany. The bilateral 

relations which have been established with France, or even with 

the United States, cannot, in the eyes of west German public 

opinion, compensate for the value of the multilateral protection 

of the atlantic alliance as the only real guarantee vis-a-vis the 

Soviets. In East Berlin, on the other hand, it is suspected that 

a loosening, or even worse a dissolution, of the Warsaw alliance 

as a means of reaching agreement on a European security pact might 

lead to the opposite consequences, those desired by Bonn, of a 
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change in the status quo regarding the German problem. The 

anachronistic appeals made to the strengthening in traditional 

terms of the Warsaw alliance bear out this fear of isolation as do 

the objectively rather justified requests to proceed with a policy 

of economic integration in COMECON. The East Germans too, despite 

the stipulation of bilateral agreements with the USSR, Poland and 

other Eastern nations, continue to consider the multilateral 

alliance as the best guarantee in the face of the adversary's 

initiatives. 

It has thus come to the point at which a certain 

similarity can be observed in the positions taken by Bonn and by 

East Berlin with regard to the deve~opment of East-West relations, 

which in both of the capitals is seen from the particular angle of 

its own political exigencies. For both the Federal Republic and 

the DDR the process of international detente ought to stem 

primarily from a solution of the German problem as each side 

interprets it. For both, on the other hand, detente serves to 

strenghten contacts and relations with the enemy camp with the aim 

of isolating the other Germany. The political and diplomatic 

offensive of the Kiesinger government constitutes the most revealing 

example of this trend on Bonn's part. But it should not be 

forgotten that East Berlin as well, within the limits of its 

capacity, is seeking to broaden its relations with all the Western 

countries other than the Federal Republic (even though strong 

economic relations still exist between the two Germanys). 

In this situation European, Soviet, and American policy 

makers are increasingly obliged to take into account, in dealing 

with the German problem, the positions expressed by Bonn and by 

East Berlin. This should be clarified. If it is in fact true that 

no one can legitimately contest the right of the Germans to make 
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their own national problem the object of autonomous politico

diplomatic action which is supported by all the means which their 

strengthened position allows them, it must on the other hand be 

underlined that policies aiming at a solution of the German problem 

cannot be considered only as an internal question between the two 

Germanys. The implications of power which are related to any 

European settlement including the Federal Republic and the DDR 

require that a harmonious solution to the two problems be found 

in order to avoid the risk of clashing interests. 

The attainment of an agreed-upon solution for 

reunification or, on the contrary, for a normalization of relations 

between the two Germanys which is based on the status quo, cannot 

be considered as the pre-condition for a further relaxation in 

East-West relations. It \'Tould in fact hardly be realistic to 

choose the sector of greatest tension bebmen the two opposing 

camps as the starting point for a general agreement in Europe. 

This is true both for Bonn, in its insistence on exercising almost 

a right of tutelage over the relations between the Western countries 

and the DDR, and for East Berlin \llhon it links the problem of its 

recognition to that of the relations between Bonn and the Eastern 

countries. The finding'of a solution for Germany, in fact, must be 

considered as but an element, no matter how c!"ucial a one, of a 

more general European agreement and, in any event, as the final 

result of the gradual normalization of East-West relations. 

It is generally agreed that the solution of the German 

problem is directly linked to a general re-organization of inter

state relations in Europe, and it thus remains for us to consider 

what concreto prospects exist today in this direction. There are 

certain remarks which can be made in this regard. Thoro is no 

doubt that, even beyond the policies of the states themselves, 
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strong objective incentives exist for eliminating the system of two 

opposed alliances and for strengthening interEuropean relations. 

On the economic level, the general industrial development and the 

gradual standardization of production and technology which have 

taken place among European countries \vork in the direction of 

greater European collaboration. (This is that much more true in 

the case of the Eastern countries which need to become part of the 

international market and need to attain the more advanced 

technological level of the Western countries.) The great 

development of activity on the cultural and social level which 

has taken place in Europe both on the mass and on the elite levels 

also constitutes an important stimulus for the growing contacts 

between East and >vest. And this subject could be analyzed at 

greater depth in order to single out the forces and the social 

groups which have been exerting pressure in this direction. Today, 

in fact, it is society, that is, something beyond the structure of 

states and alliances, which tends to strengthen the trend toward 

a more marked European interdependence on the various economic, 

social and cultural levels. 

All these elements, when taken together, tend to modify 

the situation of precarious stability which was created in recent 

years and to encourage a new international political order on the 

European continent. The question is now being raised from all 

sides if the Western and Eastern alliances will be able to retain 

their present structures much longer. In the case of NATO, whose 

member states will in 1968 be faced with the problem of renewing, 

or not, membership in that alliance, revisions and renovations are 

being called for in order to meet the necessity for more open 

relations with the Eastern countries and for a more efficient 

partnership between Western Europe and the United States. As for 
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the Warsaw Pact, although the twenty-year date of expiry in 1975 is 

still quite distant, it seems probable that some type of internal 

reform will take place well before that date. Here, too, it is not 

merely a question of affronting the problem of relations with the 

West but of establishing a nm-.r basis for the relations among the 

European Corrununist regimes themselves and between them and the 

Soviet Union. Both of these cases reveal the strict correlation 

which exists bet\-.reen the trend toward opposition to the respective 

hegemonic power, and the drive to reconstruct a European equilibrium 

which is based on the more direct participation of the small and 

medium-sized powers. 

It is precisely in such circumstances that the Soviet 

thesis presented at the Conference of Bucharest in 1966 and restated 

this year at Karlovy-Vary for the establishment of a system of 

European security is significant. The moment, even from the 

psychological point of view, is a favorable one for an initiative 

of this type, and in addition allows the Soviets to emerge from a 

dangerous state of political and diplomatic inertia in Europe. 

Even if it is no simple matter to define the Eastern 

proposals on the basis of that which, aside from several fixed 

points, is generically expressed in the documents from Bucharest 

and Karlovy-Vary, a few initial observations can be made in this 

regard. For Moscow the European security project is to gradually 

set up a series of diplomatic agreements, among the countries 

concerned, which will deal both with a mutual guaranty of the 

borders and of nuclear disarmament, and with economic, cultural 

and technical cooperation based less on the balance of power than 

on a relationship of reciprocal trust. Although the formula of 

the elimination of the blocs has been explicitly adopted, it does 

not seem that the Soviets foresee, at least not in the near future, 
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a total dissolution of the alliances, but rather a reduction of 

their military character and the preservation of their political 

structure. 

~he modification of the European state system through 

mutual agreements which will be able to create an atmosphere of 

trust among the countries concerned, will ensure the persistence 

of the two blocs within, however, a broader general international 

structure. This would allow the development, oven on the bilateral 

level, of more open and direct relations between the European 

countries, under the umbrella of a multilateral system guaranteed, 

it would seem, in the final analysis by the USSR and the United 

States. Moscow's attempt, vis-a-vis the United States, to becom7 

the paladin of a panEuropean movement in such a 

the United States or at least to reduce its role 

way as to exclude 
f 

\'lithin the 

Security Pact is, nevertheless, obvious. But we are dealing with 

an attempt alone because within the Eastern camp itself this 

hypothesis, which would give too strong a role to the USSR and tb 

the Federal Republic, will be considered negatively by the various 

Communist regimes concerned as they are with maintaining a certain 

equilibrium in Europe. 

The European security plan deals with the German problem 

in the usual way; that is, it calls for the formal participation 

of the DDR, her state sovereignty fully recognized, in the 

collective system. Thus, the consolidation of the status quo of 

the region once again appears to be the basic objective of the 

Soviets with the advantage, with respect to the past, of being 

able to count on an East Germany '"hich is strong on the economic 

and social level and, at least apparently, has achieved a certain 

stability on the political level. But this is not merely an 

attempt to ensure the participation of the DDR in the negotiations 
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arid thereby to guarantee her legitimacy as a state in such a way as 

to bring about a de facto recognition by Western countries as was 

the case at the time of the first proposals on European security 

presented in the mid-SO's. By making the East German presence at 

the conference table a pre-condition for a European conference, 

the Soviets are attempting to pre-establish a position of strength 

for themselves in the future discussions of which Germany represents 

one of the basic themes. In the event that their proposal might not 

be accepted, the USSR will in any case be left with a good card 

which she can play on the propaganda level regardless of what would 

be the real reactions of Hoscow, not to mention those of East 

Berlin (and Warsaw). 

Even if at present we are faced only with the possibility 

of negotiations on the topic of European security, given the 

hesitations of the Soviets themselves to undertake negotiations of 

such importance, it is necessary to begin to deal with the question. 

In fact it could not be said, at least for the time being, that the 

terms of the problem and the possibilities of alternative proposals 

have been sufficiently analyzcd by Western political circles. 

It is not by pure chance that several of the most 

authoritative appeals in this regard have stemmed from groups in 

the Federal Republic who are worried by the absence of Western 

counterproposals. The fear of these groups is that the Soviets may 

be allowed the advantage of taking the initiative without being 

forced to commit themselves to the idea of negotiations. This 

would allow Moscow to unload a part of the internal tensions of the 

Communis't camp onto the Western camp thereby accentuating its 

uncertainties and divisions without having her real intentions put 

to the test. There is no doubt about the fact that deep divisions 
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exist among the points of view of the \'lestern u.llies on the possible 

forms of a new international settlement. For the United Stntes it 

is essential that the two allinnces continue to exist (even if it 

is willing to accept some revisions) as the only effective guarantee 

o~ equilibrium in Europe; rnther than attempting to set up new and 

artificial systems of relations arnong the states, it is worthwhile 

for the moment to rely upon Russiu.n-American bipolarity. As for 

the German problem, as is perhaps demonstrated by the reduction of 

troops in the area, it does not seem that Washington intends to 

commit itself to search new effective solutions. 

De Gaulle's Frnnce, on the other hand, would like to put 

an end to the present system of alliances and negotia.te the German 

problem directly with the USSR within the framework of a Pan

European agreement which would exclude the United Stu.tes. Paris 

\qould aim at the preservation of a divided Ge1.1nany, making the 

domestic evolution of the DDR a pre-condition to any ngreement. 

As for the other Western countries such as Great Britain, Italy, 

etc. which are also able to play a role in this question, it does 

not seem for the moment that they are prepared to go beyond general 

formulations which are not politically binding. 

This situation explnins Bonn's concern nnd its call for 

the development of a common position on the German problem. The 

position of the West Germans is becoming incrensingly delicate given 

the objective difficulties in implementing a policy line (and let 

us leave aside objections relating to the real limitations of this 

policy) on the basis of an autonomous platform \qhich is not 

coordinated with that of its nllies. Despite the prestige which 

it enjoys the Federal Republic is not, for the time being as the 

latest developments in her Eastern policy dcmonstrntc, capable of 

putting the situation into motion and arriving at nn agreed-upon 
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solution to the German problem on her own. The Soviets on the other 

hand, well aware of the situation, are trying to capitalize on 

Bonn's sense of isolation in order to weaken her contacts with 

Washington and to play up the hypothesis of direct negotiations. 

The only way out of this situation lies not in Bonn's 

renunciation of an autonomous policy as regards a problem crucial 

to her national interest, but that she succeed in coordinating this 

policy with general Western policy. It is necessary to reconsider 

the various problems in such a way as to be able to face negotiations 

with a united position, bearing in mind the possible terms of an 

agreement which can only be the result of reciprocal concessions. 

If the goal is a change in the European and German status quo then 

it is necessary to know the limits of the proposed objectives and 

to clearly delineate their contours in such a way as to prevent, 

among other things, confusions of a semantic order. 

This is particularly valid for the concept of the status 

quo which has so often been adopted in the German case. In fact, 

a distinction must be made between the concept of territorial 

status quo, that is the preservation of a territorially distinct 

East Germany, and the concept of political status quo, that is 

the preservation of the present East German regime. Whereas on 

the first point, the territorial, Bonn is beginning to demonstrate 

greater flexibility, it does not seem willing to compromise on the 

political nature of the Ulbricht regime. The maintenance of the 

illegitimate nature of the East Berlin government is the condition 

laid down by Bonn for its participation in any future negotiations 

on the grounds that the present East German regime has lasted thanks 

only to Soviet support and does not enjoy a legitimate popular 

consensus. The problem of the DDR's status quo will thus represent 

one of the fundamental topics of negotiation on which compromises 
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cannot be made prior to arriving at the negotiations themselves. 

The Hallstein Doctrine, it is maintained, has served to make the 

problem of East German recognition a question of international 

importance, and thus can only eventually be abrogated at the 

conclusion of international negotiations. Otherwise Bonn 1.,rould 

end up participating in negotiations having abandoned, a priori, 

her strongest card, and making the acceptance of the Soviet thesis 

an outcome to be taken for granted. 

Considering everything which has been said up to this 

point, it seems clear that given the prospect of general 

negotiations in the future, the outcome of Germany's future 

structure will depend on the more general fate of Europe. In this 

regard, albeit simplifying to the greatest degree and presenting 

the possible outlines of a new European state order in the most 

abstract of terms, it would seem that two hypotheses could be made. 

I) The process of the dissolution of the present alliance 

system will be carried through to its logical conclusion; the 

national states will take on a new lease of life with the result 

that Europe will pass from the present bipolar equilibrium to a 

traditional status quo founded on a balance of power among states. 

Paradoxically, in an era which would witness the reconfirmation of 

those values favoring the identification of state and nation, the 

Germans would be the only divided people deprived of this right. 

The risks implicit in such a situation are obvious. The Federal 

Republic, left on its own and oriented towards the creation of a 

united German state, would end up by destroying the established 

equilibrium. It is difficult, in fact, to think of diplomatic and 

military formulas which would be capable of containing the thrust 

of a Germany characterized by increasing economic and social 

growth and by uncontainable political aspirations. In the absence 
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of effective supranational structures in Europe which would be able 

to bridle the Federal Republic and protect the DDR, a rapid 

absorption of the latter by a unified Germany is not to be excluded. 

The process of reunification could also come about by peaceful means, 

a~ the result of domestic political and social developments within 

the two Germanys, but this would not alter the grave consequences 

which reunification would have for the European equilibrium. And 

the prospect of the creation of a unified, disarmed and neutral 

Germany within a system of national states hardly appears realistic. 

The memory of the Versailles experience, which led in the period 

between the two wars to the creation of a European system which was 

incapable of containing the aspirations of an unsatisfied Germany, 

is inevitable. 

In reality, in order to guarantee a new European state 

system which is based either on the division of Germany or on a 

united and neutral Germany, the participation of a United States 

and a Soviet Union who are in basic agreement is necessary. But 

given present conditions this seems hardly likely even granting 

the possibility of a substantial improvement in Moscow-Washington 

relations once several crucial points of friction (the war in 

Vietnam, etc.) are overcome; and above all it ;..rould reconstruct a 

situation of bipolar hegemony, this time explicitly agreed upon, 

which is precisely what a new European settlement would be seeking 

to eliminate. 

II) The process of the erosion of the present alliances will 

be interpreted positively and thus in both the Eastern and Western 

blocs new forms of economic and political association will be 

created among the member states. The European Communist states 

will reach a reorganization of their mutual relations both as 

regards the relations among the People's Democracies themselves and 
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those between them and the Soviet Union. The Western countries, on 

the other hand, will create an analogous situation; that is to say 

they will put the relations within the European community and those 

between the latter and the United States on a new basis. The 

possible solutions, both in the East and the West, present a very 

broad range of alternatives depending on the degrees of autonomy 

and of interdependence which are proposed. lihat is important is 

that certain rigidities in the relationships within the alliances 

are eased, and that more efficient structures are developed in 

order to find a correct point of equilibrium between the necessities 

of pluralism and of collectivism. This would be followed by a 

change in East-West relations of either a bilateral or multilateral 

nature depending on the prevailing trends of the period. On the 

basis of this reinvigorated and more flexible equilibrium the 

creation of an effective security system would be possible with 

the greatest probability of success. 

In a Europe in which the national motifs were to give way 

to a broader conception of community, a just solution could be 

found even for the problem of Germany. The strengthening of 

relations between the Eastern and Western countries and the 

gradual relaxation of the European atmosphere would dedramatize the 

German question and make reunification an objective to be considered 

in a historical context; it would thus have a series of positive 

consequences. To begin with, in the event of domestic political 

crises in the DDR, which are not to be completely excluded given 

the rigidity of the regime's present structure, these developments 

would impede such crises from degenerating into a popular wave of 

nationalism with all the imaginable consequences to international 

order. In the second place, it would encourage open and positive 

relations between Bonn and East Berlin whose possible result, at 
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the end of a lengthy evolutionary process of mutual relations, could 

be the reconstruction of German national unity. By beginning with 

particularly important contacts in the economic, social and cultural 

fields, it vmuld then be possible to proceed to increasingly close 

relations of a political nature. The phenomenon of a reunification 
i 

attained within the framework of a European security system would 

not give rise to external tensions because it would have eliminated 

any drive for revisionism on the part of the neiv, united Germany. 

What is more probable, however, is that in the climate 

created by European normalization, the basic elements which 

constitute the Federal Republic and the DDR would be strengthened, 

thus leading to a definitive confirmation of the existence of two 

Germanys; and this would occur without giving rise to external 

pressures and without the aggravation of mutual antagonism. In 

this way two autonomous German states vmuld be created; each with 

its mm distinct national and political physiognomy, each endowed 

with an important role ivithin its respective system. The case of 

Austria, a German country which succeeded in gradually creating its 

own national physiognomy and which today enjoys a well-defined 

autonomous political and territorial personality, is often cited in 

support of the realism of such a prospect. But it is obvious that 

we are dealing with an example which has its own particular 

characteristics. 

In the case of the DDR, which, regardless of whether or not 

any domestic consolidation taJ-.es place, is bound to remain a 

national entity with specific characteristics, many questions, given 

the intrinsic difficulty of transforming the national motif into a 

basic element in its structure, remain unanswered. Among all the 

European countries, East Germany is that which has the strongest 

need to participate in supranational arrangements. For this reason, 
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limited foms of regional integration \"ith vlest Gemany itself, or 

with its Eastern neighbors, Poland and Czechoslovakia, are not to 

be excluded. As fm: the development of the East Berlin regime, 

that is, the liberalization of its domestic policies, this would 

be greatly facilitated by an atmosphere of detente and normaliza

tion. 

It is sommvhat more difficult to hypothesize about the 

trend which such liberalization vmuld take. The idea put forward 

in some quarters of the transformation of the regime into a Titoist

style state does not seem to take sufficient account of the deep 

diversities in the origin and the development of these two 

Communist states, Yugoslavia and Eetst Gemany. On the other han~, 

the possibility of an evolution of the traditionu.l democratic type 

would 2ppear to be ri'lthcr remote considering t110 profound economic 

and social trcmsfomation through which the country has passed in 

recent years. In any event, in the case of both of these 

hypotheses, we arc entering the realm of abstract speculation. 

It is impossible today for us to evaluate the international and 

domestic factors \"hich arc likely to influence the course of this 

evolution. 
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KARL E. BIRNBAUM 

The \-Testern Alliance and European Security 

I 

In his posture statement of January, 1967 the United 

States Secretary of Defense, Mr. Robert S. McNamara, described the 

situation in Europe in terms of " ... long frozen positions . 

beginning to thaw " and of "an intensified search -- on both 

sides of the Iron Curtain -- for nev1 arrangements which might better 

serve security needs of all concerned." He also expressed the 

opinion that these developments were "not necessarily detrimental" 
1 

to the interests of the United States. 

"European Security", as a concept embracing all of Europe, 

has indeed become not only a slogan of political rhetoric and 

propaganda but increasingly also a subject of serious public 

discussion in Europe on both sides of the dividing line. 

Admittedly, the phrase has been used with distinctly different 

connotations in the two parts of Europe. In the East the concept 

of "European Security" has been associated not only \vith measures 

aiming at "military detente" but also with the legalization of the 
2 

political status quo in Central Europe. In lvestern Europe thinking 

about "European security" has recently been encoura.ged along 

unorthodox lines, including ideas about a possible transformation 

of the existing alliance systems and their ultimate replacement by 

a "European security system", which would better correspond with the 

changing requirements of security and the nmv potentialities for 

political evolution. 3 

Although thG aims Gnvisaged by those spGaking in favor of 

"European SGcurity" in both parts of Europe arc distinctly 

diffGrcnt, there does seem to exist a limited consGnsus as to the 

two main roads along which an improvement of East-West relations 

in Europe might be sought. 
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There is first what could be termed the direct road to 

European security, involving a search for new military arrangements 

in Central Europe. Two main solutions have emerged in the 

discussions about possible O\ltcomes of this search: 

(a) the continued existence but significant mutual·adaptation 

of present military alliances in order to make them more adequate 

to meet the specific risks and requirements of the changed situation 

in central Europe. (l>leasures that could be conducive to such a 

development might include reductions of force levels within both 

alliances; the establishment of observation posts on both sides of 

the dividing line; "hot-line" arrangements betvlCen supreme theatre 

commanders in Central Europe, etc.) 

(b) a gradual elimination of the existing military alliances 

in Europe and their replacement by a new, all-European security 
4 

system. The solution under (b) obviously does not exclude the one 

under (a) as an intermediate goal, and the proponents of a search 

for a European security system which would replace NATO and the 

Warsaw Pact usually envisage the continued existence of the present 

alliances in a modified form during a transitional period. This 

seems to be true not only of the members of the Hcstern European 

Union
5 

but also of the Warsaw Treaty 1•1ember States. The Bucharest 

Declaration thus speaks of the great importance of "partial measures 

aimed at military detente on European territory." And although the 

concrete steps proposed in the Declaration arc highly as~netrical 

(to the disadvantage of the West), the concopt of "military detonte" 

might conceivably be a basis for negotiations aiming at limited 

agreements on arms regulations in Central Europe -- to the advantage 

of both sides. 
6 

A decisive difference between the \'lest and East 

European approach is the degree of commitment to the ultimate 

abolishment of the present military groupings. In the view of many 

West Europeans the search for such c. system should be open-ended, 
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in the sensa that the feasibility of nevl European security 

arrangements ought to be verified before any co~~itmants whatsoever 

are undertaken to dispose of the present military alliances. The 

Soviet Union and her East European allies on the other hand have 

suggested that both sides should i~~ediately proceed to conclude 

an agreement on the liquidation of the two military organizations, 

thus committing themselves, at least verbally, to that goal before 

any evidence had boon obtained with regard to the viability of a 
7 

European security system. This procedure, presumably, is 

unacceptable to most West Europeans. 

The second road to European socuri ty, \vhich one could 

call the indirect road, envisages a steady grov1th of the already 

multiplying contacts and cooperative schemes across political and 

ideological borders, with a vimv that mutually profitable links 

between countries with different social systems may eventually 

make the outstanding political problems in Central Europe, such 

as the status of Germany and the unsettled boundary questions, 

less intractable. Again there seems to exist a consensus between 

East and West on the desirability of such a development, at least 

in the sense that both sides consider it to be a necessary pre

condition for a permanent settlement in Europe. 

These two rouds to "European security" are not conceived 

by their proponents as mutually exclusive but rather as develop

ments that arc bound to reinforce each other. Acknowledging the 

interdependence of the two processes, however, does not necessarily 

mean that their relationship has been clarified v0ry well in the 

discussions and proposals about future East-West relations in 

Europe. Indeed, the opposite seems to be the case: there has 

recently beei1 a good deal of rather loose talk about cooperation 

among all European states clearing the \vay to a nevl peaceful order 

that \<Tould safeguard the security interests of all concerned. 
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One way of demonstrating how the two processes mentioned above may 

impinge upon each other is to specify the concrete advantages 

adduced by their proponents. In doing so it should first of all be 

emphasized that the two approaches have two different foci: the 

first, \vhich ,.,e have called the direct road to European security, 

is primarily concerned with the control and management of conflict 

by modifying the military arrangements in Central Europe in a way 

conducive to peace; the second, or indirect, road, on the other 

hand, is concerned with the ultimate resolution of conflict by 

political evolution in Europe as a whole.
8 

ThG advantages allegedly 

accruing from each of the tvm processes naturally reflect the 

inherent differences in emphasis and time-perspective. Thus the 

first approach involving different kinds of measures in the 

military field is usually recommended because it would: 

(a) reduce the risk of war through incidents or misperceptions; 

(b) allow immediate and possibly increasing economic savings; 

and 

(c) contribute to the emergence of an atmosphere of mutual 

trust conducive to the resolution of controversial political 

issues, primarily the German problem. 

To the second approach, implying the development of bilaterctl and 

multilateral cooperation between East and Wes·t in Europe is 

attributed: 

( al) a decrease in mutuill threat percep'cions flm.,ring from a 

better understanding of basic positions and motivations on 

each side; and 

(b2) the creation of a new environment of interdependence -

encompassing the field of cultural, socio-economic, and also 

political relations -- in \·lhich national boundaries would lose 

much of their present significance and the Ge~~an problem 

thereby become susceptible to resolution, and in which the 
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basis for a permanent peaceful order in Europe would thus 

emerge. 

It will be apparent that it is by virtue of the advantages 

listed under (c) and (al) respectively that the two processes would 

presumably reinforce each other. Obviously, if the military 

postures on both sides \vcre managed with the intention to demonstrate 

their non-provocative nature this might significantly facilitate 

the process of creating a nevr political environment in Central 

Europe. Indeed, it vrould seem to the present uuthor that there; 

arc distinct limits to the process of healing the rift in Europe 

by the grmvth of East-West exchange and cooperution alone. The 

maximum benefit in terms of reconciliution in Europe will only be 

derived from these expanding opportunities for mutu<:tlly profitable 

links, if some headway is made simultaneously in the field of 

security arrangemcnts.9 A cumulative process of increasing mutual 

trust and understanding generated by the grow·th of contacts and 

cooperation should make it easier, on the other hand, to arrive at 

some arms control agreements acceptable to both sides. 

II 

It has been argued by some of the keenest 'iTest European 

observers of the Soviet and East European scenes that the concept 

of "European security" is used by Moscow and its allies primarily 

as a propaganda slogan aiming at smving discord within the 

1Hestern alliance, thereby promoting the double goal of (a) the 

liquidation of NATO and the withdravml of the United States from 

Europe, and (b) the freezing of the present situation in Central 

Europe implying a permanent division of Germany.
10 

Even if one 

accepts the gist of this argument, it would still appear reasonable 
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to assume a certain measure of genuine interest in improving East.

West relations in Europe on the pa.rt of the Soviet Union and of 

most, if not all, the East European states. This, in any case, is 

the position of the present vlriter in the sense that it is 

postulated here that there exists -- for complex, partly over

lapping and partly conflicting reasons -- a Soviet-East European 

consensus on the desirability of stabilizing the military 

environment in Central Europe and of promoting East-vJcst cooperation 

in Europe at least in the fields of trade, science, technology and 

cultural relations. If, indeed, one can assume a minimum of genuine 

Soviet and East European interest in this type of "European 

security and cooperation", then the only way in which the Western 

powers might help that element to ascendancy over its propagandistic 

twin-brother would be to demonstrate conclusively the futility of 

exploiting the slogan of "European security" as a divisive 

instrument against the vlestern alliance. This in turn presupposes 

a concerted effort in the West to achieve some kind of overall 

coordination in the dealings of each member of the alliance with 

the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe. Such coordination, however, 

is badly needed an1~ay, as the success or failure of the alliance 

over the next decade is likely to be measured increasingly in terms 

of its ability to forge a new East-"\"lest relationship in Europe. 

In this situation the search for some rational division of labor 

among the l'lestern povlCrs in the management of relations with the 

Soviet Union and Eastern Europe would seem to be a worthwhile 

undertaking. 

What is the prospect for arriving at such an explicit 

coordination of Western efforts? One way of clarifying the scope 

for agreement in this field is to try to spell out how the two 

roads to European security outlined above as well as the 

corresponding foci of concern may relate to the basic interests 

of the major vlestern powers .• 
" * * 
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The overriding preoccupation of the United States in 

connection with the further development of East-West relations in 

Europe would seem to be related to the control of conflict and 

thus to the stability of the existing politico-military environment 

in Europe. Giving priority to measures that arc instrumental to 

preserving -- and if possible to enhancing -- stability does not 

necessarily imply accepting the present status quo in Europe qS 

compatible with basic American national interests. But it could be 

argued that the acceptance of the status quo as the basis for a 

European settlement conflicts with fundamental U.S. interests only 

as long as the existing situation in Central Europe is perceived 

as inherently unstable. Thus while the policy of "peaceful 

engagement" in Eastern Europe has been explained by American 

officials in terms of a long-term strategy to bring about a new 

political environment in Europe conducive to the resolution of 

conflicts, the ultimate motivation for choosing this policy is 

likely to have been the concern of U.S. decision-makers with the 

control of conflict: a policy \vhich held out some prospect for 

gradual peaceful change may have appeared to be the best way to 

contain the political forces that might jeopardize the present 

l . b'l' . h . . . ll re at~ve sta ~ ~ty ~n t ac sens~t~ve area. 

Similar considerations would seem to hold true for 

Britain whose major concern vrith regard to East-vlest relations in 

Europe also seems to be with the control of conflict and the 

management of crises in such a way that the possibility of large

scale armed conflagrations bet•.veen the two military alliances is 

reduced to a minimum. In addition, Britain's primary preoccupation 

with sustained economic recovery predisposes her to favor arms 

control measures that would allmv the reduction of force levels 

h . t 12 on t e European cont~nen • 
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West Germany's position with regard to the two major foci 

of concern in the search for European security is a complex one. 

On the ono hand, because of her exposed situation the Federal 

Republic must be at least as interested as any of her major allies 

in the conflict control aspects of Western detente policy. On.the 

other hand, it is only in terms of the resolution of basic 

conflicts in central Europe -- or at least significant developments 

leading in that direction -- that she can hope to attain the major 

national goal of her people: reunification. What every government 

in Bonn must guard against is the pursuit of one of these main aims 

at the expense of the other. Under the new Coalition government 

the Federal Republic has finally explicitly accepted the vie>·l that 

detente with the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe, including East 

Germany, is a precondition for any progress in a long-term process 

which may eventually load to some kind of nmnification. Once the 

relaxation of East-West tensions in Europe is no longer conceived 

as a bargain counter for steps towards reunification but as a 

necessary preliminary to the latter, the long suppressed, genuine 

West German interest in stabilizing the military environment in 

Central Europe could come into pl2.y. Thus, disregarding for a 

moment the still prevailing internal inhibitions -- specifically 

within the ranks of the CDU/CSU -- the main limiting consideration 

for Bonn with regard to arms control agreements in Central Europe 

would seem to be the concern to avoid the legalization of Germany's 

d
. . . 13 
~v~s~on. 

Finally, there is Franco, whose primary preoccupation 

seems to be with the restoration of Europe to a position as 

independent as possible from super-power influence. As for the 

two roads to European security the French Government has been 

among the main proponents and practitioners of \vhat was labeled 

above as the indirect road, i.e., the development of cooperative 
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ties with individual East European countries as a means to the 

reconciliation and unification of the whole Old continent. This 

reconciliation in de Gaulle's view would both require and facilitate 

progress with regard to the German question, although not 

necessarily the unification of East and West Germany in one 

unitary state. Thus, while paying lip service to German 

reunification, the French seem to be primarily interested in the 

amelioration of the German problem in order to eliminate (a) the 

main legitimation for super-power presence and influence in 

Europe; and (b) the block to further rapprochement between Eastern 

and Nestern Europe \vhich the unresolved situation in Central 

Europe constitutes. If these aims could be achieved by measures 

that would make the continued division of Germany just bearable to 

the German people the French are likely to bo satisfied. 

The direct road to European security on the other hand 

has hardly found any support in the French Government. No doubt 

this is partly due to the less exposed position of France, which 

gives her more freedom to be relatively complacent about conflict 

control in Central Europe and security measures in general. But 

the main reason for the negative French attitude seems to be the 

fact that at least the initial stops along that road are usually 

conceived in 

11
. 14 

a J.ances. 

terms of agreements between the existing military 

This in de Gaulle's view would reinforce the 

hegemonial position of the super-powers in Europe; whereas his 

aspirations run in exactly the opposite direction. 
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III 

Thus we come back to our earlier question: what, in vievl 

of these preoccupations and priorities of the main powers in the 

West, is the scope for a coordinated Hestcrn approach to the SoviQt 

Union and the Eastern European states? As for the compatibility of 

the West German efforts 1r1ith those of the United States and Britain, 

there should be no major difficulties at least during the earlier 

stages of an East-West rapprochement. The previous conflict of 

priorities between detente and reunification having been resolved in 

favor of the former, the West German Government may become 

increasingly aware of the need to lend credibility to its declaratory 

policy of reconciliation by adopting distinctly non-provocative 

military postures and by exhibiting a sincere interest in regional 

arms control measures. Thus there may emerge -- in fact it is 

discernible today -- a basic consensus between Washington, London 

and Bonn with regard to the desirability of promoting European 

security by arms regulations in Central Europe. Even with rGgard to 

negotiating procedures with the Warsaw Pact countries thG earlier 

WGst German reservations, due mainly to the concern about a possible 

up-grading of East Gennany's international status, seem to be fading 

away. In fact both Chancellor Kiesinger and Foreign I>linister Brandt 

have recently advocated that the alliance sys·tems themselves should 

be oriented toward the nctv tasks of East-West reconciliation in 
15 

Europe. These suggestions seem to fall very ,,,ell in line with 

ideas expressed by Zbignievr Brzezinski of the Policy Planning Council 

in the U.S. Department of StatG. In January, 1967 he surmised that 

after the earlier stages of "confrontation" and "exploration of bi

lateral relationships" the West was on the eve of a third phase 

"trying to build, multilaterally, an East-West relationship." In 

the security field this, in his view, could mean extending 

cooperation to the alliance systems themselves "in order to reduce 

the level of the confrontation."
16 
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To the extent that differences still exist between the 

Federal Republic and the Anglo-Saxon PovlCrs with regard to East

West relations in Europe it \vould seem to be in the realm of long

term perspectives rather than immediate policy choices. Bonn is apt 

to insist with greater vigor than anybody else in the West that 

Western policy toward the Soviet Union and her allies be conceived 

in a perspective that goes beyond the relaxation of tension. It 

must remain a basic preoccupation of a West Germany allied to the 

West to emphasize vis-a-vis her partners that genuine stability in 

Central Europe cannot be achieved 1-1ithout removing the causes of 
17 

tension in that part of the world. 

It is clearly far more difficult to envisage a closer 

"coordination" bebveen French policy vis-a-vis the Soviet Union and 

Eastern Europe and the efforts of her Anglo-Saxon partners in this 

field. Yet, is a harmonization altogether unthinkable? 

For reasons indicated above France is not likely to 

participate in nor to support any scheme for conflict control and/or 

arms limitation in Central Europe that would be based on the existing 

military organizations. On thG other hand the French conception of 

a European rapprochement and ultimate unification clearly envisages 

regional arms limitations in Central Europe -- specifically in the 

nuclear field. Thus, while there is some evidence of a positive 

French attitude tmvard regional arms control in Europe in 5:_ long-term 

perspective, the participation of France in the early stages of a 

system for conflict control and arms limitations v1ould hardly seem 

to be critical. On the l'lestern side these initial steps would have 

to be worked out primarily between the United Stntos, vlest Germany 

and possibly Britain. 

As for the efforts to promote European unification by an 

active policy of bilateral contacts and cooperation with individual 
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countries in the East, France is likely to remain suspicious of all 

"coordinating" schemes smacking of American hcgcmonial influence or 

interference. But if our earlier assumption about the inter-

d d b t th t d t E 't . t 18 open once o wecn e wo roa s ·o uropcan sccur~ y ~s corrcc , 

the French Government at some point is going to reach the conclusion 

that no further progress toward European reconciliation can be 

achieved 1·1ithout concrete steps forward in the field of security 

arrangements. Then, if not earlier, the French Government will 

probably become interested in participating actively in efforts to 

stabilize the military environment in Central Europe. At that 

juncture, the A~erican attitude is likely to be of decisive 

importance. Should the United States in this situation insist on 

military structures in Europe that were similar to NATO and the 

Warsaw Pact, in the sense that they i•rould contain distinct fcv.tures 

of super-power predominance, then American-European attempts to find 

common ground will probv.bly come to nothing. It is, however, 

conceivv.ble that the United States >vould be sufficiently flexible 

in its reaction to contemplate a common Western plan which in its 

ul timatc stages 1vould hold out 'cho prospect of a Europoan securi.ty 

structure >Vithout super-power domination but \vith some type of 

American-Soviet roassurancc against the overthro>V of this Europev.n 

sub-system. France may thon not only be lvilling to participate in 

a search for new European security arrangements together with the 

Americans but also be inclined to accept some measure of overall 

coordination in the further development of bilateral and multi

later<:tl cooperation bct\vcen Eastm:n and Western Europe. 

Thus, ideally, a division of labor bctwcon the main 

Western states could emerge along the follo>Ving lines: 
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Stage 1: a) The United States, l'7est Germany and Britain 

evolving some plan for a relatively crude system 

of conflict control and/or arms limitations between 

NATO and the \'larsaw Pact; 

b) France and \vest Germany together with a number of 

h 19 1 b . ot er West European states e a orat1ng a strategy 

for the further development of bilateral and multi

lateral cooperation across the dividing line in 

Europe. 

Stage 2: a) Elaboration of the main elements in a Western plan 

for a European security system by the Western 

European Union and the United States in cooperation; 

St<tge 3: 

Stage 4: 

b) tighter >·lest European coordination of cooperative 

efforts \vith Eastern Europe und t:he Soviet Union 

(participation mety include all countries belonging 

to the Council of Europe). 

vlorking out of un overall l'lestern plan for European 

security and cooperation (all states participating 

under Stage 2 et) and b). 

Negotiations \vi th the Soviet Union and Eastern 

Europe for a Europe<tn system of security and 

cooperation (U. S. , U. S. S. R. and all European 

states). 

Obviously, these four stages should not be conceived as 

watertight compartments: in practice they >vould necessarily overlap. 

Thus, the scheme is meant only as a generul guideline indicating 

where, in the opinion of the au'chor, the emphasis should lie in each 

phase of an evolutionary process. The sounding out of Soviet and 

East European attitudes, for example, would have to be going on all 

the time and might conceivably reach the level of preliminary 

negotiations early in the process. Similarly, although the United 
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States would be actively involved in the coordination of 1'1estern 

plans for cooperative efforts across the dividing line in Europe 

only in the third stage of this scheme -- when the linkage between 

security measures and East-Hest cooperation should be tackled -

mutual consultation and orientation within the V'lestern alliance on 

all aspects of East-West relations in Europe vmuld necessarily 

have to be undertaken all the time. Finally, there are a number 

of non-communist states in Europe that do not belong to the 

Western alliance. Their participation is envisaged under Stage 2 b) 

and 3 as a possibility, but it may obviously pose a problem both to 

the alliance and to themselves, specifically in Stage 3, when 

security measures would be discussed. On the other hand, it should 

be obvious that some of the countries in question may be able to 

make important contributions to East-West reconciliation in Europe. 

Most likely, however, their role would have to be limited to active 

participation in Stage 4. 

* * * 
In conclusion, it may be necessary to emphasize that this 

essay does not purport to be an exercise in prediction. The author 

is sceptical enough to realize that the chances that events will 

conform to the above scheme are slim at best. What has been 

attempted here is to demonstrate that it is not altogether 

inconceivable, provided sufficient determination and perseverance 

can be mobilized in the west. This, however, presupposes a sense 

of co1umon purpose among the Western States that at present is 

patently lacking and has so far been attained in any alliance only 

in times of ·,.,rar or in the face of an immediate external threat. 

The European issues confronting the 1'-lestern Alliance today may seem 

less urgent and tangible than the military challenges of former 

years; yet the stakes may ultimately be as high. 
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the importance of middle powers and small states for the promotion 
of East-West cooperation in Europe may be very significant indeed. 
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' The world, as it enters 1968, not only looks different 

from the one entering, say, 1951 amidst the Cold war. The situa

tion also differs from 1963, beginning under the hopeful! signs 

of a detente gradually easing the cold war. 

Recent developments in Vietnam, Soviet-American rela

tions and the arms race, at least challenge one of the common 

premises for our discussion. 

It is now questionable whether the assumption still 

holds valid "that the Vietnamese conflict will be ended by some 

formula reasonably satisfactory to the US and the USSR". It appears 

more likely that a solution will be sought by which American 

satisfaction increases inversely with Soviet satisfaction. The 

Vietnam war will thus further disturb the delicate balance of 

terror between the US and the USSR, already seriously upset by 

the outcome of the latest Midqle-East war. 

As a consequence, the unhappy Vietnam war, rather than 

being incidental in Soviet-American relations, will increasingly 

determine general Soviet policy in the future. 

In Washington also, the prudent policy of bridge-building towards 

the Soviet Union appears to have come to an end. 

The Soviet space-bomb and the American decision to de

ploy an A.B.M. system, are now seriously hampering further pro

gress in achieving non-proliferation. 

It thus appears likely that -this new phase in the arms 

race will further diminish chances for the policy of arms control, 

introduced in the early sixties. 

Whatever the outcome may be of the American involve~ 

ment in Vietnam, American defense policy towards Western Europe 

will probably further loosen its commitment to intervene direct

ly in a European crisis. American policy - Dean Rusk indicated -

may increasingly stress the need for a. European Defense organi

zation as a means to enhance Western Europe's capacity to defend 

itself. Its underlying assumption that a Europe Uniting along 

Monnet lines shall again be willing to - become a partner of the 

United States in a post-gaullist era, also needs reappraisal. Even 

after de Gaulle, the U.S. shall have to reckon rather with 

"gaullism" as a long-term trend than a passing nuisance. In the 

future, Western Europe appears likely, to assert itself rather as 
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an independent force than an equal partner. At the same time 

it appears unlikely that the process of f!=deralizing in Europe 

-the Monnet approach- will be relaunched in the near future. 

The process of economic cooperation will further acquire an 

autonomy of its own, without contributing to a solution of pre

sent political division and conflict in Western Europe. 

The basic argument forwarded in thispaper is that, 

unless significant policy changes are occuring, the actual 

gloomy picture of world developments represents a,new long term 

trend rather than a temporary problem. 

For my part, I would propose five specific assumptions 

to replace those still cdmmonly held: 

1. The Vietnam war, as it is presently being waged by the United 

States, will further diminish the chances for any significant 

rapprochement between the U.S. and the USSR in the years to 

come. 

2. As a consequence significant agreements. on arms control measures 

will be jeopardized by new steps in the ~rms race. 

3. NATO will further desintegrate as an organization for defense 

purposes without transforming itself into an instrument for 

East-West deten e and arms control. 

4. The trend in Western European countries to assert themselves 

against the United States without achieving unity among them

selves will cvntinue. 

5. As a consequence, the present uneasy'status quo in Europe will 

remain and no f·..lrther progress towards detente in Europe can 
be·made. 

In the following pages I shall attempt to clarify these 

assumptions and analyze their implication for future developments. 

A final section shall discuss requirements for.reversing the 

present and unfortunate trends in East-West and Atlantic relations. 
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The evolution in Soviet American relations. 

The evolution of Soviet American relations since the 

second world war can be subdivided into five more or less dis

tinct periods:1945-1947; 1947-1955)1955-1962; 1962-1967, and the 

present. 

During the first period, American policy was largely 

dominated by the illusion that postwar cooperation in the frame

work of the U.N. was viable. The Soviet-Union, while not being 

uncooperative in Yalta and in drafting the U.N. Charter, soon 

returned to "those attitudes of suspicion and hostility toward 

the West which it had consistently and openly expressed before 

it entered into the wartime alliance against Nazi Germany" 1 ). 

This Soviet policy, combined with its ~fforts to conso

lidate its positions in Easterri Europe, caused a fundamental change 

in American foreign policy. The new American policy, formally 

inaugurated by Truman' s declatation of March 12, .1947 (the so

called Truman doctrine), found its paramount expression in the 

signature of the North Atlantic Treaty on April 4,1949. Rejec-

ting the original thes~~ that collective security could be 

reached with the USSR in the United Nations, the US hence for~ · 
• 

ward adopted the thesis that it ought to be organized against 

the Soviet Union outside the United Nations. 

Its formula for Western Europe became: atlantic regio-

nal security combined with economic recovery in Europe and 

enhanced by European political unity. This series of American 

reactions against perceived Soviet intentions in turn hardened 

Soviet policy and further increased its suspicion. The cold war, 

as this situation came to be labeled, was a Soviet American con

frontation over Europe'mainly, until approximately 1955. 

Between 1'95.4 and 1957 a number of events were taking place,which 

again changed the pattern of Soviet-American relationship. 

From 1954 onwards the American nuclear monopoly was 

rapidly being replaced by an Soviet-American equilibrium.It re

sulted in an unprecedented arms race between the two political 

giants. 

1). SHULMAN, Beyond the Cold War, New Haven 1966, p.3 
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At the same time, the post-Stalin regime started to 

shift its emphasis from Europe to the Afro-Asian world. Since 

the UN p~ckage deal of December 1955 -the admission of 16 new 

members to the world organization - both powers became increa

singly confronted with the impact of decolonization and the non-

alligned countries upon their mutual relations. 

The slight detente in Europe, marked by the agreement 

on Austria's reunification and the I.A.E.A. was counteracted by 

the Western agreement on admitting West-Germany to NATO. The 

new western formula-after the rejection of EDC - of increasing 

security also without political unity, further freezed positions 

with respect to Europe. 

It was not until 1962 that a new and significant change 

in Soviet-American relations accurred. The disappearance of the 

Berlin crisis marked at least a tacit and temporary acceptance 

of the status quo in Europe. The shaky Laos.agreement opened the 

possibility of further agreement on accepting.the world of di

versity outside Europe. And last but not least, the Soviet

American confrontation over Cuba inaugurated a new era in which 

the balance of terror could be converted into a basis for arms 

control rather than a further 'arms race. 

The outcome of the Cuban crisis, however, also affected 

the two systems internally. It sharpened the Sino-Soviet conflict 

and the Franco-American opposition, giving rise to more diversi

ty inside the two blocs and to political polycentrism under the 

cover of military bipolarity. 

Since 1962, the international system appears to pre

sent itself as a delicate and multi-dimensional balance of for

ces .. These.balances can·provide the take -off for pragmatic so

lutions in.each area for reducing tensions inherent in each of 

them. 'Inversely,· increasing tension in one of them risks to set 

off an escalation process which may ultimately get out of con

trol. In this context, the present Vietnam policy of the United 

s.tates comes into play. In this context also, the evolution 

of the Vietnam conflict cannot be seen as an isolated conflict. 

As integral part of world developments its outcome shall either 

contribute to detente or revive world' tens,ion. 
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The changing objectives of American policy over the 

past few years therefore increasingly risk to jeopardize detente 

and to contribute to increasing tension. If American policy thus 

continues along its present lines, the following evolutions in 

East West relations appear likely: 

1. Soviet-American ~ations will further deteriorate, without 

any chance for agreement also on matters outside the South

East Asian situation. 

2. In non-European crises - like the latest Middle East war -

the US and the USSR will continue to avoid direct confronta

tion. They will, however, both be unwilling to'contribute tto 

easing tension and devising solutions for such conflicts. On 

the contrary, an increasing tendency to support their own 

"Clients", will engender new open conflicts with a built-in 

danger of escalation. 

3. The Vietnam conflict will uphold the American policy of isola

ting China in world politics. In doing so, China will continue 

its present revolutionary policy and the forced build-up of a 

strong nuclear force. This policy in turn will strengthen those 

in the US who are pressing for further improving the American 

ABM system and its general nuclear capability •. 

4. Although China appears capable to bypass the Soviet Union 

after 1975, the above development will first of all be seen 

in Moscow as an increasing American threat, thus further re

ducing the chances for arms control. 

5. A continuing struggle in Vietnam will further decrease Atlantic 

cohesion, without concurrently diminishing cohesion among 

Warsaw pact members. 

· 6. A!>. a consequenc·e the present balance .of terror may. well erode 
. into two opposite directions. On the global level, Soviet sus-

. picion wi:).l increase in the face of growing American preponderance. 

On the European level,the USSR may be tempted to seek gains 

in the face of a growing imbalance at the expence of Western 

Europe. 

In both respects, the erosion of the balance of terror 

will heighten tensions.in the international system. 
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A~·ms Control or Revived Arms Race 

The Russian orbital weapon and the, American dec.ision 

to deploy a limited ABM system suggest that arms control has al

ready become the victim of a deteriorating world situation, When 

we make an attempt to see the present stalemate over a non proli

feration treaty in the ENDC in its political context, the pros

pects are not promising. The story of disarmament negotiations su1ce 

the war has been a sad one until 1962, notwithstanding the 

mounting pressure in the UN to abolish nuclear weapons before 

reaching agreement on any measure to organize peace. 

This mounting pressure in itself expressed the reversal 

of the conception written in the UN Charter, According to this 

Charter, arms regulation should follow collective security. 

Since the nineteen fifties and especially due to the nuclear arms 

revolution, nuclear disarmament was given first priority. 

It was however only after the Cuban crisis that a first 

step towards arms control could be agreed upon. The political 

detente following the crisis - and not only the advance in the 

technology of detection - provided the political climate for a 

limited test ban agreement. A non-proliferation treaty combined 

with a comprehensive testban and eventually a promise by America 

and Russia not to develop ABM systemsappeared to be the logical 

next step towards arms control. 

Such a step, it appears to me, st.ill more requires a 

climate of political detente than did the first testban agreement. 

Political detente though is necessary both for having the US and 

the USSR agree to take those further steps the smaller powers 

ask for, as for having these smaller powers agree to forego the 

nuclear option. 

The present two-way erosion of the balance of terror 

is significantly dimishing the chances for reaching such agree

ment. The absence of agreement on non-proliferation will in turn 

contribute to further tension. This gloomy picture appears all 

the more likely if we project possible developments on the screen 

of Soviet and American intentions in this respect. 

The major objective of Soviet non-proliferation policy 

has always been to prevent Germany from either becoming a nuclear 

power on its own or decisively influencing the use of nuclear ' 
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weapons. 

The expected further desintegration. of the Atlantic 

alliance-- whether a consequence of Vietnam,,of a growing Euro

pean drive for independence, or of both -_may well lead to exact

ly that situation, the Soviets now like to prevent. It appears 

likely that a growing feeling of insecurity in Western Europe 

and its desire to play a greater role in world politics, will 

conve.rge to advocating some kind of a European nuclear force. 

Quite paradoxically, Soviet symphaty for de Gaulle's NATO poli

cy is promoting this trend. Any European nuclear arrangement, 

however, will be explained in the East as a measure of German 

nuclear armament, and thus contribute to increased tension. 
' The American non-proliferation policy especially aimed , 

at bridge-building with the USSR and at preventing proliferation 

in Asia, is becoming increasingly incompatible.with its present 

Vietnam policy. Recent developments at least suggest that bridge 

building with the USSR cannot proceed concurrently with bridge

destruction around Hanoi. The arms race between the US and China 

may well result in a chain reaction of Asian countries going 

nuclear. 

As a result the favorable climate· for furthering arms 

control seems to have passed, without any credible chance for 

preventing a revived arms race. 

Further decline of NATO? 

"Alliances in the past - Brzezinski is quoted to write 

in a forthcoming article
2

) - " were designed to wage war·; in 

recent times they have 'helped to deter war; in years to come they 

must concentrate on promoting peace". 

In a nutshell, this quotation defines the basic pro

blems with which NATO is faced today. 

An alliance concluded to wage war can afford to show 

little.cohesion in peace-time. 

2). International Herald Tribune. Tuesday, December 19,1967. 
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The capacity to deter war depends on a strong and mi

litatily unified organization in times of peace supported by a 

high degree of coordination in defense policies. A partnership 

for peace - the new objective of NATO - requires a high degree 

of political cohesion. 

Evaluating NATO's present status in the light of past 

evolution, the prospects are not promising. 

· During the initial period 1949-1952, NATO has been 

able to evolve from a traditional alliance into a modern deter

rence organization. At that time, the cold war made the interests 

of its major partners converge on a concurrent development of a 

strong Atlantic defense system and a high degree of European 

political unity. 

The decision to improve cooperation in non-military 

fields - on the recommendation of the 1956 report of the three 

wise,men- was as much a reaction against lack of political co

hesion as it was an agreement on the need for new initiatives 

to meet a new situation. Since 1956, political consultation 

has been fruitful in a number of typical cold war situations. 

It has invariably failed, however, in these non-;-cold war situa

tions in which political cohesion would have been necessary to 

prove the vitality of NATO as a partnership for peace. 

After 1962, the cohesion has further eroded, affecting 

also, and increasingly, the policies to be adopted towards the 

members of the l·'arsaw pacL 

r·t is interesting to remember in this respect that political 

disunity in NATO , notwithstanding its military organization, 

far exceeds the signs of disunity now apparent among Warsaw 

pact members • 

. The expectation that NATO may become an organization 

for "promoting peace" therefore appears to me as no more than an 

intellectually brilliant illusion. 1 would rather fear that NA·ro 

will gradually fall back into the traditional-type alliance to 

wage war, if the world situation continues to deteriorate as 

the foregoing analysis suggests. 
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Integration in Western-Europe? 

The persistent crisis in the European integration 

process, further exacerbated by the recent second conflict 

over British entrance into EEC, will neither promote "Atlantic 

partnership" nor help further East-West detente. 

To some extent the outcome of the Kennedy-round may be seen as 1 

symptomatic for the coming years. In the. GATT negotiations, 

EEC has shown sufficient ad hoc unity for challenging the US. 

It has failed to forge sufficient unity for promoting internal 

integration and a harmonious development of world trade. 

This trend may also appear in the polictical field. 

Western Europe may be able - together with the impact of the 

V~nam situation - to reduce American interest in Europe. It 

will remain unable however to become a relevant negotiating par

ty'in East-West arrangements. The outcry for independance from 

the United States will not result in greater unity to promote 

detente, For the Soviet Union such evolution will present ,both 

a temptation and a danger, It might tempt the Kremlin leaders to 

support those European policies which tend to further desintegra-

te the Atlantic alliance. At the same time, the absence cr Atlan-

tic cohesion and of European unity may have the effect of driving 

West Germany to seeking national solutions by way of an increasingly 

nationalistic policy. This latter policy will be seen as an in

creasing danger for its security in the USSR, and thus jeopardize 

detente., 

Maintaining the European status quo 

Th7 best we cap hope for in the predicted deteriora

ting· world. situation on all. levels, is that an uneasy status quo· 

can be maintained on the European continent. 

However gloomy the p:r:ospects may be for further detente, 

the facts of the nuclear age will make armed conflict most 
. 

unlikely to erupt in Europe. Whatever policies European statesmen 

may adopt, "the policies of the United States and the Soviet 
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Union with regard to Europe are likely to remain the most stable 
3) elements" 

The increasing global tension and West-European attitu

des _,towards non-proliferation, prEI,clude significant progress on 

arms control in Europe. At the same time, the German problem 
' ' will :cemain unsolved for a long time to come. 

A significant process of political detente thus 

appears unlikely to occur in Europe. In the years to come bila

teral economic and cultural contacts will gradually increase 

between Eastern and Western Europe. In the present political con

text and in view of their expected bilateral character, no influ

ence will be exerted on the possibility for real detente, 

Alternatives to deterioration 

Peace, the late President Kennedy.hassaid, "is a 

process - a way of solving problems". It is a process in which 

we should focus "on a more practical, more attainable- peace -

based not on a sudden revolution in human nature but on a gradu

al evolution in human institutions - on a series of concrete 

actions and effective agreements which are in the interests of 

all concerned" 41 • 
It has been, my assumption, throughout this paper 1 that, 

the Eas·t-·Wes t ba.lance of terror has provided - since 1962 - a 

breathing space in the arms race, ena.bltng policy - maker·s to 

pl2m arid promote a process of peace. The recent deteriorating 

world situation 1ndicates tha·t t1.me is running out for such ini

tia U. ves, If we go on allowing t.ime to :r:un out 1 the present 

3). GA.S'l'EYGER, Europe in the Seventies. 1-\del!:;,h.i Paper nr. 37. June 
1967, See also his analysis of liberalization in Eastern 
Europe and of German policy .. My general agreement with that 
analysi.s makes it superfluous for:me to deal with those two 
topics, ' 

4\, Address at American Uni.versity in Washington. New York Times 
June 11 , 1 96 3 . 
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policies based on the adagium: si vis pacem para bellum, war 

wi.ll be unavoidable in the end. 

New and concrete initiatives are therefore required 

to reduce the terror of the balance instead of permitting its 

erosion, 

The following alternative policy - measures therefore 

appear.to be vital for reversing the recent trends: 

1. The us government should take the initiative- instead of 

talking about negotiations - to de-escalate the Vietnam con

flict, 

2, The unfortunate view point of dividing the world into commu

nist and anti-communist regimes, equalizing the latter with 

free - peoples should be replaced by an acceptance of the 

world of diversity in the sixties. 

3. Assuming that a policy of isolating China increases the danger 

of conflict, measures should be initiated to reduce China's 

isolation in world politics. 

4. A speedy conclusion of a non-proliferation treaty is essential 

for further progress towards arms control. If a choice is to 

be made between ABM and non proliferation, or between a Euro

pean nuclear force and non proliferation, the latter shall be 

required for the sake of peace. Instead of dreaming about 

their future role as a world power, Europeans should make this 

continent a.pilot-area for arms control by devicing policies 

for denuclearisation and European -wide security. 

5. NATO should be maintained as a deterrent organization to ~aran

tee the American commitment to the defence of Western Europe, 

and to assure American participation in any negotiation 

concerning the German problem. 

6. A separate Atlantic body should be created to consult and pos

sibly coordinate bilateral economic and cultural relations 

with Eastern European countries. 

In case such a body could also deal with arms control propo

sals, it might eventually play a role in fostering political 

detente and in promoting an ECE type consultative East-West 

body. 

Such an Atlantic organ should maintain close contact with 

ECE in its initial phase. 
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7. The member states of the European cornrnuni.ties, finally, have 

reached the point where a fundamentaL reappraisal of their 

objectives has become vital. Instead of focusing on forming 

a new world power, they should contribute to promote an 

_ "evolution ih human institutions" by .which. Europe an-wide 

relations can be so organized that peac~, can be better achie

ved in the changed world of the Sixties and the Seventies. 

ML 


